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Soldier

stabbed in

Afula,

assailant

caught
DAVID RUDGE

and news agencies

A TERRORIST stabbed a soldier

in the back in Afula yesterday

evening, and was then caught by
an off-duty policeman.

The soldier, Eliahu Azulai, of
Aftila, was token in the car of a
passerby to Ha’emek Hospital. He
was lightly to moderately wounded.

Police said a 17-year-old from
Yamoun, near Jenin, approached
Azulai from behind and stabbed

him in the bock.The terrorist then

tried to flee.

Off-duty policeman Meir Cohen
happened to be in the area with his

family and saw the attack. He
chased the attacker, pounced on
him, and pinned him to the ground.

He also managed to remove the

knife from the suspect's hand.

The suspect was taken to the

nearby police station for ques-

tioning, and admitted stabbing the
soldier. In his initial statement, he
claimed he had argued with his

father and had carried out the

attack so he would be put in jail.

He is to be brought before the

Tiberias Magistrate's Court for a

remand hearing today.

In another incident yesterday, a

Palestinian teenager was shot in

the back near Nablus under
unclear circumstances.

Yasser Snobar. 16. was in

Rafidiyeh Hospital in Nablus in

fair condition with a gunshot
wound in his buck and stomach, a

hospital worker said.

Palestinian and Israeli police

said they were investigating the

reports.

"According to the preliminary

report that we have, a settler

opened fire on a group of students

and one student was injured,"

said Palestinian Police Col. Fahed
Biyad.

The army first said that an
Israeli driver had opened fire,

wounding some students, after

stones were thrown at his car, but

then retracted its statement.

The Prime Minister's Office

also said there was no basis to the

rumor that a settler had fired at

students.

Herb Kcinon adds'.

A guard at a Jcwish-run quarry

near" Tarkumia in the Hebron
Hills was lightly injured yester-

day when two Palestinian

assailants tried to take his gun.

settlement officials said.
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Christopher arrives amid
fading peace prospects

US doubtful Assad will agree to photo-opportunity with Peres

US Secretary of State Warren Christopher

arrived here last night in yet another attempt to

advance peace with Syria, though chances fora
breakthrough are fading given the prospects of

early elections here, diplomatic sources said.

Barring an unforeseen development from
Damascus this week that may give fresh impe-

tus to die talks, there are indications that

Christopher realizes the Syrian-israel talks will

be on a low burner until after the elections are

over, diplomatic sources in Jerusalem said.

“It is fair to say that if there are early elec-

tions in Israel, peace talks will continue, butthe

tough decisions on issues such as security

arrangements will only be made after the elec-

tions are over,” an American diplomatic source

said

Both Israel and Syria seem to prefer that talks

continue so as to preserve a modicum of
momentum.
“We still have no signs that the Syrians are

willing to compromise on a few issues that are

critical to us and if they don’t show any com-
promise there won’t be any peace,” said

DAVID MAKOVSKY

Minister Yossi Beilin.

"There is room for working groups to start

more extensive talks on all issues on the agen-

da. but I don't think there is reason to expect a

breakthrough,” Beilin .tgld Israel Radio.

While the US may not be pleased by the

prospect of early elections, Christopher is not

seeking to press Prime Minister Shimon Peres

on the matter. In a phone call between the two
last week, sources said, Christopher said the

calling of early elections is an internal Israeli

affair.

Yet, it is important to Christopher that he not

be blamed by Israeli officials for failing to

deliver an early breakthrough this week, and
therefore be perceived as the immediate trigger

for early elections, the American diplomatic

source said. Christopher is slated to leave the

region on Thursday, and Peres said he would
make his announcement about early elections

by next week.

Slate-run Radio Damascus yesterday

expressed disappointment with the progress in

Maryland. Syrian, radio attacked .Foreign

Minister Ehud Barak as being uninterested in

doing what is needed for peace. Barak said

recently that be would not give a drop of the

water on the Golan to Syria.

American diplomatic sources^werc doubtful

that Assad would, agree to a.“photo-op” with

Peres before the elections, which might bolster

Peres domestically. They said Assad will con-

tinue to link any meeting with Peres to a prior

commitment to fully withdraw from the Golan.

Before meeting Peres this afternoon.

Christopher mil participate in a Yad Vashem
ceremony that commemorates an American
Righteous Among the Nations, Darian Fry.

Christopher will also meet separately today

with President Ezer Weizman, Foreign
Minister Ehud Barak, and Likud Chairman
Binyamin Netanyahu.
The secretary of state leaves for Damascus

tomorrow rooming and is expected back the

next day.

The new American gamble
SECRETARY of Stale Warren Christopher

now seems to be betting that early elections

will not mean that after 17 trips to the Middle
East, he is left holding the bag on peace talks

with Syria.

It is now expected that Prime Minister

Shimon Peres, who holds a 16 point lead

over Likud leader Bmyamin Netanyahu, will

emerged strengthened from the elections and

still have lime to clinch a deal with Syria

before the US elections in November.

But even Minister Yossi Beilin is not sure

that Israel can meet that timetable - assum-

ing Peres wins the election.

Beilin, who opposes early elections

because of the deleterious effect they could

have on the negotiations, has said that if

early elections are held, it could take a year

from the time talks are resumed to arrive at a

deal.

This could be too late for Christopher, who
has let it be known that he will retire regard-

COMMENT
DAVID MAKOVSKY

less of whether President Bill Clinton is vic-

torious.

However disappointed Christopher may
be, there is no indication that he pressed

Peres hard to change his mind, perhaps by
reminding him of die his oft-quoted remark
that it is “more important to win the peace
than to win elections.”

Israeli leaders are now telling Christopher

the opposite: Without an early election won,

peace and Peres's political future would be at

risk. Brokering a Golan deal could at best be
marginally helpful to Clinton in November,
but with terms of a deal uncertain, Peres

seems to believe that such an accord could be
deadly to his own political prospects.

Peres is seeking to defuse this line of Likud
attack by declaring he will hold a referendum

on a Golan withdrawal even after the elec-

tions.

It seems that Israel sold the early elections

idea to the US as a low-risk proposition.

After all, Peres is ahead in the polls; Hamas
has not blown up buses recently; and PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat has committed him-
self to amending the Palestinian Covenant
before the dace talked about for the elections.

Yet in politics, anything can happen. Peres

has ran four times before, and despite having
leads in the past, never turned item into an
unambiguous victory. The Likud has said

that, if elected, it wifi not withdraw from the

Golan. So one cannot preclude the possibili-

ty that the peace talks will not return to

where they are today.

Ambassador to the US ltamar Rabinovich
once wrote about missed opportunities with

Damascus soon after the establishment of

Israel. The US seems to be beuing that Peres

will win in May, and the current talks will

yield more than a sequel with the same name.

Labor court prevents Magen David Adorn
from taking action against blood bank director

THE Tel Aviv Labor Court last

night issued a temporary restrain-

ing order barring any change in

status Tor Magen David Adorn
blood services director Dr. Ammm
Ben-David. The case will be dis-

cussed with both sides present at a

future dale.

The order, sought by Ben-
David's lawyers Uzi Atzmon and

Dan Ahiezcr, cut short discussions

by MDA's board of directors of

proposed sanctions against Bcn-
David. who four years ago
approved his predecessor's deci-

sion not to use most blood donat-

ed by Ethiopian immigrants or lo

inform them that their blood was
likely to he destroyed.

Atzmon said that dismissing or

suspending an employee for rea-

sons given by Health Minister

Ephraim Sneh - who last week
asked MDA director-general

Amos Luria to suspend Bcn-
David - was “without precedent.”

Before the court order was issued,

Luria appeared before the 11-

JUDY SIEGEL

member board in Tel Aviv and
asked that it approve putting Ben-
David on a forced vacation until

the Navon Commission reaches
its conclusions on the blood-donor

affair, disclosed by Ma'ariv 10

days ago.

Snch. reacting to the news of
restraining order, said he would
wait for the court to reach its final

decision. If it decides to perma-
nently bar any sanctions against

Ben-David, Sneh said, be would
honor this decision.

The Israel Medical Association

and the Israel Hematology Society

yesterday voiced their full support

for Ben-David, saying his deci-

sion not to use most blood donat-
ed by Ethiopian immigrants -

because their risk of HIV was 50
times that of the general popula-
tion and because lab tests could
not discover all carriers - was cor-
rect. His decision not to inform
immigrant donors that their blood

would not be used (except for rare

types, which were frozen and the

donors later retested) was aimed

at protecting the Ethiopian immi-

grant community from stigmatiza-

tion by the general public, they

said in a statement

As the 11 -member MDA board

deliberated, dozens of blood ser-

vices workers demonstrated in the

building in support of Ben-David.

and eight Ethiopian immigrants

protested below to demand Ben-

David's dismissal. The board

asked MDA legal adviser Ami
Osnat to prepare the Organiza-

tion’s response to the court order

and ask for (he go-ahead to send

Ben-David on forced vacation.

The board also issued a statement

rejecting claims that MDA had

actedin a “racist” or “aroisemitic"

way.
Prime Minister .Shimon Peres

last night officially appointed for-

mer president Yitzhak Navun as

election bloc
Eitan drops bid for premiership in

exchange for No. 2 slot

SARAH HONIG

THE Likud and Tfcomet have

reached agreement on establish-

ing a united electoral bloc for

the- next elections. The agree-

ment is to be initialed this week.

Though neither party would
officially confirm the reports,

sources said the deal has been

struck, and that Tfcomet leader

Rafael Eitan will not run for

prime minister
The parties will not merge, but

will be fielding a single Knesset

ticket and will both back Likud
chairman Binyamin Netanyahu
for premier.. After the elections,

the parties will have the option

of remamirig together in a united

parliamentary bloc or. going
their separate ways and setting,

up their own Knesset factions.

The agreement between the par-'

ties resulted chiefly from Likud
efforts to end Eitan’s candidacy,

which Netanyahu viewed as par-

ticularly detrimental to his

chances against Shimon Peres.

The agreement was hammered
out in a series of near-clandestine

meetings by Likud director-geoer-

. al Avigdor Lieberman and Tkomet
director-general Doron Shmueli.

After it is initialed, the agreement

most be ratified by the central

'.cbmiriittees of both parties/

Under the deal, Eton will get

the second spot on thejoint ticket

and Tsomet will get eight slots in

the first 40.

The key to the allocation of slots

is the number of seats won in

1992 by the Likud and Tsomet.

The Likud won 32 Knesset seats,

and Tsomet started the present

term with eight It was agreed to

overlook the defection from

Tsomet of Gonen Segev, Alex

Goldfarb, and Esther Salmovitz,

and David Levy's and David

Magen"s leaving the Likud.

Besides removing Eitan from

the prime ministerial race, the

agreement is geared to giving the

national camp a morale boost Its

actual electoral value is hard to

gauge.

Tsomet had in past campaigns

nibbled into Labor's support and

it is not clear whether its potential

electorate would fully follow it

into a partnership with the Likud,

and whether those with a Labor
past would vote for a Likud-led

list

News of the deal may also cause

internal problems in the Likud,

where the primary race for safe

slots on the Knesset list is very

crowded.
At this point, no one knows

where the Tsomet candidates will

be placed and how far down on
the list the Tsomet newcomers
would push the very hard-pressed
Likud contestants.

T&omet bad already finished

putting its own list of candidates

together, the first patty to do so.

PM to announce early

elections next week
SARAH HONIG

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

will announce his decision on
eariy elections by next week, even

though the consensus in Labor is

that the decision has already been
made.
Bur - Peres yesterday told

Internal Security Minister Moshe
Shahal and Labor Knesset whip
Ra’anan Cohen that he prefers the

line that he has not yet decided.

Presumably this is done in order

to deny a tie between the decision

and US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher's visit.

Labor sources say Peres will

meet with Likud chairman
Binyamin Netanyahu next week
to give him the official word, to

ask for Likud cooperation in pass-

ing legislation to dissolve the
Knesset, and to find a mutually
agreeable election date.

Netanyahu yesterday said his

party does not oppose reschedul-

ing the elections, but that he is

awaiting word from Labor.

According to Cohen. the dates

now contemplated for the elec-

tions are May 14, May 21, or May
28 - all Tuesdays.
Peres told Shahal that

“announcing early elections now
would be too early and doing so
after mid-February will be too
late."

. Cohen is to confer with his
Likud counterpart MK Moshe

Katsav today to begin the tradi-

tional haggling about an election

date.

Meanwhile, practical prepara-
tions for early elections were
underway in Labor headquarters.

These include advancing the

party's Knesset primaries once
again. They were already moved
back from June to April 17, and
the talk now is about moving them
to March 26, the day the Likud
had long ago slated for its pri-

maries.

Party secretary-general Nissim
Zvilli has ordered generous over-
time allotments to ensure that the

bureaucratic groundwork for the

primaries is completed by an ear-
lier than envisioned target date.
Early elections fever, however,
extends beyond the primaries.
There is already hectic activity to

prepare the infrastructure for the
campaign itself.

Shahal is seen as managing
Peres's campaign for prime min-
ister, while Housing Minister
Binyamin Ben-Eliezer is likely to
be put in charge of the Knesset
campaign. Labor sources claim
that Interior Minister Haim
Ramon will be heading the party's
“information drive."

“Everything is all ready for the
race. All that is needed now is the
firing of the starting pistol,"
Cohen said last night.

head of the commission of inquiry

into the Ethiopian blood donations

affair.

Evelyn Gordon adds

:

The
Unified Ethiopian Immigrants
Organization yesterday withdrew
its petition to the High Court of
Justice against Magen David
Adam's refusal to use blood dona-
tions from Ethiopian immigrants.

The court was supposed to have
heard the case tomorrow.

in'a letter to the court, the group
said its decision was the result “of

a meeting with President Ezer

Weizman, at which it was agreed

to stop the battle over the blood

donations for the time being in

order to calm the situation; of the

establishment ... of a committee to

investigate the claims of the

Ethiopian immigrants; and of the

order
.
given (MDA] by Health

Minister Ephraim Sneh ... to

freeze blood donations from
donors of Ethiopian origin until,

the committee
-
has finished its

work."

‘Southern Rapist9

gets 21 years for
attacking 4 women

A BEERSHEBA man dubbed the “Southern Rapist.” was sentenced to
21 years’ imprisonment by the Tel Aviv District Court yesterday for rail-
ing three women who took rides with him and trying to rape a fourth
Meir Asour. 26. acquired a gun illegally and in December 1993 at theNegev junction gave aride: to a woman who had been waiting for a bus

to take her to the Youth Village near SderoL On the way, he stoooed Lhe
car and raped the woman at gunpoint.

uie

In Fdbruaiy 1994, Asour gave a ride to a woman soldier who waswmtingatAe Nahshon-Rehovot junction. He drove into a wooded^and raped her in the same manner. About 10 days later, he
Wh0 W0B,e

?
*° 8° “ Hazor. Herapcd her£ and

aEa*" : ^ A S.He
Two days later, he gave a ride to a 19-year-old woman soldier

waiting at the Nahshon junction for a ride to Beit ShenSt^l?JEdrove her into a secluded area and tried to mrv- h*r
*°ur a

!
so

However, the soldier pushed open the door and
.
A saw the soldier fleetaTaSd

Asour s car couldn’t pass. Asour drove around thJn ^ 50
the driver took the soldier to the police smtiSl.
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PLO chiefs meet in El-Arish today
THE PLO Executive Committee
is to meet in the Northern Sinai

town of El-Arish today for a two-
day meeting to discuss the Pales-

tinian election results, the role of
the 88-member council, and how
to approach changing the nation-

al covenant.

The committee includes mem-
bers of the opposition Popular
and Democratic Fronts for the

Liberation of Palestine who have
said they will aot participate in

the Sinai meeting.

But some 100 DFLP members
and 50 PFLP members want to

return from abroad.

About 50 of them are members

JON IMMANUEL

of the PNC.
The acting PNC chairman Sa-

lim Zaanoun says he has pre-
pared a list of 165 members of the

Palestinian National Council
which has been given to the Israe-

li authorities, but it has not yet

been received, the spokesman for

the government coordinator in

the territories said yesterday.

The discrepancy could be due
to the inability of the Palestinian

Authority to come up with more
names.

Some 300 PNC members are

living abroad and the announce-

ment of a list may be designed to

pressure them to join it.

The executive committee is ex-

pected to decide whether the

anti-Israel charter should be al-

tered or dropped entirely and re-

placed with a new constitution

reflecting the existence of a self-

governing Palestinian Authority.

Meanwhile, the popular debate

concerning the future of the char-

ter has begun heating up with

many newly elected 88-member
council members, who will be ap-

pointed to the PNC, saying it

should wait until Israel guaran-

tees Palestinian statehood.

There are also some odder sug-

gestions, including a demand that

Israel change the Protocols of the

Elders of Zion before Palestin-

ians change the charter.

At a meeting in Khan Yunis

this weekend, apparently un-
aware that the Protocols are a

Czarist antisemitic forgery, Ra-
faat Najar, the only PFLP mem-
ber to run and be elected to the

SS-member council, was quoted

in the daily Hoyat al Jadida news-

paper Saturday as saying, “We
demand a change in the Protocols

of Zion in exchange for changing

the charter.”

Islamic Jihad supporters

condemn Arafat for two slain
HUNDREDS of Islamic Jihad
supporters followed the coffins of
two slain members yesterday
shouting "death to Israel,”
“death to America

1
’ and hinting

at death to Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat. “Tell
Arafat Islamic Jibad killed Sa-

dat," was heard among the

shouts.

Eymad Ruzeineh and Amar
Ajjaj were killed Saturday night

when they opened fire on Pales-

tinian policemen who came to ar-

rest two other Jihad activists in

JON IMMANUEL

the Shati refugee camp, the Pal-

estinian Police said in an official

statement.

Hamas and Islamic Jihad
spokesmen described the killings

as “criminal.”

Hamas spokesman Dr. Mah-
moud Zahar demanded an inqui-

ry and trial of those responsible.

The two were suspected of in-

volvement in the double-suicide

bombing in Beit Lid a year ago
and planning other attacks after

the trilling of Islamic Jihad leader

Fathi Shkaki in Malta in October.

“The bullets that used to kill

Jews are aimed at the chests of

the holy martyrs,” shouted Islam-

ic Jihad leader Nafez Azzam, at

the Gaza cemetery where the

bodies were buried.

Meanwhile, Israeli military

sources denied a report the IDF
had arrested another wanted Is-

lamic Jihad activist, Nidal Boon,

as he was trying to cross into

Egypt from Rafah. The Palestin-

ian Police would not comment

Cytryn will be released this week
HERB KEINON

KIRYAT Arba resident Shrauel

Cytryn, placed under administra-

tive detention on December 4,

will be released at the end of the

week, his lawyer Naftali Wertz-

berger said yesterday.

However, Wertzherger said.

OC Central Command Maj.-

Gen. IIan Biran has barred Cy-

tryn from leaving Kiryat Arba for

the next three months.

According to Wertzberger,

Biran also extended by three

months the orders barring David

Shire! from leaving Hebron.

Kiryat Arba residents Reuven

Black and Anthony Lorain, he

said, will be barred from entering

Hebron for the same period.

After receiving recommenda-

tions from a military appeals

court, Biran cut in half, from six

months to three months, the peri-

od that three of the heads of the

Od Yosef Hai yeshiva in Nablus -

Eli Rosenfeld and rabbis David

Dudkevitch and Yitzhak Shapira

- have been barred by adminis-

trative order from entering the

yeshiva. The court had recom-

mended rescinding the order

against Dudkevitch altogether.

To the Elienhorn Family

Deepest sympathy on the death of our colleague

Prof. MATTHEW J. ELLENHORN
Staff of

The Israeli Poison Information Center
Rambam Medical Center, Haifa

T€lflUIU UNIU6RSITV

The Maurice and Gabriela GoJdschleger

School of Dental Medicine

The faculty and staff of the Dental School mourn the

untimley passing of

HERB STEIN
of Barstow, California, a major benefactor of the Dental

School, and donor of the Herb & Ed Stein Chair in Oral

Pathology, and the Herb & Ed Stein Oral Medicine Clinic.

Our hearts go out to Justine and the family.

jf/£
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The Joint Israel Appeal of Great Britain and Ireland

extend sincere condolences to

George Balint and his family

on the passing of his dear wife

IRENE BALINT

The Yad Benjamin Educational Center in Israel

Friends of Religious Settlement, England

extend their deepest condolences to

George Balint & Family

on the passing of his beloved wife

IRENE BALINT 5”T

RAMOT SHAPIRA EDUCATIONAL CENTER
extends its sincerest condolences to

George Balint
on the passing of his dear wife

IRENE BALINT n .

May you be comforted among the mourners of

Zion and Jerusalem

Rabbi Dr. Yaakov Vainstein, President

Faculty and Staff

Hearing

held on

detainee’s

appeal

EVELYN GORDON

THE Supreme Court yesterday

beard administrative detainee

Aiyeb Friedman’s appeal against

his detention.

Friedman, 50, is a haredi rab-

binical pleader who lived for a

few years in Kiryat Aiba before

retaining to Jerusalem about six

months ago. He was put into de-

tention for three months on Janu-

ary 11, and Jerusalem District

Court President Vardimos Zailer

upheld the detention two weeks

ago. The detention is apparently

based on Friedman’s allegedly

extremist views.

Al the hearing in from of Jus-

tice Zvi Tai, which by law was

held entirely behind closed

doors, Friedman’s attorney, Mor-

dechai Mintzer, argued that De-

fease Minister Shimon Peres

could not possibly have consid-

ered the detention order before

signing it, since it was signed just

before he got on a plane to Paris

to attend former French presi-

dent Francois Mitterrand’s funer-

al. Furthermore, he argued, the

state admitted to Zailer that it

had not considered alternatives

to detention - though the stale

said yesterday that this was not

true.

Mintzer also argued thai there

was not even any psychological

evaluation before the stale decid-

ed that Friedman was a danger,

which showed that this decision

was not a professional one.

The state, in response, contin-

ued to argue that Friedman is a

danger to state security, and in-

sisted that Peres bad properly

considered the order.

Friedman’s wife, Sarah, said

after the hearing that she has no

idea why her husband is in deten-

tion, and caii only assume it is

because be once lived in Kiryat

Arba.

“He’s never in his life been

involved in any extremist group."

she said. “But the whole thing

was behind closed doors, and 1

have no idea what went on ...

Israel has become a socialist re-

public, not a democratic
republic.”

However, she said, she was
hopeful that the court would free

her husband, as she has been told

that Tal, the court’s only religious

justice, is also “a good judge and

a fair judge.”

Two IDF
soldiers

wounded
in zone
DAVID RUDGE

TWO IDF soldiers were very

lightly wounded by mortar fire in

the eastern sector of the security

zone yesterday afternoon.

The soldiers were at a South

Lebanese Army position, in the

Ali Tahr hill range region, when
several mortar rounds fell in the

compound. The two IDF soldiers

suffered light cuts and abrasions.

They were treated al the scene

and later returned to their duties.

The army spokesman said the

mortars were fired from a village

north of the security zone, and

that IDF and SLA gunners re-

turned fire.

Hizbullah gunmen often ose

residential areas as cover for

launching long-range attacks on

IDF and SLA targets in the zone,

taking advantage of the Opera-

tion Accountability understand-

ings that the IDF will not pur-

posely fire into villages in order

to avoid causing any civilian

nrenalries

The fact that the terrorists use

civilians to protect their own ac-

tivities, however, is itself viewed

by Israel as a breach of the

understandings.

Hizbullah has been concentrat-

ing most of its efforts recently in

attacks on SLA targets in an ap-

parent effort to try to undermine

and dismantle the force.

St Peter’s fish are polled from the lake in the South Tel Aviv

Park yesterday, after what is believed to be a case of the

poisoning of hundreds of fish- Four dead seagulls were also

found near the lake- (Gideon Markowitz/IPPA)

‘Davar’s’ fate hangs in balance
MICHAL YUPELMAN

DAVAR Rishon’s fate will be probably determined by the end of this

week, when it becomes dear whether the daily newspaper will be sold
to a private investor. If the deal falls through, it may have to dose
down.

The Histadxut leadership yesterday gave Davar Rishon’s executive
committee an extension until the end of the week, after being persuad-
ed that negotiations for a deal with a strategic investor are in advanced
stages and the deal can be completed by Friday.

The Histadrat’s executive was to dedde by tomorrow whether to
give the paper NIS 1-5 million as part of the agreement between them,
or withhold the assistance due to the Histadrut’s financial pligh t.

When the Histadrat’s new leadership decided, at former chairman
Haim Ramon's insistence, to sell Davar

,

it agreed to continue to give
the paper NIS 1 million a year for three or four years.

Most of the newspaper’s shares were to be sold to an outside
investor by the end of 1995, while the rest were to remain in the
workers’ ownership. However, since the sale did not take place as
scheduled, the Histadrut’s continued assistance was called into
question.

PA, Israeli

police chiefs

meet, praise

cooperation

BILL HUTMAN

COOPERATION between the

Israeli and Palestinian police

forces is excellent and has already

shown results, the Palestinian po-

lice chief and his Israeli counter-

part in Judea and Samaria de-

clared yesterday, on the occasion

of their first meeting.

“The both of us have proven

we can work together to fight

crime,” said ' Brig.-Gen. Ghazi

Jabali. during a brief ceremony

before the meeting, held at the

Palestinian Police Academy in

Jericho.

Cmdr. Alec Ron, head of the

Judea and Samaria police district,

said, “overall, the agreements
[on police cooperation] are being

observed...Over the past several

months we have come to greatly

appreciate the. work of the Pales-

tinian Police.”

Ron and the entourage of Isra-

el Police brass were greeted by an
honor guard, and given demon-
strations of both dassroom and
field training at the police schooL
Senior Palestinian and Israeli of-

ficers have been in almost daily

contact in recent months but the

police chiefs had never meL
Israel Police officers said that

the work of the Palestinian Police

has been felt most in the area of
car thefts. . Since November, the

number of thefts have dropped
by over 10 percent, largely be-

cause of a Palestinian Police
crackdown, the officers said.

Jabali said there were around

8,000 policemen in the Palestin-

ian Police force, and by the end
of the year that number should

reach 12,000. The figure does not

include officers in other brooches

of the Palestinian security forces,

such as the Preventive Security

Service.

Disruptions in municipal

services expected

WIDESPREAD disruptions in

municipal services throughout

the country are -slated -from to-

morrow as put of a campaign by

the Union of-’ Local ^&hlh(nities

against budget cuts. - ULA. chair-

man Adi Eldar said the stoppages

would go ahead unless they today

receiveded a positive 'answer to

their demands from die govern-

ment DavidRudge

NEWS IN BRIEF

Woman shot in Ramat Hasharon
A 35-year-old woman was shot and seriously wounded in her

head and abdomen yesterday in a luggage store in Ramat
Hasharon. Doctors at Beilinson Hospital were fighting last

night to save her life. Police are investigating whether the

shooting was related to a marital dispute.

IDF to report to cabinet on service cut
Prime Minister Shimon Peres yesterday instructed Chief of

General Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak to examine the

IDFs manpower needs and report back to the cabinet, at an

upcoming meeting, on whether the term of mandatory service

can be cul

him

him

One killed, six injured in Haifa accident
A 50-year-old Haifa man, Sasson Mizrahi, was killed and six

others injmed when a van crashed into a car in Haifa’s Hadar
district early yesterday morning The other occupants of the van
and the car suffered tight to moderate injuries. DavidRudge

Jordan’s Kabariti forms new government
King Hussein, ignoring criticism of his policies, named a new
prime minister yesterday who is noted for his outspoken support

of the king’s controversial moves away from Iraq and toward

IsraeL The appointment of Abdul-Karim al-Kabariti, 46, and the

retirement of veteran figures in Jordan’s power structure also

signaled a shift to a new generation of leaders. Reuter

Ramallah recount doesn’t come off
Only two of 18 ballot boxes in Ramallah that were to have been
recounted yesterday following the loss of the ballot tallies from the

January 20 council election were counted, as most of the

teachers assigned to do the job declined and called for a revote in

the entire Ramallah district Results from the two boxes that

were counted showed tittle difference from the previous
unsupervised count, “but since they were unsupervised for so
long, the count is unreliable,” Barghouti said. Jon Immanuel

Nature Protection Week begins
Nature Protection Week officially began yesterday, with the
country’s environmental groups protesting the government
decision to continue the Trans-Israel Highway project

Lial Collins
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Rafael workers plan ‘all-out fight’
WORKERS at the giant Rafael

plant south of Acre are planning

what they described as an all-out

fight against compulsory dismiss-

als and plans to turn the arma-
ments development authority
into a public company.

“From [today] we will be start-

ing a long and ongoing fight to

reach a jnst solution to the prob-

lems at Rafael," said David
Zuckman, chairman of the work-

ers’ action committee.

He revealed that employees in-

tend to stage protests in Tel Avjv

DAVID RUDGE

and outside the plant today as

part of their campaign, although

they have temporarily stopped
their work-to-rale.

“We have stopped the sanc-

tions in the plant and we are tak-

ing the fight outside,’’ said

Zuckman.

The employees are pressing for

workers to be allowed to leave

voluntarily, rather than be

sacked. They are also demanding

better terms for those who leave

than have so far been offered by
managemenL
More than 70 government em-

ployees have already received no-
tification of pending dismissal

Yigal Cohen, head of the trade
union department of the Hista-
drut’s Haifa branch, said a re-

quest had been submitted to the

secretariat of the department rep-

resenting engineers, asking for a
new labor dispute to be declared

at Rafael.

He said a decision is expected

today.
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Cabinet gives go-ahead

for Trans-Israel Highway

Sand, Tzur and Beilin overruled

are taken “,to yestenJay in a police patrol car. Police had forcefolly broken npa demonstration by some 200 workers who were protesting against their employers’ Mure to pay them. (Gideon MirkowiaWPA)

unnecessary force was
used to disperse demo of Chinese workers

THE governmem yesterday de-

cided 10 go ahead with plans to

build the Trans-Israel Highway
over the objections of Environ

mem Minister Yossi Sarid, Agri

culture Minister Ya'acov Tzur

and Minister Yossi Beilin.

The move was welcomed by

Finance Minister Avranam Sbo-

hat, who said the three had put

forward a
*

’surprising and
strange” proposal to stop the

building of the road by creating a

team which would examine the

options for reducing demand for

the highway.

Sand, Tzur. and Beilin argued

that no serious consideration had

been given to other alternatives

to the highway.

The road, they said, would cause

great damage to agricultural ar-

eas and nature reserves. In a writ-

ten proposal to the cabinet, they

HAIM SHAPIRO

said the highway does not present

a long-term solution to the traffic

problem. They also suggested

giving higher salaries to employ-

ees instead of car allowances,

which only gives people impetus

to buy cam.

Shohat said the highway is only

one of the transportation infra-

structures which had to be meal-

ed to keep the country from turn-

ing into one big traffic jam. Also

needed are improved roads, he

said.

At the same time. Shohat said,

it is necessary to find a solution to

the problem of mass transit in Tel

Aviv and other key locations,

such as Haifa and Jerusalem.

Before the government deci-

sion, Otniel Schneller, head of

the Highway Safety Administra-

tion, and the Manufacturers As-

sociation added their voices in fa-

vor of the highway.

Schneller said the environmen-

talists had been using the issue of

road safety cynically in their op-

position to the thoroughfare,

since all studies show that the

greater the congestion, the great-

er the chances of being involved

in an accident.

Schneller said he supported the

building of the highway, but at

the same time believed it should

have a special traffic police unit

which would enforce regulations

and ‘'create new driving habits.”

The Manufacturers .Associa-

tion had appealed to Trade and

Industry Minister Micba Harish

to push forward the building of

the highway, to facilitate the

transport of goods throughout

the country.

UNNECESSARY force was used
to break up yesterday’s demon-
stration by some 200 Chinese
construction workers in Tel Aviv,
senior sources in the Hayarkon
Police District conceded
yesterday.

The workers were protesting

against their employers’ failure to

pay them on time or to fulfill an
agreement to send part of their

salaries to their famflieR in China.

The workers had gathered at

the Dolphinarium and began

marching to the Chinese Embas-
sy in North Tel Aviv.

Near' the Jerusalem Beach, the

police blocked their path, after

the marchers caused huge traffic

jams.’

Eyewitnesses reported that

marchers were knocked to the

ground and beaten.

Police contended that several

policemen, including two offi-

cers, were also injured, and that

one - policeman remains
hospitalized.

of the demonstrators
a reporter that he had

One
showed
had several teeth knocked out,

and the police admitted that a

policeman had hit a protester in

the face, breaking several of his

teeth.

Seven Chinese were arrested

far assaulting police officers, dis-

turbing the peace, and demon-
strating illegally.

All seven were released after

the Chinese Embassy intervened.

The Israeli employers were

called and organized buses took

the workers to their construction

sites.

An investigation revealed that

many of the workers were justi-

fied in their complaints against

their employers, and that others,

who had been paid on time, dem-
onstrated in solidarity' with their

countrymen.

The employers promised the

police and the Chinese Embassy
they would rectify matters imme-
diately. (Itim)

Bar-Ilan to mete out punishment

for Amir photo brochure blunder

Families of

detainees

must be

informed.

,

-
GORDON

THE High Court of Tustice
:
ye*;

terday ordered the state to ehsme
that the families and attorneys of

security prisoners are notified im-

mediacy of the fact that an ar-

rest has occurred, where the pris-

oner is being held, and whether

the attorney may meet with his

client.

The court was tearing a peti-

tion filed by attorney. Lea Tsemel

on behalf of Jamta and Saflah

Sherif, who are suspected of as-

sisting Hamas in general ariud a

specific terrorist to whom both

afe related. lamia, a Hebron
school principal, was arrested on

January 25, while Sallah, a driv-

ing teacher from Eizariya, was
arrested on January 23.

Tsemel filed die petition last

Thursday because she had been

unable to meet with either, and

withdrew it at yesterday’s hearing

after the state said she could meet

with Sallah, and that a legal order .

had been issued forbidding her to

see Janna until February 8.

However, Justices Gavriel

Bach, EKahu Mazza, and Ya’a-

kov Kedmi. appeared shocked by

Tsemel’s description events.

.Tsemel noted that neither she

nor fee family had been informed

of where Sallah
.
was being held. A

police list showed him to be at the

EIrion lock-up, but the police

there said they had never heard

of him. They directed Tsemel to

the Ma’aleh Adumim police sta-

tion, which also had never heard

of Sallah, and the Jerusalem po-

lice denied all knowledge of him.

Tsemel' s office began a tele-

phone search of the country’s

lock-ups, and was finally told, on

January 31, that the prisoner was

in fact hi Etzioa, but under the

authority of fee General Security

Service rather than the police.

The police officer who told her

this said he had ik) idea whether

eh* could visit her. client eff not

The state, in its response to fee ;

petition, said, even this was not

true: Sallah -was in fact in Jerusa-

lem’s Russian. Compound lock-up.

“There have thready been sev-

eral cases like this," Bach said,

appalled.

Under Bach’s pressure, gov-

ernment attorney Michael Blass

agreed that the state would look

for ways to ensure that this does

not happen m the future. To un-

derscore the matter, Bach de-

tailed what te ;expected from fee

state in his dw&on: That “fam-

ilies and attorneys are informed

immediately” of the arrest and-

told .where fee prisoner is being .

held,, whether the attorney can .

meet with fee prisoner' antf if

not, why not. - •
:

T'

Village battles 8-year ‘temporary’ injunction
THE Beit Jann Local Council

yesterday asked; the High Court

of Justice to cancel two interim

injunctions forbidding villagers to

use a certain. agricultural road, on

fee grounds fee injunctions have

already been 'in -force for more

fean eight years. . -. - '•

Alternatively, the Druse -vil-

lage in the Galilee asked the

coiiit to alder fed Society for fee

Protection of Nature in Israel

(SPNI) tb give a financial guaran-

tee feat if it loses fee case of

which fee injunctions are part, it

will cover fee damages which fee

injunctions have caused the

villagers.

. . Ihe case involves a short road

connecting fee village to the resi-

dents’ olive groves. The SPNI
fifed a petition against this road is

1987, saying ft was illegal because

it runs through fee country’s larg-

.est nature' . reserve. Mount
Meron. Ihe village claimed die

EVELYN GORDON

land was never part of fee re-

serve. In response to fee petition,

however, the conn issued an in-
:

terim injunction forbidding fee

“vfliagers to
e
rise- fee road . in ques-

tion njjtjT the final ruling on the

case. It issued a similar injunction

in response to a further petition

on fee same issue fee following

year.

Since then, there have been

numerous discussions among the

parties, tentative agreements,

hearings, and additional peti-

tions, but the case is still pending.

In fee meantime, according to

fee petitioners, fee injunctions

have caused fee villagers some

NIS 17 million worth of damages

as of October, 1995, and this sum
increases by about NIS 210,000

every month, they said.

The petition argued that an in-

terim injunction is by nature

meant to be a temporary mea-

sure. However, it said, an injunc-

tion that has lasted eight years

cannot be considered temporary.

These injunctions have given the

SPNI what it wanted on a more or

less permanent basis, without the

need to actually win its case in

court, fee petition said, and this is

unfair to the villagers.

BAR-ILAN University promised

yesterday to punish whoever was

responsible for including a dozen

photos of Yitzhak Rabin’s assas-

sin, Yigal Amir, in a US fund-

raising brochure dedicated to Ra-

bin's memory.

Amir had been a law student at

fee university.

The American Friends of Bar-

Ilan University issued a letter of

apology for the incident, saying it

took full responsibility for fee

blunder.

University President Moshe
Kaveh said be bad called the

manager of fee American fund-

raising apparatus, Yehuda HaLe-

vy, to Israel for “discussions,”

and ordered all organizations

representing Bar-Dan abroad to

submit publications for advance

approval.

HaLevy said yesterday, upon
arrival -in Israel, that his organiza-

tion Lwas fully- responsible for the

error. Kaveh and Levy met last

night with the board of the

university.

News agencies

Following fee meeting, it was

decided to summon fee president

and vice-president of the Ameri-

can Friends of Bar Han, Jane

Stearn-Lebell and Melvin Stein

respectively, to Israel today for

consultations.

“Despite fee fact feat fee ap-

pearance of fee Amir photos is

fee journal was purely coinciden-

tal, 1 am determined to make sure

this will never happen again,”

Kaveh said.

Kaveh said “fee responsible of-

ficials in the US will be held ac-

countable,” but gave no specifics.

The English-language bro-

chure was distributed at a dinner

last month that was also dedicat-

ed to Rabin's memory.

Kaveh called the inclusion of

Amir's photograph “an egregious

error of oversight, not an act of -mWefeity’s budget "The beads-of T.

intent or malice.” Kaveh said he Bar-Ilan will have to give dear .

was “embarrassed and angry” by answers why fee booklet was not

the incident. destroyed and discarded,” Fried-

University officials said most of man quoted Itzik as saying.

fee brochure was printed in Octo-

ber for a dinner scheduled for

November. After the assassina-

tion, they said, fee dinner was

postponed to January and new
pages commemorating Rabin
were added to the booklet.

Nobody noticed the existing

pages featured Amir, they said.

Despite the university’s insis-

tence that the publication of the

pictures was a mistake, Knesset

Education Commitfee chairman

Dalia Itzik threatened to take ac-

tion against fee institution.

Itzik’s spokesman, Erez Fried-

man, said she was calling a com-
mittee meeting tomorrow to dis-

cuss fee matter.

Meanwhile, she said she wants

the government to stop all fund-

ing to fee university.

The spokesman said fee govern-

ment provides 70 percent of fee

The enchanting world ofChina
opens with thefurniture of

R»SEWOOD
Rosewood hand-made furniture are famous

worldwide, and now imported to Israel by

ROSEWOOD COMPANY. This ancient

Chinese craft is within your

reachat reasonable prices.

A vast variety ofRosewood fandtmfor home and

office, and also at request to^rneetyour special needs.

FenimLA

You decide how much interest you get!

The tender is open to customers of all banks.
Only Bank Leumi offers you now fee opportunity to

profit from the most worthwhile tender available on

an unlinked Shekel deposit for a period ofone year.

The customer who wins the tender will have the

right to deposit an additional amount equal to the

sura that won the tender, at the interest rate offered

less 0.2%.

* max. interest rate

bank leumi -nurt jm
mma

Applications for the tendershould be submitted by Ibesday, 6 February 96,

nodi 1130 boors in the afternoon. The money will be deposited on

Wednesday, 7 February 96.

• Minimum amount to be offered: 20,000 Shekels at increments of 1,000 shekels.

• Maximum amount to be offered: 5 million Shekels.

• Interest intervals to be offered by the client: 0.05%.

• Size of the tender 50 million Shekels.

There is a participation fee of 10 Shekels.

TIa5^>«tiseinmL5naiDbecopsmgdc8rn^nftvMrffliom^itedeppsiL

The Bank is itM obliged to accept all oflbs. Details al all Bank Leumi branches. $
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WORLD NEWS

Bosnia demands
disarming of
Serb police

THE Bosnian government, KURl
angered by the continuing —srrj

presence of Serb police in

Sarajevo suburbs now formally under its

control, demanded yesterday that they be
disarmed.

A government statement apparently
bowed to the insistence ofNATO and inter-

national mediators that the police should
slay an extra 45 days to reassure nervous
Serbs.

But the new demand indicated the gov-
ernment was still angry about the matter,

which cast a deep shadow over the Dayton
peace agreement stipulating that five Serb-
held Sarajevo suburbs should come under
the control of the Moslem-Croat Bosnian
federation from Saturday midnight.

US Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, who was unable to patch up
the row during a brief visit to Sarajevo yes-
terday, flew to Belgrade with a somber mes-
sage for Serbian President Slobodan
Milosevic.

US officials traveling with him told

reporters the United States would not

approve international aid. a permanent end
to sanctions or full diplomatic recognition

of Belgrade until Bosnian Serbs indicted as

KURT SCHOHK
SARAJEVO

CHORK war criminals were

-TETJri— extradited.

The UN's International

War Crimes Tribunal in The Hague has

indicted 52 people, all but seven of them
Serbs, charged with atrocities during the

nearly four-year war. They include

Bosnian Serb political leader Radovan
Karadzic and army commander General
Ratko Mladic.

State Department spokesman Nicholas
Bums told reporters Christopher was rais-

ing the issue “forcefully" with Milosevic.

A senior Bosnian Serb official on
Saturday dismissed the idea that Karadzic
should step down before elections to be
held by next September, us laid down in the

Dayton accord.

Christopher's two-day visit to former
Yugoslavia was marred, by the death of the

First U.S. peacekeeping soldier in Bosnia.

Donald Allen Dugan, 3S, who was mar-
ried with two children, apparently stepped

on a mine on Saturday in northern Bosnia
while manning an isolated checkpoint, mil-

itary officials said.

His body was flown out from the main
US base at Tiizla yesterday after a brief mil-

itary ceremony on the tarmac. (Reuter)

Ex-US Senator: IRA
in danger of splitting

The Jerusalem Post Monday, February 5, 1 996

Perry: NATO
to expand despite

Russian concern
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LONDON (API - As
Northern Ireland's political

stalemate continues, there is a

danger that some IRA mem-
bers will return to violence,

breaking a 17-month cease-

fire, former US Senator

George Mitchell warned yes-

terday.

The IRA’s allies dis-

missed talk of a split within

its ranks.

Police have blamed the

IRA for killing seven crimi-

nal suspects within its

Catholic power bases

despite the cease-fire. On
Saturday, the IRA denied it

was behind a gun auack on
the home of a policeman -

the first attack on security

forces since the group
stopped its armed campaign
against British rule.

In a BBC TV interview

with David Frost. Mitchell -

who consulted widely during

his group's inquiry - said he

believes there “is a danger of

a fracture within" the IRA.

“It seems clear that not

all on the republican side

favor the cease-fire and the

potential for some elements

to take direct and violent

action does remain."
Mitchell said. Martin
McGuinness, deputy leader

of the IRA-allied Sinn Fein

party, said he was “sur-

prised" by Mitchell's com-
ments. “I don’t believe

there is any danger of a

split within the IRA." he

said.

Soldiers of tbe 325th Cavalry carry the casket of SgL Donald Allen Dugan to an
awaiting aircraft at l\izla Airbase in Bosnia yesterday. iapj

China quake toll may hit 300
BEU1NG (Reuter) - The deadliest earth-

quake to hit .China in eight years has killed

240 people, injured 14.000 and left hun-

dreds of thousands of homeless huddled in

freezing weather and jolted by aftershocks,

officials said yesterday.

The Red Cross Society of China appealed

for international aid. following Saturday’s

quake in the scenic Lijiang region. 2.000

km southwest of Beijing.

. The death toll climbed to 240 late yester-

day as rescue teams fanned out into worst-

hit villages in search ofsurvivors amid fears

the final death toll could rise over 300. the

official said.

“Rescue teams expect to find onty seri-

ously injured people and the bodies of tbe

dead now.” the official said.

Guinea president takes over mutinous army Britain raps Kohl’s EU proposals
CONAKRY. Guinea (API - The
Guinean president took over as

defense minister yesterday in an

effort to calm rioting soldiers who
killed at least 20 people over the

weekend.

State radio in the West African

country said President Lansana
Conte made the announcement

while meeting with army represen-

tatives at a military barracks yes-

terday morning.

"With effect from today, the head

of state. Gen. Lansana Conte, has

assumed the duties of defense min-

ister. in addition to his functions as

president." the statement said.

About 2,000 of Guinea's soldiers

went on the rampage in the capital

on Friday, demanding back pay

and the firing of the defense minis-

ter, whom they accused of block-

ing pay raises and promotions.

Conte responded Friday by firing

the defense minister. But soldiers

continued to attack the presidential

palace with cannon and gunfire

throughout the night - setting it on
fire and forcing Conte to flee into a

bunker.

The soldiers ended their

mutiny on Saturday after Conte
agreed to meet with them. Radio
France International reported at

least 20 people were dead and 70
injured.

.' * v !*«

The Association for
Promoting Tourism

In Israelmisree, ^ THE ECONOMIC FORUM
In conjunction with the Ministry of Tourism, together with the Association for Promoting Tourism in Israel,

the Jerusalem Development Authority, the East Jerusalem Development Company,
and the Jerusalem Hotel Association

LONDON (Reuter) - British

newspapers and politicians united

yesterday to condemn German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl for sug-

gesting the alternative to closer

European Union integration could

be war in the 21st century. •

Tristan Garel-Jones. a former

British minister for Europe, said

Kohl appeared to believe

Germany could not be trusted to

keep the international peace. “The
message is clear you must all do
what we say or there will be war,”

he said in an article published in

the Sunday Telegraph-

"Helmut Kohl seems to be
using the specter of past wars as

nothing but a chilling aid to mod-
em political ambitions." the Mail
on Sunday newspaper, a close

supporter of Britain's

Conservative government, said in

an editorial.

In a speech in Brussels on
Friday, Kohl said the European
Union risked taking a huge step

• backwards unless • there -was
greater harmony.

Echoing words he has used
before, but which on this occasion

J

struck a raw nave in London, he
said European integration was “in

reality a question of war and
peace in the 21st century.”

Kohl repealed these sentiments

in a speech in Munich on
Saturday, saying: “The question of
war or peace in the 21st century

really hinges on the progress of
European integration.

There is increasing concern in

British government circles that

Germany and France might do a
deal to ease the introduction of a
single European currency in 1999.

France looks unlikely tobe able

to meet strict economic criteria

which the ElTs Maastricht Treaty

lays down for countries which
want' to join, and London fears

that the twg, countries will do a
deal to lower the hurdleS-

But the Sunday Tunes 'said in an
editorial: “If Germany cannot be
relied, upon to act responsibly in

the Europe of nation states, its

good behavior will hardly be
guaranteed by camouflaging its

power in a renamed Deutschmark
zone called Emu (economic and
monetary union).”

Deputy Prime Minister Michael
Heseltme took a more relaxed
view of Kohl’s speech.

“He is arguing the German case
as the leader of Germany. Europe
is a partnership of nation states

and they are all there seeking
their national self-interest, and
rightly so,” he told BBC televi-

sion.
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Sub-zero weather in US spreads south

Jerusalem as an International Tourism Center in the Age Of Peace
Seminar and Gala Dinner,

sponsored by
Minister of Tourism, Uzi Baram
Sunday, March 3, 1 996 at 6:30 p.m.

in the Teddy Auditorium, International Congress Center, Binyenei Ha'uma, Jerusalem.

in the presence of Mayor of Jerusalem, Ehud Olmert MK
Chairman: Eli Gonen, Director General, Ministry of Tourism

Moderator: Gad Lior, Head of the Jerusalem Bureau, Yediot Aharonot

Honorary Executive Committee (in alphabetical order):

Shaike Altuvia, Minister Uzi Baram, Yoram Belizovsky, Eliahu Ben-Elissar MK, Naomi Blumenthal MK, Doron Cohen,
Ran Cohen MK, Moshe Dovrat, Ya'acov Efrati. Avi Goian, Shlomo Halevi, Tzahi Hanegbi MK , Yonalan Harpaz,

Dalia Itzik MK , Yehuda Levy, Gad Lior. Amos Mar-Haim, Yehoshua Matza MK
, Shmuel Meir, Eli Mizrahi, Eli Moyal,

Meir Nrtzan, Mayor Ehud Olmert MK, Yosef Peariman, Adv. Yehuda Rave, Adv. Yosef Richter, Uri Scharf,
Silvan Shalom MK, Adv. Yossi Shapiro,, Minister Shimon Shetreet, Matti Tal, Ariel Weinstein MK

, Rafi Wiener,
Avi Yehudaiof, Mordechai Yona, Moshe Zigdon, Emanuel Zissman MK, Shimon Zurieli

WASHINGTON - Arctic weather spread to tradition-

ally wanner areas of the United States yesterday,

sending sub-zero temperatures to tbe south and
threatening Florida’s citrus crops.

The privately-owned Weather Services

Corporation said temperatures were expected to

slump to minus 4 to minus 1 Celsius overnight in

central Florida, the main citrus growing area.

In North Carolina. Governor Jim Hunt declared the

snow, sleet and freezing rain the worst natural disas-

ter in many years and asked President BUI Clinton to

declare a state of emergency.

It was minus 19 degrees C in Nashville, Tennessee.
The brutal cold continued in the midwest and cen-

tral areas and Chicago woke up to temperatures of
minus 26 degrees C. At least seven people have died
in the past few days in fires while trying to keep
warm and a spokesman for the mayor’s office said
three people had died of exposure.

Weather Services Corp said there would be some
reliefin tbe next few days and that temperatures were
expected to rise steadily in those areas hardest hit by
the bitter cold.

(Reuter)
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US Defense cu,ci r« tributes to

Secretary MICHAEL SHIELDS the security

William Perry MUNICH of Russia as

insisted yesterday that NATO well as the security of its own

would press ahead with plans to members," he said, but added:

admit new members from east-
.
“When I reached thai conciu-

ern Europe despite. Russian sion, most of the Rtwsians i

objections. talked to fell oft the curt.

“NATO enlargement is At last year’s Wehrktmde con-

inevitable and if NATO enlarge- ; ference, Perry suggested r°r«^

ment is the. carrot encouraging a formal strategic partnersmp
reforms, then we cannot keep between NATO and Russia that

that carrot continually out of has yet to bear fruit-

reach," he told the annual But he said he was encour-

Wehrkunde meeting of defense aged by Russian troops^parnci-

experts in Munich. pation in the NATO-led
Perry's comments came a day Implementation Force helping

after Russian Deputy Defense to safeguard the peace accord in

Minister Andrei Kokoshin Bosnia and held it out as a

warned that NATO's embrace of model for other cooperation

eastern Europe could spark a ventures. .

backlash against reforms in his “We want Russia inside the

country by sharpening circle working with us. not out-

Moscow's suspicions of the side the circle throwing rocks at

alliance’s intentions. us.” _ .

Kokoshin took a relaxed NATO Secretary-General

approach to Perry’s comments, Javier Solana agreed,

saying the exchange in Munich “Frankly speaking, we have

was constructive and useful lost time over the past year in

even though he could not agree establishing a political frarne-

NATO expansion was unavoid- work for a workable, long-term

able. • relationship with Russia, he

*That is one of the points on said,

which we disagree,” he told “Some have suggested that

reporters with a laugh. “But at perhaps we should expect less

the same time this disagreement from this relationship or even

is not blocking our cooperation that we should choose between

in many other areas.” NATO’s future enlargement and

Perry contended >that NATO its partnership wfth Russia. I

membership for emerging reject this attitude
”

democracies in eastern Europe The 16-member western

could actually boost Moscow's alliance bas made clear it will

security in the post-Cold War open its doors to emerging

era. democracies in eastern Europe

He said he had told Russian that want to join, but it has not

officials tbat a vibrant, bealtby said which countries it will

NATO working together with admit or when.
Russia would keep the United Moscow has stressed the

States involved in European importance of building up a

security, keep Germany bound pan-European security system

into the security architecture in which NATO could play an

and avoid isolating Moscow. important but subordinate role.

“NATO, far from being a
threat to Russia, actually con- - (Reuter)
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His ‘value added’

isn’t so taxing to

the music consumer
CD is the abbreviation not

only for Compact Disc but
for Concerts’ Demise,

according to pianist Tomer Lev.

“The concert in which the artist

comes, bows, plays and leaves is

totally passd. Today's audience is

searching for a little bit extra than
what a CD can offer."

This development is opening the
door to a new era. in concert-going
and performance practice, says
the 28-year-old Jerusalem native,

who recently completed his doc-
torate at the State University of
New York in Stony Brook.
Lev’s offers “added value" by

making music an interdisciplinary

experience and placing the works
in a cultural and historical contest.

Last season Lev inaugurated
two series of what he .calls con-
cert-talks. io which a certain

theme is being presented and fol-

lowed through. .

One of these series focused on
fin-de-si&cle Paris in general and
in particular on the music of
Debussy. Ravel and Satie.

“It was the age of enlightenment
for die interdisciplinary in arts. It

MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

was a time when painters,
4
poets,

writers, musicians and even film

makers were flourishing in Paris,

a time in which each and every art

form was totally related to all the

others."

What started last year on a small

scale at the Jerusalem Music
Center has grown this year to a

much more varied series at the Tel

Aviv Museum. “Last year was just

piano music. Now we have more
interdisciplinary work and more
musicians."

The point of departure for this

series is a clear understanding that

“this music is part of a larger pic-

ture, of a larger artistic environ-

ment which should be understood

too."

His partner is television person-

ality Emanuel Halperin, who is

responsible for finding relevant

period texts and delivering them
to the audience. “Halperin also

explains about the overall artistic

context of the rime while 1 talk

about the music we play.”

This year’s Tel Aviv Museum
series opened a few months ago
with a Debussy concert and con-

tinues this month with two more
concerts. Tomorrow features a
Ravel program including two
unknown works which were dis-

covered and printed in 1975. Oh
February 27 there will be an Eric

Satie concert

Lev maintains that each of the

composers represented in the

series was strongly influenced by
World War I.

“We make a point of playing
works which were written directly

as result of the war and show how
these events changed the life of

these composers." The final con-

ceit in the series takes place on
May 7.

Not all such interdisciplinary

concerts are a success, admits
Lev, citing the example of bis

recent appearance with the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra in

Scriabin’s Poem af Fire. Special

lighting design was added to the

concert, an experiment that left

audiences cold. He won't give up,

however. “1 do believe in this opus

Batsheva troupe floored

Choreographer Paul Sdwyn
Norton likes to get down.

Dancers ‘ often' spend as,

much dine on .the." floor" -in bis-

works as (hey do -m ih&afc This,

hojids true of The Rogue Took.

which be- is creating-- for the

Batsheva Dance Company’

‘T make, them do on the floor

what, they would- normally' do
when they stand and go into the

air." said the 32-year-old British

choreographer, at. foe* Suzanne
Della! Center,' while inustrafing

the sensation he asks his dancers

to transmit to the audience. “I take

the dancers to the furthest possible

extreme of gravity and .then

destroy it"

; Norton has been creating dance

for only four years! Re started out

as a medical student and has a

degree in theater, which he put to

use with various companies in the

UK spd in the Netherlands. It

wasn’t until he was spotted by a
Dutch theater director in a disco

that Norton traned to dance pro-

fessionally..

“People try and explain what I

do in terms of my past They tend

to say, he did this and that because

be was a medical student Then
they found all kinds of disco ele-

ments in my work. It irritates me.”
His theatrical background does

come into play, however. “I take

theatrical ideas and rework them

Pianist Ibmer Lev believes

audiences need to hear more
than what they can get on a CD.

and I believe that in a right pre-

sentation it could be very success-

fill”

- MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

m terms , of movement values."

Above “the grotesque-
-

ness m-cartooniimagery

.

Tn «: iaie»sal room at the

- Suzanne Deflaf/‘Center, : Norton

.

doesn’t
:

interrupt the danc«iV
work much He lets the company
members. -to go. through long:

stretches Of Ins movement before

giving! some comment oradting-

fbr afew changes. .
-

. ; V-
• Nortonhas(±oreograplted only-

.threeiother,works: Johnny. Panic'

(19&), which was premiered at

the- Spring Dance FestivalJ 993;

Judy’s' Croon for the Dutch

National-Ballet in 1994; and Pork

for the Cadence Festival 1994. He
dtiesu^iy4D.dteguise the fact foal

he’s a relative neophyte in dance.

“Mosit' Of the dancers I work
with- have’ far more technical

inforihation in their body than I

do.~SO attunes I have to rely on

them and get their help in order to

get out of a certain situation where

I simply don’t know bow to con-

.tmue.".
- Norton finds it particularly stim-

ulating to work with Batsheva, as

he works in an entirely different

way than the company’s artistic

director, Obad Naharih. “I destroy

^the natural sense of movement
while Ofaad builds on that But
this is just what tarns me on, it’s

how I process information."

His works all deal with move-

meat, rather than narratives.
'

“Tlike to extrapolate
movement,

w take away foe idea of gravity

and push more towards foe floor.

Horton adds that he is always

“looking at the body as a scientif-

ic tool. The body iorjnejs an

..anatomy of an inflatable bag:
w

skin. And then I ask myself, if that

"
is foe case then how do we actual-

ly move?"

The Rogue Tool is danced to the

“music" of renowned *.Bnusb

-. jazzman Fred Frith. But for a long

part of the rehearsal period he

- simply used a rhythm provided by

the composer to wock with. The

; final piece arrived less than a

week before the premiere this

.Thursday.

IBs new work for Batsheva is

- about dysfiinc tionalism, Norton

asserts. *1 wckkiu an organic way.
: 1 tike to find foe, relationships

between the elbows and foe knees

for example. I like to create schiz-

* ophrenia in foe body.”

The Rogue Tool will be pre-

miered on Thursday by the

Batsheva Dance Company at the

Suzanne Della! Center in Tel Aviv,

with further performances Friday,

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday. It

. is performed on a double bill with

Tero Sarinen’s Fluck, which the

Finnish choreographer created for

Batsheva last season.

A very bleached
raisin in the sun

FILM REVIEW

ADINA HOFFMAN

WHITE MAN’S BURDEN

Written and directed by Desmond Nakano.
Hebrew title: Shahor at lavan. English dia-

logue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance

strongly advised.

Lonb Piiiock John Tnnroha
Thaddeus Thomas~ Harry Bdafonte

Marsha Knock Kelly Lynch

I
n 1917. Russian formalist lit-

eruy critic Viktor Shklovsky

outlined an artistic technique

he called “defamiliarization.’’

“The purpose of art,” he said “is

to' impart the sensation of things

as they are perceived .and not as

they are known." That is, the

writer must use a variety of meth-

ods to jar familiar objects and

phenomena from their ordinary

contexts and so make us see them
as if for the very first time.

Screenwriter Desmond
Nakano’s directing debut. White
Man’s Burden , employs this kind

of defamiliarization to powerful,

timely effect, and through a
deceptively simple switch in per-

spectives provides an unsettling

view of race relations in America
today.

The movie's setting looks exact-

ly like contemporary Southern
California - with one crucial dif-

ference. Blacks represent old

wealth and power, while whites

have been consigned to the inner

city and the underclass. According

to this reversal, the luxurious

mansions of Beverly Hills arc

occupied almost entirely by well-

tailored blacks who drive slick

Rolls Royces and own corpora-

tions. The whites, meanwhile, live

in broken-down, dangerous neigh-

borhoods where gangs of skin-

heads rule the roost and police-

men (black, of course) cruise by

only occasionally - most often to

beat up an innocent man who
“meets the description" of a crim-

inal suspect In other words, he's

white.

John Travolta plays Louis
Pinuck, a factory worker with a
wife (Kelly Lynch) and family to

support. One day, Louis's dapper

black boss asks him to deliver a

package to the wealthy Thaddeus
Thomas (Harry Belafoote). It's far

out of Louis’s way, but he agrees

without* complaint. When he
arrives at the gate of the posh
estate, a white maid buzzes him
inside and tells him to go around

to foe side entrance. Louis gets a

bit lost, though, and winds up
accidentally glimpsing Thomas's
nude wife through a window.

As soon as Louis’s boss gets

wind of foe incident the white
roan loses his job and is given no
chance to explain. And things

grow worse for Louis quickly; he
and his family are evicted, then

his wife packs up the kids and
goes to live with her mother in the

housing projects. Enraged, his

pride wounded, Louis decides to

take matters into ins own hands.

He kidnaps ThaddeusThomas and

demands to be paid for the days
that he’s been out of work.

Didactic and, well, black-and-

white as the fable may sound.

White Man’s Burden works by
means of creepy insistence, reduc-

ing matters slightly to make its

worthwhile point (There are no
middle-class white people in the

movie, or poor black ones.)

Whai's more surprising, the film

has a prickly sense of humor.

Driving his battered pick-up

truck through a ritzy part of town.

Louis averts his eyes from the lit-

tle white sambo on somebody's
lawn; Thomas's wife coos conde-

Whirligigs discarded

en route to the ‘Village’
HELEN KAYE

John Travolta plays a member of the white underclass in this virion ofa Southern California which
is driven by a startling racial reversal of fortunes.

~

scendingiy about a bunch of
“adorable little white children."

There are numerous examples of
this disturbing, shoe-on-the-other-

foot satire in the script, written by
Nakano, who is neither white nor
black, but Japanese-American.
His outsider's perspective lends

foe film an evenness of tone that

might not be possible otherwise.

It's dear that the filmmaker feels

most strongly for Travolta's char-

acter, -but he . never turns

Belafonte’s Thaddeus into a com-
plete villain either.

The casting of the two actors is

also fairly inspired. Travolta may
well be foe blackest white man in

movies today. He sounds com-
pletely natural as he utters

Nakano's jived-up dialogue, and
his explosive hand gestures fall

into a peculiar pan-ethnic catego-

ry - part Sicilian, part hip-hop.

More importantly, he manages foe

range of angiy-huit-desperate

emotions that drive Louis and
make us feel for him, beyond
color.

Belafonte. too, carries himself
with dignity. Through his mea-
sured performance, we understand

that, in order for the raciafly-frac-

,tured situation in America ever to

start to improve, empathy will

need to flow in all directions.

Women playwrights unvisited by feminist muse

The first of four models
Alexander Lisiyansky built

and discarded for foe set of
Village was -a stage-filling stair-

case interrupted by half a dozen

Rube Goldberg contraptions that,

whizzed, clanked orswnng.
“I usually work with models

from the beginning,” says the 37-

year-old architect, artist and the-

ater designer, “because it’s easier

to understand the space dial way."
He and Village director Yevgeny

' Aiye finally decided cm a revolv-

ing wooden walkway surrounding

and. surrounded by “fields” of

grain.

And ‘just as the little adventures

of Village turn within the the great

events of history," as Yeboshua
’Sobol pu ts it;'80 the'people and set

'

pieces coine and go on the
1

revolve.
‘ •••••.

The Gesher Theater commis-
sioned Village from Sobol, the

first Israeli play the theater has

done. It’sabout foe daily life of a
little village somewhere in foe

Land of Israel during foe- tumul-

tuous years from 1940-48.

His Village set is the first

Lisiyansky has done for Gesher
although he was with the compa-
ny in Moscow.A pen-and-ink
drawing he sketched just before

he immigrated in 1990 shows a

group of bearded and batted Jews
huddled at the edge ofa cliff. Far,

far below is the sea, and in the sea

floats, uncertainly, a tittle tiny

land with “Eretz Yisrael” written

on iL

Today, that leap into the

unknown is comfortably behind
him. With his teacher wife, Gatia,

Lisiyansky relaxes into die worn
cushions of the old sofa in his

basement studio at Gesher. He’s
had four one-man art shows in the

last four yearn, and in 1992 won
Best Stage Designer of the Year
from the Tel Aviv Museum.
He has a solid career in the the-

ater and is on the verge of submit-
ting an entry for a big architectur-

al project. His :Hebrew is pretty

good now. The couple’s 14-year-

old daughter, Nastasya, is a regu-

lar Israeli kid and two-and-a-half-

year old' David is a bouncy
sabraXisiyansky was a second-

year architecture student at the

Architectural Institute in his home
town of Voronezh when be saw
foe Taganka Theater production of

Hamlet designed by David
Barovsky - who later became his

friend and mentor.

Lisiyansky graduated in 1980
and went straight into the theater

because the immediate post-

Brezhnev era “was an uninterest-

ing time for architects."

In 1982 he became Barovsky’s
apprentice at Taganka in Moscow,
and in 1 984 moved his apprentice-

ship to the equally prestigious

Sovremennik Theater, whose
chief designer he became until he
emigrated.

He designed some 40 shows in

Moscow, Voronezh and other
Russian cities. In 1987 he was
asked to design the Russian pavil-

ion at foe Prague International

Quadrennial for Stage Design,
and won a gold medal for it

So why did he come here?
Growing up in Voronezh, he
explains, “I knew I was Jewish,
bat that's all I never experienced

antisemitism there, nor when I

came to Moscow, but at the
Sovremennik, I felt I had no place

to go. I went to talk to David, and
he suggested Israel.”

His first design job here was for

Yosef Bar-Yosef’s Winter Holiday
at Habhnah and he’s designed for

practically every theater here
since.

His life here is economically
tough, “but always interesting.

I'm lucky that I could work in my
profession from the beginning.”

Preview performances of
Village start today at the Gesher
Theater in Old Jaffa and it pre-
mieres February 18.

£ ^rf^he era of the woman isww I approaching,” the tit-A erary manager of
London's Royal National Theater

once told Edna Mazia. “And l*m

surrounding myself with women
dramatists so I won't be out of a

job when the rime comes.”

Mazia and sister playwrights

Goren Agmon and Miriam Kainey
- all in their 40s - laugh a little

ruefully at this anecdote. They are

among foe very few local women
dramatists - like Shulamit Lapid,

Hagir Rchavi or Anat Gov - who
have a proven track record in a

traditionally male bastion.

Mazia’s newest play, temporari-

ly titledA Family Affair, will open

ait the Cameri Theater in mid-sea-

son. Her long-running Games in

the Back Yard and the 1995 77>c

Uncle from Cape Town, both

Haifa Theater productions, are

solid hits.

Agmon's The Heiress will go

on at Beil Liessin at the end of the

season, while Rainey's Bianca,

directed by Micba Lewensohn,

plays at that same theater from

February 18.

Bianca is “about refugees and

uprooting." says the Austrian-

born Kainey, who immigrated
from Odessa when she was eight

"All I ever really write about is

the conflict between foe way we'd

tike to live our lives, and the con-

ditioning imposed on us by our

upbringing,” she explains.

“Bianca would love to strike

roots, but she can't.”

Her heroines are mostly strong

women, like Antigone in her adap-

tation of the Sophocles play or

Yosefa in The End of the Dream
Season. This 1991 play caused a
furor because its heroine “steals

sperm" by coolly seducing a man
in order to become pregnant
The quiet, self-contained

Mazia's first play was the 1991

Vienna on Sea for the Haifa
Theater, whose resident play-

wright she has been for the last

three years. A Family Affair is

about three generations of a
Gennan-Jewish family living in

Heidelberg in 1937. Mazia
describes them as “so busy with

their own concerns that they

remain blind to the catastrophe

shaping outside.”

HELEN KAYE

The mercurial Agmon fwho is

also an award-winning children's

playwright) writes plays that go
for the emotional jugular, with

humor as a buffer. The Heiress.

triggered by a difficult family
experience, is about the conflict

between a brother and sister over

.

their mother's will.

Israeli playwriring. the three

agree, has come of age and audi-

ences prefer local plays to transla-

tions. Today’s playwrights are
writing about what matters to

them in our society, “and the trend

is that there is no common trend,"

Kainey says.

“Except that the theaters expect
some kind of [specific] Israeli or

Jewish resonance as an added
value," Agmon argues. “Plays
with a strong social message are

foe most successful, and I think

that men tend to that sociopolitical

level more than we do."
Kainey has a sudden epiphany.
“I think that Goran's writing

may be the beginning of female
writing," she says from under a

mop of graying curls.

Three astonished pairs of eyes
swivel to take in her explanation.

“Even if I write far another 200
years solely about women, my
world of symbols is male.

“But G6ren is different. She
writes from some place totally

inside herself. Her fears, her
courage, her humor are totally

feminine, totally uncoloted by
masculine perceptions

Mazia isn’t convinced.

“I'm not sure that there is such a
thing as female writing," she says
delicately. “If you’re angry at foe

system or this world order that

men control and if you get up in

foe morning and write about it

then it's female writing.

“Human existence seems so
tragic to me; death, disease, acci-

dents, that I haven't yet reached

the place where I can concentrate

on the man-woman thing.”

Mam says. “Maybe that's wby
I've never had any problems

with the male hierarchy of the

theaters.”

Kainey sticks to her opinion,

claiming that if a woman writes a
bad play “theater managers come
our with all the usual cracks about
women writers. If a man submits a
bad play! it's just a bad play."

“You always work within your
limitations,” Mazia insists. “I’ve

ever felt discrimination. The
theaters are hungry for good
material.”

“If you’re on the map and you
bring money to the theater, then
everybody wants you. It’s a ques-
tion of economics," Mazia says.

Strident feminism, all three con-

cur, has been missing altogether

from local playwriting. By and
large, women playwrights, like

their male counterparts, write

about what interests them.

“The bottom tine,” Mazia says,

“is whether you’re good or not
No good play ever ties neglected

In a drawer.” . .

Getting all jazzed-up at the Tel Aviv Cinematheque

Saxophonist Lee Konitz, bass player Eberhard

Weber and tap-dancin' great Wifi Gaines are

among the performers enriching the 1996 Jazz, Blues

and Videotape happening at the Tel Aviv

Cinematheque from February 22 to 24.

What’s more, after a long absence. Yoni Recliter is

back onstage with a program of songs from his earli-

est “Angels’ Tears” to tracks from his newest album

Thoughts and Possibilities.

Other programs include Black Is a Color .an evening
of rhythm and blues and gospel, with saxophonist
Yaroslav Ya'akobovitz. Margalit Tzan'ani and guests
from the US including saxophonist Lou Marini, a
founding member of Blood. Sweat and Tears.

Peter Wertheimer andMinuet are among the local per-

fonnen* in the 12 concerts, which range from free jazz

to jazzed-up Bach. Tickets at NIS 45 to NIS 55 are on
sale at the Cinematheque box-office only. Helen Kaye

TANTUR PUBLIC LECTUEE
Ecumenical Institute for Theological Studies

Thursday, February 8, 3:45 pan. -

To&sd Klein Halevi
Senior writar for The Jerusalem Report

From Rage to Reconciliation:

APost-Holocaust Journey
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COMEDY OF ERRORS
February 6 and 20, 1996 at 8:30 p.m.

A Tribute to Peace
The smash hit production of Shakespeare's classic comedy set in

a modern war-torn Middle Eastern city with dazzling stage effects
that include drums, gunshots, torchlights and even belly dancing,

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM

February 13, 1996 at 8:30 p.m.
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The power of stupidity

I
F there is a moral to the scandal around the

dinner journal produced by the American
Friends of Bar-Dan University it is that one

should never underestimate the power of stupid-
ity. Nor should one ever assume that institutions

of higher learning, let alone organizations de-

voted to raising funds for them, are immune to

the affliction of imbecility.

Anyone familiar with the way fund-raising

dinners are planned and managed in the US will

understand how Yigal Amir’s photograph re-

mained in the journal. These fancy, expensively

produced booklets are planned a year or two
ahead. In the Bar-Dan case, the photographs

were taken more than 18 months in advance,

and undoubtedly officials of the Friends organi-

zation thought the picture ofAmir (whose name
they did not know) was a photogenic example
of an “ethnic” student As such, it contributed

to the image every Israeli university seeking

funds in the US is eager to promote. (It's a safe

bet that next year they will make a special effort

to find an Ethiopian student.)

The dinner, scheduled for November 12, was
postponed because of the assassination, and the

event became a tribute to Yitzhak Rabin. Isra-

el's Consul-General Colette Avital, Chief Rabbi

Yisrael Lau and the great philanthropist (and

the Rabin family’s close friend) Erica Jesselson

paid homage to the late premier. The journal,

too, was changed, but only the relevant parts:

the opening photograph now depicted Rabin

receiving tus honorary doctorate from Bar-Dan

University, and letters hailing his life and work
replaced the letters of praise for the university’s

benefactors.

Not surprisingly, the routine promotional

parts were left intact. And that they contained

Amir’s picture on almost every other page went
unnoticed by the professional (but obviously

less than meticulous) event organizers, who
probably never bothered to look at the booklet

before tire dinner. Even if they had, it is not at

all certain they would have recognized Amir. In

the US, his picture is not nearly as familiar as it

is here.

To suggest that anyone deliberately left it

there “to wink at some of the university’s

rightist contributors,” as some critics have

charged, is not only to beggar credulity but to

prove that there is no limit to the malevolence of

the university's enemies.

Particularly regrettable is that Leah Rabin has

seen fit to cast such aspersions. By declaring
‘
‘
it

is difficult to believe that this happenedjust like

that, only because ofcarelessness,” she contrib-

uted to precisely the atmosphere of suspicion

and polarization she professes to abhor. Less

surprising is that television commentator Am-
non Abramovitz and Labor MK Dalia Itzik

joined the chorus of maligners, and that peace

camp groups have picketed the university and

demanded its closing. These are no more than a

reminder that in an election year anything goes.

Yet it would be wrong merely to blame
sloppiness, carelessness and bumbling incom-

petence for the incident, and to demand that the

appropriate heads roll and let it go at that. The
university is guilty of much more than a blun-

der. For the almost two weeks between the

dinner and the revelation on television of the

uncanny presence of the Amir photo in the

journal, university officials were obviously

hoping that the blunder would just blow away.

(Ibis, too, was a measure of their inanity. Not
only were there 600 guests at the dinner, the

whole Israeli press corps had been invited.)

And by faffing to emerge from the dinner

with an immediate mid profuse public apology

for the offensive booklet, the university leaders

compounded ineptitude with a moral lapse.

They clearly hoped that by withdrawing the

booklet and avoiding the usual mailing to sup-

porters they would forestall public censure.

This is nothing less than an attempt at a cover-

up, in which not only the group of American
supporters was involved, but university officials

from then-president Prof. Shlomo Eckstein on
down. They were all aware of die shocking

offense by the time the dinner was over on the

night of January 21. They should have apolo-

gized for it on the 22nd.

It would probably be prudent to dismiss those

directly responsible for the initial mistake. No
organization can afford employees who can

commit such blunders. But itwould be far more
important for the university administration un-

der its new president Prof. Moshe Kaveh to

understand that while mistakes can be forgiven;

it is utterly inexcusable in a public institution to

compound them with a whitewash. It is theirjob

to set an example of moral and ethical conduct,

and - above all - to display the necessary

courage to admit error.-*

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
RELIGIOUS COERCION

Sir, - I refer to Haim Shapiro’s

report of January 22 concerning

Haim Ramon's talk to a delegation

of American Reform rabbis.

Does Mr. Ramon really wish

300,000 Reform members to come
to Israel? The answer is clean) nc -

it would make it more difficult for

him to bribe the Orthodox establish-

ment. A more important question is

why should any liberal-minded Jew
wish to migrate to a country where

he would be denied freedom of con-
science and freedom of belief?

Like so many others of his kind,

Mr. Ramon uses the peace process

as a despicable red herring. He
knows well enough that the people

he wishes to replace are those who
oppose the peace process utile most

liberal-minded Jews are actively

supportive. Does he really think that

bribing the Orthodox parties will

make them more peace-loving?

How dare he involve army service

in his rhetoric? My husband and

children have servo! in the army,

my grandson will be doing so short-

ly and, I am afraid, my great-grand-

THE
Sir, - Your January 10 feature

raised painful but legitimate ques-

tions about the decline of the World

Union of Jewish Students. One
WUJS official was quoted in your

article as saying that since the early

1990s, "we’ve lacked leadership,

lacked direction and lacked new
projects.” That may be so, but those

of us who were active in WUJS
during the 1980s know that the

problems did not just begin in the

last few years.

I believe that our major difficul-

ties began in the late 1980s when,

under the leadership of Yossi

Abramowitz, WUJS began to direct

a considerable part of its attention to

issues that were not related to Israel

and the Jewish people. We ail knew

that Yossi had been a leading anti-

South Africa activist at Boston Uni-

versity, but we could not imagine

that be would make apartheid a ma-

jor issue on the WUJS agpnda. His

public defense of Archbishop Des-

mond Tutu in 1987, after Tutu made

his anti-Israel and antisemitre state-

ments, was disillusioning to many of

us. His meetings with officials o' the

African N.triorc! Congress - at a

time when »:-• ANC was openly

supporting Arab terrorist groups -

was also troubling.

In addition, Abramowitz’s in-

volvement in the Jerusalem Cinema-

theque controversy - he demonstra-

children will have to do so in die

future. Wilfgiving up our civil and

religious rights deliver us from the

need of serving in our army?

Let Mr. Ramon come to Beerehe-

ba and see what the (Conservative)

Masorti Congregation here is doing

to present a meaningful and humane

Judaism to new immigrants. When
forced by circumstances to make
contact with the Orthodox establish-

ment, these people come away with

loathing and disgust

Our conversion classes demand
lengthy studies, personal involve-

ment and commitment as well as

ritual immersion. Conservative con-

version cannot be bought as is the

case, it appears, in certain haredi

“rabbinical” courts, yet Mr. Ra-
mon, who shows no feelings for

Jewish heritage and tradition, pre-

fers to tighten the haredi strangle-

hold even further.

Is there nobody in the Labor Party .

who dares to put a stop to Mr. Ra-

mon’s pompous behavior?

ESTHER ROSENKRANZ-VARD1N
Beersheba.

WUJS
lively ate in its restaurant (and was
photographed by the Jerusalem
newspaper KolHa ’ir) after its kasb-
rut certificate was revoked for stay-

ing open on the Sabbath - unneces-
sarily insulted and alienated
Orthodox students who belonged to

WUJS.
There were plenty of organiza-

tions out there for people who want-
ed to tight against apartheid or

against the Jerusalem kashrot au-
thorities. The WUJS was not foe

appropriate venue for such activi-

ties, and it is no surprise that a

number of students, including my-
self, left WUJS as a result

DAVID COHEN
Boca Raton. Florida.

POLICE PHOTOGRAPHY
Sir, - Former US president Jim-

my Carter, professional defender of
the “underdog” and the man who
engineered Israeli surrender of Si-

nai, was reportedly disturbed by the

intimidation by Israeli police photo-

graphing Arab voters in East Jerusa-

lem. We who participate in right-

wing demonstrations accept picture-

taking by internal security forces as

ir.e norm, along with invasion of
privacy, middle-of-the-uight bouse
searches, administrative detention,

non-disclosure ofcharges and denial

of the right to counsel.

Jerusalem. AVRAHAM 1. GROFF
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Paradox of modern man

DISTRUST
Sir, - In his article of January 24

“Strange mistrust of Arabs,” Gabi
Sheffer wonders why some of us

mistrust the Arabs and in particular

the Palestinians.

I would like to remind the distin-

guished professor of some facts.

Only five years ago, both King Hus-
sein and Arafat sided with Saddam
Hussein when missiles fell on the

most populated Jewish areas. The
reason for their 180-degree change
is their belief that the present agree-

ment is in their interest 2f the politi-

cal balance of power changes, there

is no reason to believe that they may
not revoke the agreements.

As for the Palestinians, I hope
that Professor Sheffer watched TV
just before their election when they
burned our Israeli flag in front of
hundreds of thousands who partici-

pated in a demonstration in Gaza in

the presence of members of the Pal-

estinian Authority. He probably also

heard Arafat advocate jihad against
Israel.

As for democracy, when he sees

as the basis for friendly relations,

the sudden disappearance of 40 bal-

lot boxes and their mysterious return

some time later and many other

frauds in the election are not indica-

tive of democratic behavior.

Wishful thinking that the situa-

tion will change should not blind us.

PROFESSOR D. SHALTIEL
Jerusalem.

VOICE OF SANITY
Sir, - Jerusalem Post columnist

Moshe Kohn writes that since the

assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, be
has received many letters — nearly

all of them critical and many insult-

ing. Most of the letters order him to

stop criticizing the government and
the misnamed “peace process.”
Some even charge him with respon-
sibility for the Rabin assassination.
To many Americans, Israel is like

an insane asylum run by the in-

mates. How else would one describe

a people so submissive and lacking
in the human instinct of self-preser-

vation that they accept policies that

reward the murderers of their chil-

dren with the land, water and holy

places of their nation?

Moshe Kohn is one of the few
voices of sanity coming out of Israel

and he is much admired in the US.
He is a threat only to those anti-

historical nihilists who are deter-

mined to strip the Jewish people of
their land ami their heritage.

GEORGE RUBIN
New York.

'an is made of both body
and soul. On a larger

le, the world we live

in is built of both nature and high.

er ideals.A nation is land and peo-

ple animated by a “national-idea.**

On a religious level, foe Torah’s

physical obligations are compli-
mented by the divine ideals Urn.
permeate ttiwn

But paradoxically, in what is

often described as a material age,

we have problems, not in

acknowledging the importance of
the mind and spirit, but in accept-

ing that foe material component of
our existence - body, nature,

land, the physicality of the

mitzvot has any transcendent sig-

nificance.

Many, for example, are willing

to profess a belief in Jewish
ideals, but rebel against the con-
cept that what one eats or what
day ofthe week it is can have spir-

itual importance, a concept essen-

tial to Jewish religious obser-

vance. For those to whom food,

for better or for worse, is no more
than calories, and one day is iden-

tical to the next, Judaism’s imper-

atives played out in foe physical

world may have symbolic signifi-

cance, but nothing more.

Also affected is society’s atti-

tude toward sexi Lqye is spiritual -

.and significant, sex; being physi-

cal, is not
Almost one year ago MK Yael

Dayan defended homosexuality as
an expression of love between two
people. Implied: How that love is

physically expressed is simply not
important The late Allan Bloom
reported in The Closing of the

American Mind that his university

students attributed their relaxed

sexual norms to their understand-
ing that “it is no big deaL”
Even the -value of life itself,

when.perceived as merely foe nat-

ural biological basis offoe human
identity built upon it, has beeu
called into question. The impor-
tance of presenting life allows
some to declare peace an ultimate

JONATHAN BLASS,.

value;, yet society is inoeasingly
witting tn subordinate life, to the

freedom to abandon or even
destroy it

Aman who chooses to “die with
dignity” is applauded for reserv-

ing for himself foe determinatinh

of foe hour of his own death, thus
asserting foe human spoils inde-

pendence of foe physical nature

that would attempt to define its

limits

It is against tins background of
rif.nigratmg thfe gignifiram-g rrf yfrfr

material world that the enthusi-

asm of the Tyarfj for relinquish-

ing territory should be under-
stood. Prime Minister Peres’s call

to judge Israel’s greatness by the

number of its PhDs and not by its

mileage’ contrasts the spiritual

with foe physical, and dismisses

the latter:

We can accept the

spiritual part of our

existence - ifs the

physical part we
have trouble wife

. Allowing our nationhood to be
defined by land is seen to be, like

any acceptance of physical defini-

tions imposed by nature or histo-

ry, constraining. Giving up parts

ofthe land of Israel becomesa lib-

erating experience, moving our
self-definition into foe realm of
the purely spiritual, where it had
been before the State of Israel,

when national life had ceased to

exist in historical and material

dimensions, and foe greatness of
foe Jewish people shone exclu-

sively in abstract moral and intel-

lectual achievements.

But what is being venerated is

foe spirituality and freedom of the

graveyard, of the soul released
from the limitations of the body, a

sterile freedom pitted against foe

wholeness of fife that includes

nature and foe physical woridL

Pulitzer prizewinning author
Gary Wills writes in Lincoln at

Gettysburg that the greatness of

Lincoln’s nationalist vision

included both geography - “on
tins continent”;-and

^

transcendcn-
tal idealism, “dedicated to foe

proposition” within a single fertile

unity that promised “a rebirth of
freedom.”Asimilar vision, linking

land and prophetic idealism, is

found in Israel’s Own-Declaration
.

off Independence.

TU B’SHVAT is the new year for

trees, but it is celebrated by men.
Nature and the physical world are
significant to man not only .

because he needs them to survive,

but also because they extend foe

world's innate spirituality into a
concrete dimension that enriches

it and gives it body.

Nature is more than just a
chance vehicle for expressing
higher ideals;- heaven and earth,

like body and soul, share in a
common identity.

A spirituality that denies spiritu-

al meaning to foe natural world, to

time and space, separates earth

from heaven, bleeding fife from the

first and impoverishingfoe second.

Rabbi Abraham Isaac-Kook
wrote that Israel’s restoration to

its homeland, to nature, would
reawaken within us -the ability,

lost during the exile, to observe

natural phenomena and see the

heavens that give them life and
transcendent beauty.

The holistic vision that -engen-

ders appreciation of that beauty,

that inspires our joy on the new
year for trees, makes our ties to

foe Land of Israel important for

far more than security alone.

The writer, rabbi ofNeveh Tzuf
in Samaria, heads Ratzon Ye-

huda. a rabbinical training pro-
gram for graduates of Yeshivot
Hesder.

There aren’t any shortcuts

The claim made by researches

that die prevalence of foe

HIV vine is 50 times greater

among of immigrants from

Ethiopia than among Israelis is cer-

tainly no consolation to foe vast

majority of the Ethiopian commu-
nity here who are not carriers.

Israelis of Ethiopian origin were

more than justified in feeling

deeply hurt and insulted by the

revelation that their donations to

the blood bank have been routine-

ly discarded.

And yet - what were those in

charge ofthe blood bank expected

to do? How else could they have

acted?

What is more valuable: foe pride

of a community, or foe life of asin-

gle person who might become
incurably ill as a result ofreceiving

an infusion ofcontaminated blood?

Would foe Ethiopians now be
feeling better had they been told

in advance that their blood dona-
tions were unwanted? It seems to

be a no-win situation.

However, the really shocking

thing about foe whole episode is

not foe decision by the medical
institutions not to take any risks,

but foe deep trouble Israel's

Ethiopian community appears to

be in. This despite foe sincere

efforts made by most authorities

not to repeat the terrible mistakes

of foe 1950s in absorbing
Moroccan immigrants.

Among the indications of foe

problem: foe large number of sol-

diers of Ethiopian origin who
commit suicide; foe feet that over

10 percent of men who have mur-
dered their wives or girlfriends

since 1990 have been Ethiopian;

and the poor scholastic accom-
plishments of many youngsters
from foe community, despite their

high level of intelligence.

The problem has nothing to do
with blood. It has little to do with

color either.

It is primarily a problem of

especially trying absorption diffi-

culties that are cultural in origin.

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

There are no .shortcuts on the

road to resolving them. The only
thing that will do it is a lot ofgood
will, hard work and patience.

An additional disturbing factor

The Satmar Hassidim are lurking

around the comer. As their

spokesman Yehuda Meshi-Zabav
stated on television several days

ago, the Satmars are preparing to

“save the souls’* of foe Ethiopians

from the godless Zionists.

It is no secret that foe Satmars
do not plan to offer their non-
Ashkenazi prey equality, or a
chance to better themselves - only
a third-rate religions education, at

best
That is certainly not what foe

Ethiopian Jews need, -any 'more

than it is what Yemenite Jewswho
only recently got out of Yemen or
still live there (some of whom
have been brainwashed by foe

Satmars) need.

THE Yemenites are another ethnic

group certain pans ofwhich seem

to be in trouble.

“Rabbi” Uzi Mesbulam and his

hoodlums are certainly not typical

products of this community, but

their misguided rage and anger

might well lave roots in some.of

its unresolved problems.

If asked where the core of foe

problem lies, Mesbulam himself

would undoubtedly point tor foe

unfortunate affair involving the

disappearance of Yemenite chil-

dren in the late ‘40s and early ‘50s.

The stories asserting that the

children were abducted and sold
by foe authorities are, without any
doubt, a figment of Mesbulam’s
ride imagination.

However, Something terrible did
happen bade in those days-*
Children wereseparated from

their parents, and there is no accu-
rate documentation of what hap-
pened to them -whether they died
(as many apparently did) or were
handed over for adoption when
their parents could Dot be located,

on account of foe fact that no
proper records were kept.

Many Yemenite families still

carry deep scars from the experi-

ence, which involved a totally

insensitive and condescending
Ashkenazi establishment playing
God with people’s fate, allegedly

“for theirown good,” without giv-
ing them a real choice — a little

like what foe Satmars are trying to

dotoday. .

Hopefully the current commis-
sion of inquiry on foe fate of the

missing Yemenite children will
finally come, out with foe truth.

For too many years an attempt
was made to whitewash the affair,

and it is time foe facts were
uncovered.

The writer is a political scientist.

POSTSCRIPT
LEADERS FROM the rebel Ta-

liban faction in southern.Afghan-

istan say unless men grow beards,

they won't be allowed to work

except as street sweepers.

Taliban rebels say clean-shav-

en men are breaking with Islamic

rituals.

Since entering the Afghan dvfl

war in late 1994, foe Taliban has

captured much, of foe southern

half of foe country.

Where they have assumed con-

trol, Taliban leaders have forced

residents to live by strict Islam.

Women must give up their jobs,

education for girls is limited and

men are expected to obey prayer

and dress rituals.

"VI ast weekend’s brisk air and

1 - sparkling punching made- a

.A—perfect day for a boy to grab

his hKtyde arid race foe clouds

over foehorizoh.

-So thatafternoon, a 14-year-old

Russian . immigrant hitchhiked

into, a rich neighborhood to steal

one. He was wheeling a bicycle 1

out of its garage and down'

toward foe street when foe own-

ers unexpectedly opened their

front door.

. The boy gaped at them, his fin-

gers white on the handlebars. He
froze like a rabbit

My young lawyer friend hap-

pened to pass by just as the police

van arrived, and pulled over to'

watch alongside foe small crowd
that had gathered. The policemen

exchanged a few low words with

the bicycle owners while the cul-

prit stood by, his shoulders limp,

his arms Hangling.

One policeman grasped foe

thief by the scruff of his neck
and led; him toward foe patrol

car. On- foe way, he raised his

heavy shoe and slammed its

black molded toe cap into foe

boy-s shinbone.
The boy gasped and slumped,

but the policeman shoved -him
,

onward. They lurched toward foe

police van.

My friend drove ou for a few
minutes in shock. This isn’t a

neighborhood used to wifrrasing

blows behind the oleander bushes.

But by foe time she had managed
; to make a U-turn and get back, the'

police van was gone, and the

streetwtis empty.

Once home, she dialed foe
police station. “ I wish to file a
complaint,” she said in her confi-

dent . fresh-out-of-law-school

voice.

At first, the police barely con-
sented to take down her informa-

tion. After 10 minutes on hold.

The young thief

was petrified,

but that wasn't

enough for the

policeman

another .voice enquired brusque-

ly^And whtfate you?" When uiy

friend replied that she was a
lawyer, foe complaint was duly

recorded, and is now probably

threading its procedural way
toward impartial resolution. .

I have a bunch that the police-

man who administered that kick

knows he is in deep water. And I

am confident he will keep his legs

to himself in foe future, in public

at least - and there’s the rub.

ASAN example of police brutal-

ity, that kick was a pretty measly
affair, and the policeman
thought nothing of inflicting it in

bright daylight in front of col-

leagues and passersby, ou an
unresisting minor already in cus-
tody. In foe long litany of abuse,

it was a kick not even worth
mentioning.
But if that’s what we see in day-

light, my friend thought what
acts take place behind closed

doore, at night, in isolated cells far

from the view of foe righteous and
tire unaware?
And what if the citizen who

complained had been a housewife
who just happened to slide her

bead of her window at the crucial

moment? Or a relative of the vic-

tim? The first gruff police

response would have put them off.

My friend had expected some-
one in the group of onlookers to

protest too. But neither foe family
who caught the boy, nor the neigh-
bors, nor the other policemen
showed any concern.

And when she related the inci-

dent afterwards, expecting indig-

nation. people shrugged it off.

“Nobody expects foe police to
wear kid gloves,” said one person
who heard about it. To which my
Crieud retorted mentally, “Not
even when the suspect is a kid?"
“He only got a kick on the leg,

after ail, not one between the
legs," observed a matron who has
always been comfortably on the
the right side of the law.

This was my friend's first lesson
in the use ofraw power, and in soci-

ety's tacit acquiescence. But would
she still file the same complaint if

she was 10 years older? Or 20?
Perhaps she will lake that lesson

to heart Maybe she win continue
to cry out when she comes across
injustice.

If she can persist in sounding the

alarm even after she realizes that

cruelty is a norm, she may cause
another policeman, and then
.another, to think twice next time
they face a prisoner in a locked
ce!L But I fear the world will dull
her into complaisance.
And as for those of us. outraged

but passive, sitting in our arm-
chairs shaking our heads and
clucking our tongues, l am
reminded of foe saying, “if you're
not pan of the solution, you're
pan of foe problem."

The writer is a lawyer who livesm afar Shmariyahu.
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Second Draft

History sinks its claws
into the Gulf War. ^
By R. W. Apple Jr. jffSkt

Strangers

Israelis confront their

other race problem.

By Serge Schmemann

./
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RiM CBBelinxwo lor the NewYor* Time*

Everyone's going down-home. Patrick J. Buchanan, the Republican Presidential candidate, took the stage at a picnic in New Hampshire last summer.

Prince and the Pauper ^ 3

How does the Duchess

owe $4 million? Hint:

the laundry bill was

$36,000.

By Sarah Lyall

ByRICHARD L- BERKE

- ; • Bedford. N.H.

r
HE most striking thing about Steve Forbes’s

rapid rise from the protected bubble of his

corporate jet, the Capitalist Tool, to the turbu-

lence of life as the hot Republican Presidential

They attack his flat tax plan as wacky. They attack

his barrage of television commercials as mean-spirited

and misleading. They attack him for lackMg govern-

ment know-how. ______ .

But they are more reluctant to fault Mr. Forbes lor

what may seem his most glaring vulnerability as the

First official tests draw near : that this member of one of

the wealthiest families in America has bought his way

In this campaign, criticizing

the wealthy isn’t just crass.

It’s undemocratic.

to the top of the field while touting as a panacea for the

middle class a plan that cuts taxes for the rich.

That is because Mr. Forbes, of all people, has

managed to acquire a label prized by contemporary

American politicians: he is a populist.

Populist? America's original populisis. those

sharped-tongued champions of struggling farmers and

silver miners, were enemies of wealth and power. Their

political party of the 1890"s favored Government owner-

ship of railroads and telegraph lines and promoted the

graduated income tax. Their attacks on big business

helped inspire the Progressive movement, which con-

tributed so much to the very New Deal liberalism that

Mr. Forbes and his Republican rivals want to bury.

They were the tribunes of class conflict, the polar

opposite of today's conservatives. "You will see ar-

rayed on one side the great magnates of the country,

and Wall Street brokers, and plutocratic power." a

Kansas populist named L. L. Polk said in 1890, “and on

the other you will see the people.”

Now come the self-described champions of a new

populism whose enemies are not New York plutocrats

but Washington bureaucrats. They are a surprising lot

— wealthy or Washington insiders or both. Malcolm

Continued on page A

Not Quite Democracy

Africans Look East for a New Model

By HOWARD W. FRENCH

Abidjan. Ivory Coast

ROSS the continent of Africa, for

many of the countries that can stm

dream of economic progress in-

stead of simply hoping to ward on

the most seductive development

ies not in the ripe old West, but

n the fermenting economies of the
_

« to copy blueprints that allowed

sian countries to leap from poverty

ive prosperity in

ion, more and more African leaders

ding off these days on tours

eStagapore, Malaysia, Thailand and

.

alone with their economic recipes,

laders are returning

ian political notions. These may

with the Western ideal 01

Scyf but they have the merit, the

say, of being more in tune with

mal African values.

ifIce and Obedience

U CM BUIBI-

re lecmuww requirements

>ut in reality is the most formai-

f pluralism possible: onem winch

,ost marginal-questions of nation-

to open demand
g their electoral systenK, mim-

SrtuaDy nil the chances that they

ledout of office..

a so, governments in countries

y Coast to Uganda are invoking

1 of the tightly controlled Asian

ith its Coofucian notions, of sacn-

bedience. -

^Government:Ivorian newspaper,

b Maun, cairied;the strongest re-

t-Kie rJliWw/WhV 63TI

Asian lands have had

fast growth amid tight

control— but only

when there is also

social partnership.

the strength of Japan came from a caste

system in which “the samurai does not seek

to replace the emperor, or to speak in his

place.”

Pursuing this line to its chilling conclu-

sion, the editorialist proposed a formula

that would enable this country to develop:

"The party member needs to stick to the

line and not impose his point of view on

superiors; the manager will not exceed his

prerogatives and divert the funds of the

enterprise for which he has responsibility;

the expatriate should not violate any of the

rules governing his stay; the cleric, rather

than giving political speeches to support one

camp or another, should stick to what he can

contribute to the spirituality of his flock.”

For many experts on Africa, there are

many problems with these nose-io-the-

grindstone nostrums. Not the least is the

fact that they leave unanswered a question

that this continent has managed more disas-

trously than any other; Who will keep an

eye on the leaders?

"The success of authoritarian govern-

ments elsewhere is based on things that

African leaders have not paid sufficient

attention to,” said Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, a

Liberian who is the deputy administrator

for Africa of the United Nations Develop-

ment Program. “First there was an empha-

sis on human resource development Just

look at the high literacy levels in most Asian

Continued on page 3
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The World

The Latest History of the GulfWar
By R. W.APPLE Jr.

E
VEN at its best, as the Late Phil

Graham of The Washington Post

said, journalism is no more than a

first rough draft of history. And
sometimes, as in the case of the war in the

Persian Gulf in 1991, the draft is very rough

indeed- Not surprisingly, the war's fifth an-

niversary last month prompted a series of

revisionist retrospectives.

To a degree unprecedented in recent

American history, reporters were limited in

what they were permitted to see in Saudi

Arabia and Kuwait. A good deal of what they

did see never reached print or got onto the

air, at least in the brief period when the

world was paying close attention. Some of

what they were told by United States offi-

cials was untrue, either because the officials

did not know the truth or because they did

not wish it to be known. Finally, more than

in most earlier wars, many reporters lacked

the knowledge of the region and of military

affairs to evaluate what was going on.

Unraveling Accounts
Happily, some people have kept tugging

at the sleeve of this history, long after the

last shots were fired, and a lot of the official

version of events is beginning to an raveL As
ever, heroes are seen to be human as well as

superhuman ; villains are seen to have had a

method in their villainy. Causes are seen to

be complex, and so are results; victories are

less than complete. It is a valuable correc-

tive, if it does not go too far, and it is a
process as old as war itself. If it does go too

far, the pendulum of correction eventually

swings back. Grant and Patton, to cite just

two examples, have both been up, down,
back up and back down again in the years

since their feats of derring-do, and the books

are not closed on either of them.

This ongoing revisionism is the very na-

ture of history, especially where war is

concerned. The confusion of combat is axi-

omatic, as is the difficulty of grasping the

operations of a battalion from the vantage

point of a squad or the operations of a corps

from the vantage point of a battalion. Only
after the controversy of political decision-

making has cooled can the participants’

stories be gathered, compared and evaluat-

ed. Only when secrecy is no longer an im-

perative can sensitive documents be declas-

sified. Only with the perspective of time can
cause and consequence be dearly seen.

Changing the lens can reveal new insights

and relationships, as has been the case with

historians who in recent years have focused

more on the manners and mores of ordinary-

people and less on the high and mighty, or

(more controversially) those who have ap-

plied Marxist economic theories.

But academic victimology and intellectu-

al political correctness has given the phrase
’’historical revisionism" a slightly gamy

Kenh Meyers/ The New Yorfc Times

Victory seems a bit less complete now than in 1991, when a ticker tape parade rolled through Manhattan.

smell of late. Rightly so. The process cannot
work if the new conclusions precede the

search for new evidence or the reexamina-
tion of the evidence already on the record.

Anti-American or right-wing or feminist or
racial biases are not adequate, by them-
selves, to challenge widely accepted ways of

looking at things.

In the case of the gulf war, the revision-

ism began almost as soon as the last shots

were fired. "The gate is closed," General
Norman Schwarzkopf famously declared in

Riyadh as the fighting was ending, but it

wasn’t. It was wide open at Basra, as the

whole world could see within a week when
two-thfrds of Saddam Hussein's elite Revo-
lutionary Guard escaped back into Iraq. It

took a little longer to see, in the postwar
words of Maj. Gen. Barry McCaffrey, the

commander of the 24th Infantry Division,

that the whole end-game was flawed. With
hindsight, it was evident not only that the

cease-fire came before the trap'had been
sprung but that the trap itself was badly
designed — that the Marines attacking di-

rectly toward Kuwait City went off too soon
and too fast, reaching their objective so
quickly that the Revolutionary Guard divi-

sions never moved south to help in its de-

fense and could not be cut off by the allies'

left hook across the desert. ~

A List of Failures

That was one of the major conclusions of

’’The Generals' War" t Little, Brown & Co.,

1995), the first really thorough account of

the politics, the diplomacy and the fighting,

written by Michael R. Gordon of The New
York Times and Bernard E. Trainor, a

retired Marine lieutenant general who now
teaches at Harvard. Based on exhaustive
interviews, equally free of hagiography and
cynicism, the book won quick acceptance,
even among many of the generals. It also
documented American diplomatic mishan-
dling ofSaddam before the war; the failures

as well as the successes of the Patriot

missile defense system; General Schwarz-
kopf's temper, and General Colin L. Pow-

~-eU's extreme reluctance; bom out of the'

,
shattering experience df Vietnam, to com- -

mit Americantroops to battle.

Last month, television documentaries
moved the process along. In an interview
with David Frost on the BBC, George Bush
disclosed that he had worried that Saddam
would pull back across the border at the last

moment, making offensive action impossi-
ble for the allies but tying them down indefi-

A book and several

TV shows advance the

revisionist debate.

nitely in defensive positions. The corre-

spondent Bill Kurtis on A & E suggested

thaL some British and American soldiers',

exposure to- toxins unknown — read in the

smoke from burning oil wells, nerve-gas

pills, insecticides, poison gases released by
allied bombing raids? — had produced ge-

netic defects m their children.

A pair of two-hour “Frontline" programs
on PBS offered testimony from important

figures— Brent Scowcroft, Generals Powell

and Schwarzkopf, Mikhail. S. Gorbachev,.

Margaret Thatcher and the former Iraqi

foreign minister, Tariq Aziz, among many,
others — and challenged a lot of convention-

al wisdom. Civilian officials like Mr. Scow-
croft and his deputy, Robert M. Gates, to say
nothing of President Bush, had far more
stomach for battle than the top generals, by
“Frontline's" account and their own, and
even some of the ground commanders, such
as LieuL Gen. Fred Franks of the Vil Corps,

were timid when battle came. The pro-

grams demonstrated how ragged the ending
really was, with American mistakes at the
Safwan talks inadvertently aiding Saddam
in suppressing Shiites, whom the United
Slates had urged to rebel, and in clinging to

power. (Mr. Bush admitted as much in the
Frost interview.) Mrs. Thatcher, who
played an important role in stiffening Presi-

dent Bush's resolve, noted that she and Mr.
Bush soon last power, while Saddam “the
aggressor” stayed in office. *Twonder who
won," she said.

The answer to that, of course, is still hotly
debated. The Iraqis were thrown out of
Kuwait, a message of international resolve
was delivered and Saddam's wings were
clipped. But Shiites and Kurds in Iraq were
massacred by S§ddaro.’s troops all the
"same, the regimeiirt Baghdad is as repres-
Siy.e as.ever and its-nuefear- and chemical-
warfare capacities were not destroyed as
claimed. Like all wars, this one was full of
ambiguity. Vietnam and its lessons remain
contentious to this day. Whether the strug-
gle in the gulf was worth the candle— the
loss of life, the billions of dollars spent— is

a question for decades, and for revisions of
history, still to come.

Israel and the Ethiopians

By SERGE SCHMEMANN

JERUSALEM

T
HEIR success in absorbing Jews
from the world over has been a mat-
ter of great pride for Israelis. In the

past decade alone, their country of

about 5 million made room for 30.000 Ethio-

pian Jews and a half million Russian Jews,

all without massive disruption.

The unexpected violence of the thousands
of Ethiopian Jews who protested outside the

Prime Minister’s office last Sunday, howev-
er, showed that making room for immi-
grants is not the same as making them
welcome, and it compelled native Israelis to

reexamine many of their presumptions,
methods and attitudes in handling “aliya,"

the coming of Jews to the Land of IsraeL

The immediate trigger for the rioting was
the disclosure that medical authorities had
been routinely dumping blood donated by
Ethiopian immigrants because of a purport-

edlyhigh rate of HIV infection among them.
Bul the larger message for Israelis was how
deeply offended many immigrants — not

only Ethiopians,' but Russians and Moroc-
cans and Yemenites before them — are
made to feel by the paternalism of the

absorption process, and by disdain for their

different customs and ways.

The same self-assurance that enabled Is-

rael's founders to put together a Jewish
state in the first place also imbued them
with the notion that it was for them to

determine how ensuing waves of Jews
should be "absorbed" into Israeli society.

One result was that many newcomers felt

alienated or ethnically stereotyped. Sephar-

dic Jews long complained about discrimina-

tion in employment and politics at the hands
of European Jews, and Russian Jews now
find themselves stereotyped as mafiosos,
prostitutes and whiners.
For the Falashas, or Strangers, as Ethio-

pia's ancient tribe of Jews was known in the

Ethiopian language, the problem has been
especially acute, because they are dark-

skinned East Africans and their religion

and customs developed in centuries of isola-

tion from mainstream Judaism.
Israelis met their arrival, in two large

airlifts in 1985 and 1991, with huge outpour-

ings of emotion, and in ensuing years the

Government poured large resources into

housing and education for them. When com-
plaints arose over problems with the educa-
tion and the slow rate of assimilation, these

were often dismissed as glitches in the

transition of a people from subsistence in

Africa to this high-tech society.

Israelis took pride in the belief that rac-

ism was not among their problems. Some
snobbery on the part of the native-born, or
"sabras," perhaps, or some regrettable

stereotyping, some inescapable disputes

over resources, a dollop of paternalism and
bureaucracy; but most Israelis seemed to

take it for granted that what was being done
for the immigrants was for their own good.

Bul all the while, frustration and anger
was rising among the Ethiopians. They
were put in trailer camps, their children
were compelled to attend religious schools

or substandard boarding schools, their

blood was tested, and. to their ultimate
humiliation, the Judaism they had proudly
sustained through the centuries was put in

question by the Orthodox rabbinical estab-
lishment When the Rabbinate finally

agreed to accept them as Jews, it was on
condition that they undergo a symbolic con-

version. For the men, who were already
circumcised, that meant the degradation of
having a drop of blood let from their penis.

Yet even those who consented to the process
were not always accepted as Jews.

The Big Surprise
So it should not have been so surprising

that when they learned that even the blood
they donated was being rejected, they got
mad. Still, even after a newspaper disclosed
the matter, nobody expected these peaceful
immigrants to explode. But more than
15,000 people turned out. and when the
rocks, batons, tear gas and rubber bullets

had subsided, more than 70 police officers

and protesters were injured.

Most Israelis, and many Ethiopian Jews,
argued that callousness and paternalism,
not racism, were the problem, despite the
stories among the Ethiopians of racist com-
ments here and there. But the appearance,
at least, was troubling.

"It’s very hard to separate out all the

different factors that contribute to the mar-
ginalization of a group here in IsraeL" said

Rabbi Micha Qdenheimer, director of the

Israeli Association for Ethiopian Jews and a

critic of the Government's policies. “I don't

think racism is the motivation, but the re-

sult is to create a real danger of a racial

demarcation of an underclass, which will

cause Ethiopians to feel that they’re being

discriminated against because of race."

— T"1 ‘. -1'—' i~:

problem, the Ethiopians.’ anger echoed fnis-

trations among immigrants that Israel wii
have to address as it moves further from the
pioneering, agricultural sOciefy of its earlj
years toward -a highly competitive. West
em-style society. If early immigrants were
prepared to start out as menial laborers, ii

was because most Israelis were hot much
farther along economically.

,

A Mirror-Image Problem
The problems of the"Russian jews have

been in many ways the mirror- image ol

those afflicting the Ethiopians — the Rus
sians arrived with an overabundance oi
doctors, engineers, mathematicians anc
musicians, and their children have general'
ly scored above the Israeli average ir

schooL But their grievance is the same, thai
the secular and religious establishments
refused to accept them as they are and foi
what they are, and immediately set about tc
make them over in the image of the sabras

"It^s a very broad problem, very com-
mon," said Natan Sharansky, the forn&i
Soviet refusenik who recently founded^
political party of Russian immigrants. "Is-
rael was created by socialist Jews from
Russia who believed they knew best how
Jews should live. They feel that those wht
arrive are a 'generation of the desert’ which
will disappear while their children become
‘normaL’ So scientists are told , to grow
cucumbers, they're not asked to contribute
to. the society. All waves of new immigrants
in one way or another went through this/’

Native Israelis would argue that .friction
is inevitable in the forming of a state from
a people that has been scattered the world
overTor 2,000 years,. add that Israel has
reached a high level of development and
has developed a native-born society.
But the rage of the gentle Falashas

served notice that the sabi^' tckL must
realize that “absorption" is riot simply a
matter of turning im migrants into' their
model of an Israeli as qoickly

. as possible.
“Perhaps you are notguilty (of racism),’'

wrote an EtMqpiatL Dani Ababa, in the daily
Davar Risfton, addressing his sabre friends
"But now you know the truth, or"at leasi
some part ofiL H you think that from nowjw
you’ll understand our problem, let’s open anew page, do an expiation rite and trv tc
solve our problems together. If you stotShowing such condescension toward us. w<wiU stop Showing such extreme emotion.”
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•
" L LondonKE Duchess of York, 03© estranged wife of

Queen Elizabeth's second son, Andrew, can't
help getting into scrapes. A couple of years ago,
sometime after she and the Duke separated, her

financial adviser was photographed sucking her toes at
an exclusive villa; the duchess was topless. In Decem-
ber, $500,000 worth of diamonds given to her by her
mother-in-law was stolen at Kennedy Airport because
the Duchess, hurrying to board her Concorde flight
home, neglected tq put them in her carry-on bag (they
were later recovered). •

'

More recently, the hapless Duchess, formerly Sar-
ah Ferguson and popularly known as Fergie, has run
into trouble of a finaraial kind. She owes, according to
the delighted British press, something between $3 mil-
lion and $45 million. But whatever the figure, one thing
is certain. The debts racked up by the Duchess are
greater than the debts racked up by most commoners.
Which leads to an obvious question. How does she do it?

Shops TillShe Drops
Clearly, it's. not just a question of preferring taxis

to the subway, pat€ to bologna or Cartier watches to

those in a sidewalk vendor's attach^ case. In the
spendthrift spectrum, the flame-haired Duchess seems
to fall somewhere between Jacqueline Onassis, who
used to visit expensive stores and scoop up the same
piece of clothing in every color, and Imelda Marcos,
who never met a stiletto heel she didn't like.

“As soon as she is solvent, it tends to be spend,

spend, spend with her," one member of the Duchess’s
staff told The Daily Mirror.

The Duchess herself told The Daily Express she

resented the public imerest-in her finances: “The truth

is 1 am making cutbacks, huge ones. But the state of my
finaii-rial accounts is not anybody else’s business/'

Tiro Graham/Sygma

Austria The Duchess of York on vacation in 1993.

Under an arcane and little-questioned system, the

Queen's immediate relatives have their expenses taken
care of by the Government. But the Duchess holds an
unusual position, neither in nor out of the family.

There is no question that her expenses are high.

It’s not easy being royal,

especially when the creditors

come calling.

Her house in Surrey reportedly costs $9,000 a month
just to rent. Last year the Duchess was said to have

spent $78,000 on food and drink, $120,000 on clothes and
presents and $36,000 on laundry, plus hundreds of

thousands of dollars on sundries, for a grand total of

about $81,000 a month. Her staff includes a dresser, a

lady-in-waiting, two personal assistants, a butler, a

cook, a nanny, a gardener and a cleaner.

She likes to travel, too. When the Duchess flew to

Nepal Sort of roughing it the same year.

oity Pex VSA
T OrbaD /Sygma

Kenya Vacationing on safari last year.

the south of France for a six-week holiday in 1994,

British newspapers quoted servants that she slaved in a

$30,000 villa and managed to drop another $150,000 in an

orgy of consumption and iare-nigh: pariyjng with celeb-

rities like Andrew Lloyd Weber and Roger Moore.

Meanwhile, back home in Surrey, the electricity was
almost turned off for nonpayment of bills.

Perhaps she feels she has to keep up appearances.

The Duchess is hardly averse to handouts from hang-

ers-on — a practice that lesser royals and those from

countnes that are no longer monarchies, such as

Greece, indulge in constantly. But she has alienated

some of her rich benefactors. One. Lily Mahtani. de-

scribed as a "society hostess," took the embarrassing

step last month of suing the Duchess, accusing her of

paying back only $7,500 from a 5150.000 loan meant to

finance the south of France vacation.

At the moment, said Nigel Dempster, the Daily

Mail's Fergie-sympathizing gossip columnist, her in-

come consists mostly of the interest on an approximate-

ly $750,000 separation settlement, a “personal allow-

ance" from the Duke of $22,000 a year and regular

child-support payments for their two daughters. The

Times of London reported that she makes $150,000 a

year from her "Budgie the Little Helicopter" books, the

highly rated television series and spinoff products.

“She likes rich living, and I don’t see what’s wrong
with that," Mr. Dempster said. "She is the daughter-in-

law’ of the Queen of England."
The current financial crisis — which the Duchess

claims has been solved by a bailout from a trio of

American businessmen who refinanced her “Budgie"
package — is not the firsL Two years ago, the Queen
reportedly came up with $750,000 after a bank told the

Duchess to pay up, or else. When news of the Duchess's
latest debts surfaced in public, the in-laws took the

remarkable step of announcing they would not help her.

"The Queen has made a generous provision to the

Duchess of York over a number of years," a palace
spokesperson said. "Her business ventures are con-

ducted quite separately from any royal duties, and any
transactions resulting from them must be resolved

between the Duchess and her business associates and
creditors." The long line includes clothing shops, credit

card companies and friends who have given her loans.

Recently, the Duchess of York is said to have
tacked up a memo in her house, setting out a stringent

regime. From now on, the memo said, the staff had to

tighten its belts. No more excess! The Duchess’s new
spending limit: $36,000 a month.

Mexico’s Political Inversion
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Political stagnationaon helps perpetuate Mexico City's air pollution. During a pollution emergency last month, construction work continued.

By JULIA PRESTON

Mexico City

T
HERMAL inversion is the name of the

wintertime weather event that turns the

air over Mexico City into a grayish-

yellow padding of pollutants. Cold air

that sinks at night becomes trapped during the

dav in the bowl formed by the splendid'ratea-

noes and mountains surrounding the city. The

JSU spewed out by 2Jj rndhoo^, 360

fume-fined gas stations and thousands of dirty

industries are immobilized for city residents to

inhale deeply for hours on end.

A succession of unyielding thermal inver-

sions made January especially asphyxiating.

Mmid-montJi officials <^red athr^ay^
pollution emergency, barring half the cars in

Se city from driving one weekend and ordering

industries to cut production 40 per cenL

Through die smog, the episode revealed with

clarity another kind of trap that bedevils Mexi-

co City — Us political inversion.

Though this is a megalopolis of 18 million

people, in modem times its mayors have not

been elected, but rather hand-picked by the

nation’s President So the ciiy government re-

mains a bastion of the Institutional Revolution-

ary Party, whose six-decade-old rule in Mexico

is built on corruption and patronage. The city

is a case“study in government that doesn't have

to answer,to voters. -

The people whoJive here have only to look at

the muck out the window to see their leaders’

failure. The air is much worse today than in-

1986, when pollution levels exceeded Mexico's

own lenient standard of acceptability on 228

days; last year the standard was broken on 324

days. (United States standards say a limit like

Mexico's should not be surpassed more than

one day in three years.)

“It’s deceptive when they declare an emer-

gency,” said Humberto Bravo, a pollution ex-

pert at the Autonomous University Of Mexico.

“The reality is that we are in a pollution emer-

gency practically every day of the year.”

A decade after starting to measure pollution,

the city has not done a long-term study of its

impact on public health. But it did conduct a

study that attributed a 165 per cent increase in

pollution levels downtown to traffic jams
caused by anti-government demonstrations.

A five-year-old program requires all cars to

stay off the streets onedaya week. It prevented

a repeat of the record pollution peaks of 1992.

But in a 1995 study, the city government itself

questioned the usefulness of the program,

which increased overall gasoline consumption

by inspiring those who could afford it to buy a

second vehicle. Last week die authorities said

that in June they will drop the program for cars

that pass emissions test

.

Fatalism

Residents weeping and wheezing from ozone

intoxication responded last month with a cycle

of rageand helplessness thathasbecome famil-

iar whenever city systems break down. In con-

versations, newspaper columns and street pro-

tests they railed againstMayor Oscar Espinosa
Villareal and demanded deep change. (Many
dismissed the weekend driving ban as a way
for policemen to make a fast fortune In bribes.)

At the same time, with a sense of guilt that

has become common in Mexican political dis-

cussion, they blamed themselves for tolerating

a crooked and ineffective political system. One
columnist, German Dehesa, suggested that the

government should have acted 20 years ago,

and then lamented, "They didn’t do il and we let

them get away with not doing it." In the end the

majority view seemed as fatalistic about poli-

tics as most people are about nature.

To be sure, public distress was so intense that

it drew some novel official responses. The
national Health Secretary, Ramon de la Fueme,
went on television to report that nearly 5

million people had suffered throat lung or eye

Alnesses on the emergency’s first day. The
state oil monopoly, Pemex, revealed that since

December it had been providing Mexico City

with gasoline formulated to produce less ozone.

But these actions only served to highlight the

lack of more aggressive measures. Scientists

say Pemex must move more quickly, and

openly, to make much cleaner gasoline for the

capital all year round. But the city government
has shown no inclination to stand up to the

powerful public petroleum giant.

City officials also lack the political independ-

ence to clean up a flagrantly corrupt exhaust
inspection system. The city just received $75
million from the World Bank for low-pollution

public bases. But past, programs to modernize
the bus fleet failed when local unions insisted

on gening inefficient minibuses, and exhaust

only increased-

Next year the city will have a chance to elect

its mayor for the first time. Meanwhile, resi-

dents say they can look only to another power to

dean things up. Self-derisively, they call it the

“Secretariat of Wind."

Looking East
For New Models
Continued from page I

societies.

"Then, Asian governments built

strong partnerships with the private

sector, which ultimately served as
counterweights to authoritarian

power.

"Finally you have a system of

ethics: In die Korean example, for-

mer heads of state were ultimately

arrested because they offended
some commonly held values."

Although it may sound new. to-

day's Asian-inspired ideology is far

from the continent’s first experi-

ment with paternalism, which was in

part a legacy of colonialism. Africa's

early leaders, from Kenya's Jomo
Kenyatta and Zambia's Kenneth
Kaunda to Ivory Coast’s Felix Hgu-
phougi-Boigny. all demanded the vir-

tually unquestioned obedience of the

population under one-party stales,

which they justified by talk of Afri-

ca's traditional socialist values and
its emphasis on consensus.

Control Means Profit

Rather than help build thriving

new nations, however, the lack of

accountability built into these politi-

cal creations favored the emergence
of corrupt elites who quickly discov-

ered that controlling the state of-

fered unparalleled opportunities for

stealing from it.

"What we are seeing today is an
exact replay of what happened in the

1960's in the move toward one-party
states: Maintaining the formalism
of democracy while gutting it of its

substance," said Thomas Callaghy,

a professor of political science at the

University of Pennsylvania. "What
you end up with is ‘crony capital-

ism,' an extension of the patron-

client form of free enterprise, which,

in the African case, has always
placed the emphasis on the welfare

of the patron."

With few checks on this sort of

power, Africa will be hard pressed to ,

develop under any economic model.
Instead of seeing the kind of accu-
mulation of savings necessary for an
industrial takeoff— the kind of capi-

tal accumulation that took place in

Asia — the continent has witnessed
an unparalleled flight of capital, as
elites bank their earnings in safe
havens elsewhere.

According to one United Nations

estimate, $200 billion or 90 percent of

the sub-Saharan pari of the conti-

nent’s gross domestic product
(much of it illicitly earned), was
shipped to foreign banks in 1991

alone.

Guess Who Gets Rich

In each country, the formula for

enrichment differs- In Senegal,

World Bank officials have said that

Government imports of rice, the sta-

ple food, have constituted a major

source of unaccounted-for revenue

for ruling party leaders for years. In

Congo, cop officials and their rela-

tives sign deals that mongage the

heavily indebted country's oil earn-

ings years in advance, in exchange
for quick cash.

In Kenya, the Government plows

ahead with plans to build a major
international airport in the Presi-

dent's home town. In military-con-

trolled Nigeria, the Government
awards so-called “lifting contracts"

to its political friends that amount to

little more than gifts of handsome

Two things that

don’t help: A lack

of accountability

and a flight of

capital abroad.

commissions on oil contracts.

Based on realities like these, a

confidential report prepared last

year by the French Foreign Ministry
warned of the "criminalization of
sub-Saharan Africa" by its elites.

While the ideologues of present-
day Africa wish to draw out cultural

parallels between the supposedly
deferential masses of Asia and
hordes of Africans whose salvation,
they say, lies in a sort of unquestion-
ing acceptance of a new work ethnic,

for many the recent news out of

South Korea may inspire other ob-
servations.

Reports that two past presidents

of that country amassed huge slush
funds have led to dramatic confes-

sions of corruption and the 3rrest of

these leaders, along with those of
several captains of Korean industry.

This can be seen as a consequence of

the lack of democracy that prevailed

through much of that country's mod-
em history.

It Can’t Happen Here
As much as some proponents of an

African resurrection would like to

follow Asian models, at least two
elements in the recent Korean scan-

dal stick out as inconceivable on this

continent

In the primary capitalism that

still prevails in these parts, heads of

industry frequently don't have any
need to' pay bribes to African lead-

ers. As often as not, they are buddies,

cousins and sons.

Then again, in an environment

where courts are subject to political

control. Parliaments act as rubber

stamps, and presidents stay in pow-

er as long as they like, who could get

caught?
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Intersexual Healing: An
Anomaly Finds a Group

By NATALIE ANGIER

H
ERMAPHRODITUS, the son of Hermes and
Aphrodite, was a beautiful young man. so
fetching that the nymph of the fountain of

Salmacis fell desperately in love and begged
the gods to merge her body with his forever. They
granted the nymph her wish, forming a being half-man,

ha If-woman.
For most of us, the idea of human hermaphrodites

is likewise cloaked m myth. We may not know whether
they really exist, and if they do, what that means — for

them, for us, for our orderly notions of gender. When
there were circus side-shows, people gawked at the

“famous bearded lady" or the "incredible man-wom-
an.” After the freak shows, there were the movies —
most notably Fellini's Satyricon," in which a pale,

feeble hermaphroditic youth is disrobed and shown to

have both a penis and breasts.

The myths and the movies be damned: hermaphro-
dites are real and, if the term is taken broadly, they are
everywhere among us. At least one in 2,000 babies is

When an infant is bom with

ambiguous genitals, doctors

decide the baby’s sex.

bom with ambiguous external genitalia, with a small

penis, say, that can’t be distinguished from a large

clitoris, or with a discordance between the apparent sex

of the genitals and the sex of the chromosomes.
Now a small but rapidly growing number of people

who were bom with medical conditions that complicate
the standard delivery-room broadcast of the infant's

sex have organized themselves into an advocacy group.
Most of them find the term hermaphrodite too freighted

with medical and quasi-lilerary implications to be
tossed around lightly. They prefer the word intersex.

And if anybody is going to call them hermaphrodites, it

had better be one of them. Just as gays boldly declare

themselves queer. 3nd lesbians call each other dykes,

members of the intersex movement proclaim their

stance in the name of their new newsletter, “Hermaph-
rodites with Attitude.” Their organization, the Intersex

Society of North America, even has the requisite home-
page on the World Wide Web.

Like the deaf who resist being forced to leant to

speak or to accept cochlear implants, or the dwarfs who
do not want to be prenataUy diagnosed out of existence,
intersexuals do not want to be seen as sick or defective
or in need of pity. And while none of them who were
interviewed are ready to declare themselves happy and
proud and none would agree to be photographed for this

article, they feel they have something to say about the
androgyny inherent in everyone.

So This IsWhat IAm
Gathered together, a half-dozen members of the

intersex society all look very different, some quite

feminine, some muscular and masculine, and some of

them say they are occasionally mistaken for the sex
opposite to the one they were assigned as children.

Their medical syndromes are all distinct, but their

stories are strikingly similar. They are nearly all

alienated from their families — parents and siblings

alike. They blame their families for their secrecy and
deep humiliation. They say nobody ever gave them
direct answers. They learned about themselves by
leafing through medical books and realizing with a
shock, “So this is what I am." Many have had multiple

and mostly unsuccessful surgeries to fix their anoma-
lous genitals. None of them trust doctors and many
refuse to seek medical help even when ill.

Above all, intersexuals object to doctors regarding
cases like theirs as medical emergencies. When an
infant is born with ambiguous genitals, a hospital will

instantly rally its experts into a huddle — surgeons,
geneticists, endocrinologists, psychiatrists — with the

goal of deciding, is this really a girl or really a boy? The
rationale behind the approach is that parents must be
told the sex of their child as quickly as possible, lesr

they they reject the infant as a monster. Intersexual

activists believe that this crisis mentality often leads to

bad medical decisions, including surgery designed to

make the unusual genitals conform more closely to

parental expectations.

The founder of the Intersex Society. Cheryl Chase,

a 39-year-old computer consultant who lives in the Bay
area, was reared as a girl and looks very much like a
woman, wearing earrings and lipstick. But she is a true

hermaphrodite, having been born with parts of both
ovaries and testes and an organ that could be construed
either as a small penis or large clitoris. When the

doctors decided she was to be raised as a girl, they

removed the entire clitoris and the inner labia. Today,
she has no sensation left in her genitals, has never
experienced orgasm and feels disfigured.

She compares her situation to that of African girls
who undergo female genital mutilation, but she thinks
her condition is even worse. “I have become friendly
with a number of African women,” she said. “The
difference is that women in Africa experience genital
mutilation as a shared experience with everyone
around them, and they would feel freakish if they didn't
have it We are isolated by this experience and made to

feel like freaks because we did have iL”

What Sex Do You Sleep With?
Intersexuals are not all inorgasmic and not all of

them are infertile, though some are so ashamed of their

bodies that they have yet to seek partners. Others talk
of a rich and stimulating sex life that defies definition
as either straight or gay. One 32-year-old pre-medical
student, whose ambiguous genitals were never surgi-

cally modified and who was raised as a girl, said she
has slept with both men and women but has never had
sex with another intersexual. “I'm a heterosexual in the
truest sense of the word," she said.

The intersexual society is trying to persuade physi-

cians to stop treating ambiguous genitalia so aggres-

sively. Intersexuals have no argument with medical
procedures necessary for the health of the infant— for

example, removing abnormal gonadal tissue that may
turn cancerous. But they do object to doctors and
-parents making cosmetic decisions— such as making a
big clicoris smaller or an unusual penis more normal —

-

before the patient is old enough to decide.

Physicians who treat intersex infants have varying
responses to the intersex society. Dr. John Gearhart, a
urologist at Johns Hopkins University, dismissed its

members as “zealots” and refused to discuss the

organization. Dr. Heino Meyer-Bahlburg of the Colum-
bia University College of Physicians and Surgeons said

that while he sees the society as serving an essential

function as a peer-support group, he thinks that inter-

sexuals’ medical conditions may lead to problems no
matter what is done or not done. To blame all sorrows
and complications on physicians, he said, is unfair and
simplistic.

It is the unhappy ones, the disgruntled ones, doc-
tors say, who have joined the intersex movement. Those
who have had a good experience and a satisfactory
outcome are unlikely to seek emotional support. To
which the advocates say, if there are happy intersex-
uals out there, they have yet to speak up.
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THE EXCLUSIVE DAVO HINGELESS
ISRAEL STAMP ALBUM

There's no better way to present and protect your Israel stamp collection than In a stamp album from Davo, a leading

manufacturer of stamp accessories in Europe.

This set features three richly padded albums with spine and cover embossed with the emblem of the State of Israel. Each album
comes in its own slip-case.

The three albums include spaces for all stamps issued from the beginning of the State of Israel in 1948 to the end of 1 994, with a
picture for most stamps. All spaces include crystal clear special mounts to protect each individual stamp. The loose leaf pages
are of top quality pure white cartridge paper and are designed to lie fiat when file album is open.

• Volume 1 1948-1964
• Volume li 1965-1979
• Volume HI 1980-1994

Presenting your Israeli stamps, 1948 - 1994, in a Davo album will give your collection the air of distinction it deserves.

JP Special Price: N1S 1,049, for the three volume set, or in six instalments of N1S 187.00 by credit card,

individual volumes also available separately, N1S 399.00 ea.

FREE door-to-door delivery In Israel, where available.

To:BWKISB c/o The Jerusalem Post, POB 81 . Jerusalem 91000

Please deliver the Davo Hingeless Stamp Album. Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.

Three volume set Q NIS 1 049

NIS 1 87 x 6 credit card payments Visa O Isracard Diners

Separate Volumes NIS 399.00 ea.
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Ruling-Class Guys
Continued from page l

Stevenson Forbes Jr. Ross Perot, one of the

world's richest men. Patrick J. Buchanan,
son of Washington and member of its media
elite. Senator Bob Dole, the ultimate insider.

Senator Phil Gramm, another Capitol pow-
erhouse. Lamar Alexander, businessman
and corporate lawyer. Morry Taylor, the

tire and wheel magnate. (Not to mention
Bill Clinton of Hope, Art, Yale and Oxford.)

Rush Lirabaugh, who turned himself into

a millionaire by playing Mr. Populist to his

listeners and viewers, recently warned
them against taking potshots at Mr. Forbes.
“We're taking the whole issue away from
our side,” Mr. Limbaugh said, “if we’re
going to criticize wealth."
There is nothing new about rich people in

politics. George Washington was rich. But
the most successful politicians among the
fabulously wealthy — Roosevelts and
Rockefellers and Kennedys — appealed to

poor and working-class people by promoting
government programs for the disadvan-
taged. Now candidates are promoting eco-
nomic conservatism as the new definition of
populism. The circle has been closed — Mr.
Forbes has defined himself by attacking the
graduated income tax that the first popu-
lists championed.
“The Government has fallen into such a

state of disrepute that politicians want to
pick up on an anti-statist feeling in the
country," said Prof. Jaroin B. Raskin of the
American University law school, an expert
on money in politics. “So populism becomes
a catch-all label for anyone who challenges
the political system. Every politician tries

to pick up the chord of populism but in that
sense the word begins to lose meaning.”

Rich-guy populism does seem to require
certain ritual obeisances to the lives of
ordinary folk. George Bush made a display
of eating pork rinds. Mr. Forbes stood out
last week when he stowed up at a black-tie
Congressional dinner in a business suit. Mr.
Buchanan sheds his starched white shirt (he
shed his Mercedes when he ran in 1992) for
down-home garb as he rails against the
Washington establishment, upon which he
built a lucrative career. Mr. Alexandercam-
paigns in a plaid work shin.

‘Richie Rich’

Despite their own hefty bank accounts,
Mr. Forbes’s opponents cannot resist digs-
Mr. Gramm mocks him as “Richie Rich/*
and Mr. Dole calls him “Malcolm.’’ But they
don’t suggest any contradiction between his
background or program and his profession
of the populist faith. “If 1 were going to go
back and choose parents again, I
choose rich parents/’ Mr. Gramm saicL
Mr. Gramm, like all politicians, is well

aware that while middle- and low-income
voters may be economically insecure thev
don’t blame the rich for their predicamentMany agree with the supply-s^e advocates
that foosemng Govemm^fSSSSJS
business b just what the nation needs

”

climb out of economic malaise.
Polls last week showed that Mr. Forbes is

neck-and-neck with Mr Dole in New Hamp-
shire, the first primary state, and is popular
among middle-income and independent vot-
ers. In dozens of random interviews in New
Hampshire and Iowa, most voters, including
Democrats, said they liked Mr. Forbes's
outsider message and his willingness to
spend his own money, since it showed he
could not be bought by special interests.
“I'm more impressed because he's trying

to do it with his own money," said Bruce
Bowman, 38, a small-businessman from Ce-
dar Rapids, Iowa, after a Forbes speech.
Even anti-Forbes voters see nothing pecu-

liar about the confluence of wealth and
populism. Barbara Bingham, a 61-year-old
homemaker from Nashua, N.IL, who plans
to vote for Mr. Dole, said of Mr. Forbes, “I
dislike him intensely." But when asked if he
was trying to buy the race, Mrs. Bingham
replied: “That doesn’t bother me. I think
he’s sincere in what he says about populist

Supply-siders call

themselves populists,
and voters concur.

things even if he has not experienced the:
That land of sentiment was central to

success of Mr. Perot, whoput $62 mini©
[us own money into an independent runPresident in 1992. Others followed suit.

Michael was definitely running as a r
ulist," said Arianna Huffmgton, an out;
ken conservative whose husband, Mich
spent $29 million and came close to winr
a Senate seat from California m 1994,.

1

had tremendous support from blue-co
woriiers, from Reagan Democrats.”

Bars. Huffmgton argued that voters h;
been more critical of wealthy Republic
than of wealthy Democrats.- “Republic
^pending theirown moneybecomes a big
jasue because Republicans are suppose*
be for the rich and Democrats are suppo
to care for the poor,” she said “It’s part 1

stereotype the G.O.P. needs to shake-"
There are similarities between the'pc

Usts of today and their 19th century couxu
P®rts. Mr. Buchanan, comes closest, a
plaining about large corporationsand wa
mg of too majiy immigrants Mr- .For
sometimes sounds, like an original popu
when be attacks the financial takeover
the political parties by monied interests

SOU, it is hard to picture the scion of
Forbes publishing empire repeating, wWfflmm Jennings Bryan saidin a

asowheP hK Democn
Partyembraced populism: “If 1 had befamedie. great trusts and combination:foww Ghat I would no sooner take my 5than they would demand that I usepower to rob the people in their behalf.'
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Their Feet in Texas, Their Heads in the Clouds
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ByJEFFSILVERMAN

WE kind of liked ‘The
Godfather 1 and those
Scorsese movies, arid

’’

we started out trying
to do bind of a gritty

movie,” explained Owen C. Wilson of •:

the script that five .years later be-
came ibemovte''Bottle Rocket.”
Then reality bit

\

"We weren't tough guys " Mr. Wil-

son cheerfully acknowledged, refer-

ring to himself and his fellow Texan, -

Wes Anderson/with whom he wrote
die script: ‘‘We didn’t'have the back-
ground to do a toogh-guy movie.” So
they made "Bottle Rocket” instead.

.

‘

“Bottle Rocket" has.alLthe com-
ponentsofa hard-to-get-made, hard-
to-release, independent first feature.

But looks can be deceiving. The
film's executive producer' is James
L. Brooks, the Oscar-winning writer,

director and producer of “Terms of'

Endearment” and “Broadcast
News.” And “Bottle Ttocket” is be-

ing released by Columbia Tri-Star
Motion Pictures. The studio, had
planned to open the film this Friday
in 30 theaters but decided last week
to delay the opening- until Feb. 23,

which will help it steer clear of “Bro-
ken Arrow,” a multimillion-dollar

John -Woo action film starring John
T ravolta that opens on Friday and is

expected to attract huge audiences.

Normally a studio the size of Co-

lumbia would not be fretting over the
best date to open a movie in 30

theaters. But “Bottle Rocket," a vir-

tually starless little movie with an
impossibly low $5 million budget,

has managed, to get and to keep
Columbia’s attention over a long

gestation period.

“Bottle Rocket," which stars Mr.
Wilson, 27, and was directed by Mr.
Anderson, 26, follows a trio of mis-

guided, middle-class fellows who, un-

der the tutelage of a mentor in

crime, try to pull off a petty heist

Their aim is modest, and they make
more noise than anything else, hence
the title.

'

"Bottle rockets are these cheap

Rule fireworks that only go about 40

feet up, and they make a little pop,”

Mr. Anderson said. “But that’s all

you expectfrom them."

,
The movie, set on Mr. Wilson's and

Mr. Anderson's home turf of Dallas,

is acomedy caper with GenerationX
overtones, yet it flies none of the

usual ppp-culture Hags that such
films usually wave. There is no sex

or real violence and no star power in

Che lead roles. Its angst is coddled

rather than hard-boiled k la Taran-

tino.'
'-

Mr. Wilson plays Dignan, the

group’s flamboyant leader, who fills

a notebook, with improbable

schemes and plans for the next 50

years. Mr. Wilson’s younger brother.

*All of the sudden

we had $5 million

to make our

movie. It seemed
insane.”

Luke, co-stars as the more quietly

introspective Anthony, who is first

seen breaking out of a mental hospi-

tal. To keep things almost all in the

family, the older Wilson brother, An-

drew, also has a small part. And Bob,

the third member of the criminal

trio, is played by Robert Musgrave,

a close friend of both the Wilsons and

Mr. Anderson. (Lumi Cavazos, the

star of “Like Water for Chocolate,”

is Ar.thony’s unconventional love in-

terest)

Dignan, Anthony and Bob are not

the kind of guys to sit in front of the

tube inhaling life lessons from

“Friends.” "They would idolize the

guys in ‘Heat,’ ” Owen Wilson said,

“except they hadn't seen the movie

yet” .

It was enthusiasm, energy and vi-

tality, much of it naively misplaced,

that turned “Bottle Rocket" into a

short film in 1992. Mr. Wilson and

Mr. Anderson, who had met in a

'playwriting class at the University

of Texas at Dallas, were sharing an

“S^Nf^b'Cijliinibia Tn-Sur

Pony Platt, left, a producer of -Bottle Rocket.- vith the director Wes Anderson during Elmir* in Texas.

apartment when they decided 10

make a movie. Their original plan

was to shoot a 16-millimeter black-

and-white feature. Thirteen minutes

of film and $10,000 later, they were

broke. So they decided to call what

they had of "Bottle Rocket" a short

and submit it to the Sundance Film

Festival, where it was shown in 1993.

“People seemed to like it and

think it was funny," Mr. Wilson re-

membered. But nobody handed over

cash to help them make a full-length

movie. They returned to Dallas, won-

dering what was going to happen

next.

Enter Hollywood in the person of

Polly Platt and Mr. Brooks.

The screenwriter L.M. Kit Car-

son, a friend of the Wilson family,

had sent the “Bottle Rocket” script

and a video of the short to the pro-

ducer Barbara Boyle, who in turn

sent the material to Ms. Platt. Ms.

Platt, a successful producer and pro-

duction designer, was then the exec-

utivevice president of Gracie Films,

Films Ask: ShallWe Dance?

Mr. Brooks's production company.

Under an arrangement with Colum-

bia Pictures, the studio had agreed

to finance a low-budget feature of

Mr. Brooks’s choice. When Ms. Platt

found "Bottle Rocket." she knew she

had the movie.
"1 had never read anything like

it," she said. "It was filled with such

wry. self-deprecating humor. I

shoved it in Jim’s face. Then he

looked at the short. It was a miracle.

He shared my enthusiasm."

Mr. Brooks said: "It had rhythms

1 had never seen before. It just broke

me up. It had such a sense of the

ridiculous. And it had such a great

selling point: You never saw any of

these guys before."

So Mr. Brooks and Ms. Platt flew

to Dallas to meet the two young men
behind it.

"He came by our apartment, and I

think he was shocked by our living

conditions," Owen Wilson said of Mr.

Brooks. "1 think that actually helped

us. 1 think he thought: 'If I don't

make this movie, what's going to

happen to these guys? They're hang-

ing by a thread.'

"

To transform their short into a

. full-fledged feature^ JOwea. Wilson.

By NANCY GOLDNER

D
ANCING sways the soul be-

i fore the brain can get a

I wont in. It is the perfect

* language of seduction.

Choreographers have al-

ways known this, but film directors

are increasingly discovering danc-

ing — social dancing — as a sura

way to steer couples into the bed-

room. Stirring and exposing feelings

so quickly, dancing pre-empts the

brain's jotiof weighing the evidence

and making judgments.

If they had second thoughts, the

gun-toting police detective and die

Amish woman in “Witness" would

never dare to fall in love; nor would

the married woman and the roving

photographer in “The Bridges of

Madison County." But dancing pre-

cludes second thoughts for these cou-

ples, as it does for the about-to-be-

divorced twosome in “Something to

Talk About" -
'

In these and several other recent

films, including the new ‘‘White

Squall,” dancing ' is not choreo-

graphed by the likes of an Astaire.

Rather, it is arranged by the director

as a means to an end. With the

exception of “Something to Taut

About," none of the recent films

make dancing paramount; camera

work can transmit a romantic mes-

sage as forcefully as the dancers

steps, and the steps themselves are

rudimentary. You and 1 do

them, with perhaps just a less^^

two at Arthur Murray under our

^In "The American President,” the

widowed President and ^lobbyist

he might woo clinch their love pact

while waltzing arotmd the Wlute

House dining room during, a state

S?r. but L camera whirls ev«i

faster than they do.

Hanring that creates the heady feel-

ing of romance, and it’s the cam-

St's close scrutiny of couples

faces that creates the slightly dan-

gerous sensation of romanceupfejd-

gg taa fehbowl. in the 198540m

Jd Sy mSSE. the detective

guides his damsel in a st°P^nd-^
Undy in a barn, while a golden oldie

olays on the radio. The jumpiness or

the camera expresses their sexual

tension more than the conventional

cloSSps of the actors’ tremulous

fS

Tbe dancing couple in "The

Bridges of Madison Ownty SUW
sway; while in "Waiting to Extol®

the bodies of the woman looking »r

love and of the man who won’t give it

are absolutely static except for their

hands. In this nqndance dance scene

in a cocktail lounge, all we see are

her. hands slipping around his neck

and his hands pressing into herlow-

er back- Although ft’s hard to find a

justification ^ ram-

era angle, the scene does define what

dancing is in the movies: it is people.

Phil Bray/ Hollywood Pierores

Jeff Bridges waltzes Caroline

GoodaUin
uWhite Squall”

touching with music and without

speech.
Speecblessness is. of course, nor-

mal in conceit dance, but in the

movies it is out of the ordinary and

thus a powerful ally of seduction. In

“The Bridges of Madison County,”

Robert Kincaid and Francesca

(Clint Eastwood and Meryl Streep)

at first exchange intimacies by ex-

changing stories about their past

Robert protests the effort to re-

veal himself with words. They do

much better at the intimacy game

by swaying together in a tight hug

alongside the kitchen table while

Johnny Hartman croons on the ra-

dio. There is no talk; there are just

their heads buried in each other’s

neck and the camera hugging them

as they hug each other. Out of these

images comes the summation of the

movie’s theme: about a love so her-

metic that it can survive death.

When this love is unearthed by Fran-

cesca’s children, it is like a perfectly

preserved archeological artifact

that transforms their lives.

The dance scene in "Something to

Talk About,” a movie released last

fall, is as raucous as the one in

“Bridges” is hushed. Eddie (Dennis

Ouaid), the two-timing antihero,

wants to reconcile with his wife,

Grace (Julia Roberts). He’s about to

go into a long explanation about how

the lunch with his divorce lawyer

was alla mistake, then he chucks the

narration. “Come on, baby, let’s

dance,” he bellows at Grace and,

dragging her by the arm onto the

clubhouse dance floor, seduces her

into a reconciliation by dancing her

down memory lane.

At first, Grace resists twirling un-

der his arm and is embarrassed by

his loose, goofy moves. But she can’t

resist the power of “muscle memo-

ry.” She twirls. Then he leads her

farther bade in time, to:the happy

days when they practiced dance rou-

tines In the den. One-two-three-kick,

right knee up, left knee up. Whether

she Ekes ft or. not,. here is Grace

- moving in instinctive harmony with

the man she loathes.

Now the dance moves into freer

territory. Taking off his jacket and

warmed by champagne, Eddie spins

her and throws her and dips her to

the ground. They dance solo, roam-

ing into free-form, no-man's-Iand so-

liloquies and couple up again. By
now, Grace doesn’t know what has

hit her, and she doesn’t much care.

She just rolls with the punches and,

supported by intuition and practice,

stays in step. By dancing, Grace

discovers that she and Eddie are still

very much married.

'

Seduction is the most natural use

of dancing,
but in several films danc-

ing serves different ends. In “White

Squall’’ and in the 1992 film “Scent of

a Woman," for example, the direc-

tors use it to show the audience a

new aspect of the protagonists’ char-

acter.

“White Squall" is about the tragic

sea voyage of a brigantine in which

six people drown in a storm. Having

lost his wife in the squall, the skipper

Christopher Sheldon (Jeff Bridges)

stands to lose his professional cre-

dentials as well during a tribunal

that takes place following the disas-

ter. He is saved by his surviving

crew, all of them teen-age boys, who

grew to love him during the voyage

and now testify in his behalf.

For this turn of events to be credi-

ble, the audience must love Sheldon

too, which is no easy task. Sheldon is

one of those tough old salts who
teaches his young crew by humiliat-

ing them and, in one case, endanger-

ing a boy's life. The film’s director,

Ridley Scott, shows the audience

Sheldon’s soft side by having him

waltz with his wife at a marina res-

taurant in the Caribbean. “Some-

times you act halfway normal,” his

wife says as they twirl around. He

grins and agrees, and so does the

charmed audience.

Something similar happens in

“Scent of a Woman.” Until the tango

scene at a New York hotel, the film 's

blind hero, Lieut CoL Frank Slade,

'retired (A1 Pacino), is thoroughly

obnoxious. Then he asks a young

woman to tango and guides her with

precise, deliberate steps, careful

changes between languid and sharp

moves, and delicate pressure ap-

plied to various points on her back so

she can follow his lead with ease.

The main point of the scene, under

Martin Brest’s direction, is not that

Slade is a good dancer but that he is

a marvelous teacher. In a flash the

audience understands that this con-

firmed curmudgeon cares tor peo-

ple, particularly young people whom
he ran mentor in the ways of life —
be ft dancing or standing up for their

rights. The tango scene sets the

for the movie's climax, in

which Slade lectures the students at

a prestigious but corrupt prep school

an honor and honesty and gets a

standing ovation. The tango is the

narrative turning point of the movie.

ana Mr. Anderson moved to Los An-

geles and spent 16 months cutting

and rewriting their script. “There

were some hard times,” Mr. Brooks

admitted. "Wes is very opinionated

and very stubborn. And Owen, who
does not"think the same way as Wes.

is also stubborn. All I could do was
point to what I saw were problems

and press for solutions. The process

could get very emotional."

When the script was ready (hav-

ing lost, according to Mr. Brooks,

“everything that was similar to any

other generational film"), there was
never any question that the Wilson

brothers would reprise the roles they

had played in the short and that Mr.

Anderson would direct. But Colum-

bia wanted a recognizable name in

one small role: the mentor in crime,

Mr. Henry.

"At first," said Ms. Platt, "the

boys wanted a director — Quentin

Tarantino. Oliver Stone or Peter

Bogdanovich— for the part, which is

kind of perfect, because Mr. Henry is

a hero to the characters and direc-

tors are heroes to the boys.” (Mr.

Bogdanovich is also Ms. Platt's for-

mer husband.) Instead, James Caan
a/asxasUuvthe-Fote^—— - -

WITH COMPLIMENTS

At this point Columbia made its

commitment to the project. “Some-
times, you lake a shot on a little

movie like this," said Mark Canton,

the chairman of Columbia. “You al-

ways like to see if you can, in effect,

catch lightning in a bottle." Or even
in a “Bottle Rocket.”

Mr. Anderson said: "All of a sud-

den we had $5 million to make our
movie. It seemed insane."

Did he know how to spend $5 mil-

lion?

“Fortunately,” he said, "they pro-

vided a number of people to assist us

in that task. They find ways to spend

it Like SI.5 million goes into over-

head. For movies Lhis small, it's a lot

more economical to make them in-

dependently."

After a 45-day shoot and an ex-

tended post-production period (and

going, in fact, somewhat over budg-

et!, the completed film was ready to

be shown. But the initial reaction at

test screenings was mixed.

"It was unbelievable," said Ms.

Platt. "People didn't like iL But Wes
would pull out all the good cards, and

we could tell by the handwriting that

the people who wrote those were the

smart ones.”

After further adjustments, the

film was submitted to the 1996 Sun-

dance festival, which ended last

weekend.
“We wanted them to have it." said

Mr. Brooks. “It started there. What a

nice end to the story it would have

been."

Instead, it was rejected.

"We were crushed," said Mr. Wil-

son.

“It's a strange world," Mr. Brooks

said, noting that the Sundance festi-

val acted like a Hollywood studio in

turning down what he considered a

small, quirky film.

Still, "Bottle Rocket" had a re-

lease date, and it got some good

early reviews. Despite the snub at

Sundance, it had friends in high

places.

Wiih their first movie about to be

released and their expectations high,

Mr. Anderson and Owen Wilson hope

to keep the entire group behind “Bot-

tle Rocket” together as a Texas-bred

movie-making company.
“We'd like to call ourselves some-

thing like Venture Global Produc-

tions," Mr. Anderson said. “Or the

Rockefeller Brothers. Or maybe just

- U.S. Steel."
-

by David J. Kahn / Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS
1 Deception

5 “ThisGun forHire"

star. 1942

9 Fires

13 Story, sometimes

18 White-spotted
rodent

19 “O.K."

20 Cowboy's lasso

22 Bringing ruin

23 Compliment for Ken
Griffey Jr.?

25 Killer whales

26 Bigger than big

27 Volunteer's words

28 Air conditioner
abbr.

29 Compliment for

Mickey Rooney?

31 Compliment for

Frankenstein’s
monster?

34 Disinclined

35 Unsteady on one’s

feet

36 Not beyond

39 School founded in

1440

43 Digin

45 Missile launcher

47 First name inTV
comedy

48 Brief

49 Classical meeting
sites

52 Blockhouses?

54 Pacify

57 Board game from
India: Var.

60 “At Seventeen"
singer Janis

61 10-stringed lyre

62 Kind of center

63 Arrack

64 Expect

65 Sum total

67 Compliment for

Wyatt Earp?

70 Noted Corsican

family name

73 “The CryingGame"
actor

74 Bartender's supply

76 Mirror

77 “ the calmly
gathered thought':

Whittier

78 “Roll bones"

79 Capable of changing

82 Queen’s Cup, e.g.

84 French wine center

86 Rush hour shortage

87

Fox

88 ——JapaneseWar

90 Hamelin helper

93 Kind ofbrain

94 Reliever’sgoal

95 Computeraccess
code

97 The time being

100 Testifies

102 Compliment for

106 Compliment for

Alessandro Volta?

Ill Hotel ending

HUH
is i

\

BBS
1*

a 1aaa
a
a a

13

22

1 26

30

14 115 16 17

112 Early TV' drama
sponsor

113 Faiher-in-lawof

Jacob

114 “The Wild Duck"
dramatist

115 Compliment for

Steffi Graf?

117 Public enemy No. 1,

1933

118 Rose and others

119 Otherwise

120 Biol, subject

121 “What !"

122 Libertine

123 “N.Y.P.D. Blue-

offs.

124 Eyelid problem

DOWN
1 Indulge

2 "— talk?" (comedy
line;

3 Chemical catalysts

4 “The Song of the

Earth" composer

5 Canadian pol. label

6 Clear

7 Fourth in a series

8 Fooling

9 Puts pressure on

10 Yorkshire river

1J Ocean compound

12 Played for time

13 Underway
14 Debut at Turin,

2/1/1896

15 Particular

16 Low

17 TV’s 1' Three
Lives"

21 Compliment for

Mary Lou Retton?

24 Glamour rival

30 W.W.n heroes:

Abbr.

32 Men
33 Spin

37 Caddie’s offering

38 Composer Pres

40 Miss topper

41 Attack

42 Family reunion
member

43 Psychic’s field

44 —— standstill

46 Name add-on

50

part

(role-plays)

51 Olympics event

53 Ribbon holderof
song

55 Bassanio'slove

56 Take foroneself

58 Off-base

59 Compliment for the

Marquis deSade?

61 Beforethe present

64 Archeological

datum

65 “So!"

66 Actress Scacdii

68 “Am— blame?"

69 Minor-league,

maybe

70 Zingers

71 Milieu of 99-Down

72 Israeli region

75 Sales tax in some
states

78 Lateen-rigged boat

79 Its scientific name is

Naja haje

80 Go (fort

81 That:Sp.

83 Sunken spaces

84 Hosp. personnel

85 Assisted, in a way

89 Practices

teetotalism

91 Commit
92 Down Under

bounder

95 favor

96 Hans Christian
Andersen's
birthplace

98 Litter-free

99 “Masterclass”
subject

101 Sells by machine

103 Fraser of 50's-60's

tennis

104

nothing of

105 Dispatch

106 Code word for "A"

107 Conceal
,
as a card

108 Kind of pipe

109 Racketeer’s org.?

110 Request

116 Nice article
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Sleepless in Albany
Gov. George Pataki is lying awake at night

worrying about his budget problems. It turns out

that he has imprudently assumed nearly $2 billion in

savings for the next year, to be derived from a

budget deal in Washington that may never occur.

After resting in the Caribbean, Mr. Pataki journeys

to Capitol Hill today to join other governors for an

uphill push for a budget accord that would help bail

many states out of financial problems similar to

New York’s. His mission will not succeed unless he

demands more concessions on Medicaid and other

issues from his fellow Republicans.

For all of last year. Mr. Pataki watched silently

while some New York Republicans served the inter-

ests of Newt Gingrich more than those of their state.

G.O.P. stalwarts like Susan Molinari of Staten Is-

land, Bill Paxon of suburban Buffalo, Gerald Solo-

mon of the Hudson Valley and Daniel Frisa of Long
Island voted for a range of programs that punished

New York, particularly welfare and Medicaid

changes. Senator Alfonse D’Amato, working with

Senator Daniel Moynihan, at least managed to im-

prove the Medicaid reimbursement formula and
provide $1.3 billion in relief for New York. But that

measure was vetoed, properly, by President Clinton

because of its other harsh spending cuts and overly

generous giveaways for the well-to-do.

Until the last few days, the dream of a grand

compromise on the Federal budget seemed dead.

But now some deal-hungry moderates in both par-

ties have been meeting among themselves to sal-

vage something. They are joined by a small biparti-

san group of governors led by John Engler of

Michigan, a Republican known for his advocacy of

welfare and Medicaid reform. Both Newt Gingrich

and the White House have dropped hints of possible

support. For example, there is talk of a much
smaller tax cut than either the White House or ihe

Republicans have supported. A smaller tax cut

might allow for smaller spending cuts — and, thus,

more Federal money for hard-pressed states.

There are many reasons to hope for a budget
compromise, not least because it would demonstrate
fiscal responsibility and might even help the econ-
omy. But for New York, a deal is vital. Mr. Pataki
has proposed $3.9 billion in spending cuts for the

next fiscal year in school aid, welfare benefits and
Medicaid payments to hospitals, nursing homes and
community health centers. Losing another $2 billion

in Medicaid and other money from Washington
would require even more cuts. Mayor Rudolph Giuli-

ani, meanwhile, is hoping for the money from Wash-
ington because he too is counting on it for his budget.

In fact, he and the Governor are already fighting

over money that as of now does not exist.

Mr. Pataki has not shown much visible leader-

ship in the Washington budget battles, perhaps
because he has deferred considerably to his friend

and patron. Senator D'Amato. Though he has hinted

that he wants a compromise with the Democrats, he
needs to come out forthrightly and say so. Preserv-
ing Medicaid as an entitlement program available to

the poor who need it— instead of replacing it with a
block grant — is part of the compromise that is

being pushed by Governor Engler.

The measure would also grant greater flexibili-

ty in delivering health care for the poor and the

improved reimbursement formula that Mr. Pataki

could use to save at least some money for his budget.

Even more important is this: A compromise on
Medicaid could pave the way for compromises on
other budget issues with the Democrats.

Supporters of the Governor like to say that he is

a quiet political operative who is best when he is

maneuvering behind the scenes. Now, however, is

the time for him to call on the New York Republican
Congressional delegation to stand behind him and
break an impasse that poses a major threat to the

health of the state. Without a deal, Mr. Pataki may
find that his sleepless nights will turn into a night-

mare of budget pain for himself and New Yorkers as

well.

The Future of Taiwan
With the cold war over and the nations of East

Asia booming, arguments over the status of Taiwan
might seem the relics of another era Sadly, they are

not. A sudden surge of Chinese belligerence toward
Taiwan has made the island one of the most volatile

issues facing America and the world. Before the

issue turns into a dangerous crisis, political leaders

in Beijing, Washington and Taipei need to step back
from confrontational policies and put Taiwan back
into perspective.

For the better part of a year, China has been
campaigning against attempts by Taiwan’s Presi-

dent, Lee Teng-hui, to win back some of the interna-

tional recognition that Taiwan lost two decades ago
when most of the world accepted Beijing's claim to

be the legal Government of China. The mainland has
conducted military maneuvers and missile tests off

the island’s coast to pressure Mr. Lee.

China should end this intimidation at once.

Politicians in Taipei should stop indulging their

voters and provoking the mainland with symbolic
campaigns for international recognition and concen-
trate instead on building and protecting the free-

doms and autonomy that Taiwan aiready enjoys.

Congressional Republicans, for their part,

should refrain from inflammatory gestures like

inviting Taiwanese leaders to Washington. Such
official invitations call into question America’s com-
mitment to recognize only one China. The Clinton
Administration must calmly, firmly and consis-
tently remind Beijing that America's one China
commitment is explicitly premised on the main-
land's peaceful conduct toward Taiwan.

Taiwan is now neither an independent country
nor a province governed by Beijing. After Chiang
Kai-shek lost the Chinese civil war in 1949, he fled to
Taiwan with his supporters and grandiosely pro-
claimed his administration the Government of all

China. For cold war reasons, the United States went
along with this fiction until 1979, when it shifted

American recognition to the Communist regime in

Beijing. That left Taiwan in diplomatic limbo, since

Beijing insisted that any country recognizing the

mainland regime break relations with Taiwan.
There increasingly is a case to be made for

Taiwanese independence. Taiwan has not been ruled

by China for most of the last century. It has a

different political and economic system and its

people enjoy a freedom and affluence many rightly

fear could not survive under Communist rule.

But at least for now the costs of pressing for

independence would exceed the potential gains. The
most obvious cost is the very real risk of Chinese

military attack. A showdown now over Taiwanese
independence would also almost surely bring a

rupture in relations between the United States and
China. Given China’s huge population, nuclear sta-

tus and rapidly developing economy, such a crisis

would have global implications.

Beijing, Taipei and Washington should lower the

volume of the debate and avoid forcing issues that

are best left alone for now. Beijing should stop

flaunting its preparations for imminent military

action. Taipei should stop pretending it can some-

how redefine its international status without provok-

ing a reaction from Beijing. The White House and
Congressional leaders should agree to jointly coun-

sel restraint on both sides of the Taiwan Strait

Such a formula would allow Taiwan to hold on to

and develop what it cares about most — its freer,

more prosperous way of life. It would allow Beijing

to coexist with Taiwan without forfeiting its claims

to eventual sovereignty. It would give American
political leaders of both parties a chance to help

preserve Taiwan’s freedoms without wrecking rela-

tions with Beijing.

Ending Farm Welfare
Congress may be squandering a rare chance to

end welfare for farmers as the United States has
known it for half a century. A Republican bill to
wean farmers from subsidies and move them to-
ward a market-based system has been stalled by
Senate and House Democrats and threatened with a
Presidential veto. It deserves Democratic support.

The Agricultural Marketing Transition Act,
sometimes called the "freedom to farm” bill, would
scrap Federal subsidy programs that reward farm-
ers for not planting. Its sponsors recognize that the
subsidies, which began as aid to the Depression-
racked breadbasket, have long been a program of
bloated benefits that prop up food prices. Budget
austerity and a spreading antipathy toward welfare
for businesses and the well-off have combined to

bring farm reform bills to the House and Senate
floors.

Under the plan a series of annual fixed but
declining payments would let farmers plant the
crops of their choice while easing the shock of

changing land values now pegged to subsidy entitle-

ments. Those transitional payments are a form of
welfare but they enable government and agriculture
to normalize the industry by the year 2002.

Both houses approved this act as part of the
overall budget reconciliation bill, but after the
measure was vetoed, the farm bill came back. It

seems to have enough House votes for passage. In a

nearly party-line vote, the bill fell seven votes short

of debate-ending cloture in the Senate, sending both

parties into negotiations that could water down the

Senate version.

The White House may see political gain with

farm states in raising objections to the bill, mainly
complaints that rural development programs and
other largesse are too severely cut, but the national

interest calls for bipartisan cooperation to end dec-

ades of subservience to farm lobbyists. Even the

politics are changing as farmers realize the subsidy

pie is rapidly shrinking.

There is, however, a section of the House pro-

posal that would injure consumers and has no place
in a deregulatory bill. The dairy lobby has proposed

setting high price supports for milk and cheese as
well as imposing new consumer standards that

would not improve nutrition or taste but would add
mightily to consumer costs. The dairy provisions

would add as much as 40 cents per gallon to the price

of milk and cost consumers perhaps an extra $2

billion a year. The bill also leaves huge subsidies to

sugar growers and peanut farms in place.

This bill may not dismantle Federal subsidies

overnight, but if the dairy provisions are removed, it

would constitute a good start and should be ap-

proved by Congress.

Prayer Wasn’t Issue in Child’s Wrongful Death
To the Editor:
Stephen L. Carter (Op-Ed. Jan.

31), lamenting the Supreme Court’s
decision not to review the tort liabil-

ity of a Christian Science mother for

killing her child, pushes his anti-anti-

religious case too far.

Neither the Supreme Court nor the

Minnesota Supreme Court, whose de-

cision was in question, denied the pow-
er of prayer. They merely held that a
parent who negligently refuses to pro-

vide medical care for her child is

liable for wrongful death if, as a result

of her negligence, the child dies.

The defendant mother said that
she should not be liable because she
believed, in good faith, that prayer
would heal thechild. She has a right

to believe that, but she has no right to
inflict the costs of her belief on the
child or his father.

Holding the mother and her sup-
portive Christian Science practition-
ers responsible for the damages they
inflicted is squarely in line with our
religious tradition. The defendants
were held liable because they negli-

gently thought that praising the Lord— ignoring the "ammunition" of med-

ical science — was their exclusive

duty to the sick child. The mother

should have thought of herself as a

mother first, and a believer second.

It is true, as Mr. Carter claims, that

we all have a right to educate our

children in the religion of our choice,

but it does not take much of a lawyer

to see the difference between educat-

ing a Ghiiri and making decisions that

endanger the life or health of another

person. George P. Fletcher
Cardoza Professor of Jurisprudence

Columbia University School of Law
New York. Jan. 31. 1996

Rights, Ethics and a Chimp With AIDS
To the Editor:
Re “Infected With Human Virus,

a Chimpanzee Develops AIDS"
(news article, Jan. 31): Chimpan-
zees should not suffer in the name of

science. Chimps are the closest rela-

tive to the human species, both pan
of the great ape family. This chimp
had the right to live free from the

illness he has been subjected to.

Some of the world’s most distin-

guished ethicists, professors and an-
thropologists, including Jane Goo-
dall, have signed a statement against

such unethical experiments. Their
Declaration on Great Apes demands
that nonhuman apes— chimps, goril-

las and orangutans— be treated with

the same moral principles and rights

as human beings.

The statement says that all apes
have the right to life, the protection

of individual liberty and a life free

from torture.

AIDS is a terrible disease. I lost a
dose friend to it But nothing war-
rants sacrificing the liberty of one
living, feeling, thinking being for an-

other.' Simon Chattowitz
Seattle, Feb. 1. 1996

To the Editor:

After reflection, it occurs that a
true memorial to the 23 beloved pri-

Igor Kopehntsky

mates that died in a fire at the Phila-

delphia Zoo would be support for the

groups working against time to pre-

serve and protect the diminishing

population of wild apes. Let us re-

member that tragedies like that fire

occur every day as we cut and burn

rain forest habitats in Africa and
Southeast Asia, pushing the primates

toward extinction. Ann Levine
Representative

Orangutan Foundation International

New York, Jan. 29, 1996

Gay Editor’s Transfer Rests on a Lie

To the Editor:

Re “A Texas Paper in a Dispute
Over Gay Editor" (Business Day,
Jan. 29), an Ihe Fort Worth Star-

Telegram’s transfer of an openly gay
editor from the weekly children’s

section based on a reader’s com-
plaint:

The American Family Associa-

tion, with which the complaining

reader was associated, and the reli-

gious right have become expert at

promoting the big lie that gay men
and lesbians, pose a sexual threat to

children.

Despite the publicity surrounding
cases involving teachers, priests and
other authority figures who have
been accused of molesting young

people, the vast majority of molesta-

tion is perpetrated by heterosexual

adults, according to a number of

studies.

Child abuse experts cite statistics

showing that children are most at

risk from sexual predators within

their own families, particularly if a
stepparent is present
But theAmerican Family Associa-

tion doesn't allow facts to get in

the way. Its arguments have often

borne fruit in anti-gay referendums,

restrictive child adoption -.policies
:

and, in some communities, a prohibi-
tion against gay volunteers for pro-

grams like Big Brother and Big Sis-

ter. Kevin Farrell
San Francisco, Jan. 29, 1996

To the Editor:

Re “The Power of Prayer. De-

nied” (Op-Ed, Jan. 31):

I cannot agree with Stephen L.

Carter’s conclusions about the case

of Ian Lundman, who died from dia-

betes when mainstream medical sci-

ence was eschewed in favor of Chris-

tian Science. Nor do I believe that the

Supreme Court’s refusal to hear the

case tells us very much about the

freedom of religion in this country.

Who decides a child's fate in every

context up to and including life or

death is the issue. As long as we view

children as the property of their par-

ents alone, with exclusive rights to

make, break or extinguish life from

such chattel, we will continue to

return vulnerable human beings to

violently abusive homes, argue

whether unconsented sexual mutila-

tion of a minor is a. "cultural” issue

and allow conventionally accepted

and empirically proved medical

treatments to be withheld.

Our laws and traditions hold that

citizens are responsible to one an-

other and that society will defend the

rights of all groups. Why are the kids

left out of this? Kathleen Slocum
Blairstown, N.J., Jan. 31. 1996

•
To the Editor:

Re Stephen L. Carter’s “Power of

Prayer, Denied’’:

.

A few purely medical comments
are worth noting. Often when cases

involving the death of a child being

treated by Christian Science prayer

are reported, the cause is juvenile

diabetes. This form of diabetes is

always fatal without insulin and al-

ways treatable with insulin as long

as it is administered in time.

- Mr. Carter’s argument about not

demeaning the parent's faith ismoot
The child dies. There are clearly

pediatric diseases that should be ex-

cepted in all cases from prayer as
the only treatment — diabetes and
life-threatening infections like men-
ingitis.

The Constitution notwithstanding,

tfie state must- ; protect minors
from what coilld be called religious

abuse* - Basil J: Papaharis, M.D.
New Canaan, Conn., Jan. 31, 1996

The writer, on internist, is the parent

of a child with diabetes.

•

Weep for Sri Lanka

To the Editor:

Bom in Sri Lanka to a Sinhalese

mother and a Tamil father, I mourn
the news that a truck-bomb explo-

sion attributed to Tamil rebels killed

dozens of people in Colombo’s finan-

cial district (front page, Feb. 1).

As a minority, the Tamils have

major grievances that must be ad-

dressed.

My father’s solution was to mi-

grate to Australia in 1974, pan of an

exodus of Tamil professionals.

The not-so-fortunate, or perhaps

more patriotic, stayed on. The vio-

lence by the Tamil rebels will only

destroy their country.

This ethnic problem, which goes

back centuries, is too embroiled to be

solved by the Sri Lankans them-
selves. Only foreign mediation can

help. E. D. Rajanayagam-Rqth
Sagaponack, L.I., Feb. 1, 1996

Anarchy in America?

To the Editor:

Thomas L. Friedman (column,

Jan. 28) suggests that Africa is “a
freshman Republican’s paradise”

because there are no taxpayers to

finance a welfare state: that “in

Rwanda and Burundi, no one is asked
to pay for Head Start,” and that,

instead, the Tutsi and the Hutu re-

vert to genocide "to grab more re-

sources.”
. . .

Does Mr. Friedman really believe

that 8 percent increases in Medicare
spending mean civilization in Amer-
ica but that 4 percent increases fore-

tell barbarism?

Does a free-market economy sup-

pose anarchy?
The United States, as Mr. Fried-

man observes, is a special place. His
commentary helps shred that some-
thing special to which we are all

devoted. Peter J. Travers
Hopewell, N.J„ Jan. 30, 1996

How Many Is Too Many Children?

To the Editor:

Re "What Childless Women Are
Missing” (letter, Jan. 28): We re-

main agnostic about whether or not

It is “better” for women to bear
children or remain childless by
choice. But Naomi Goldberg's con-

servative estimate that she may
have 1,000 progeny is worrisome

In a world of growing human popu-

lation and alarming ecological pres-

sures, bearing 14 children hardly
seems something to crow abouu
Each child raised in the United
States has the environmental impact
of 100 African children. Moreover.
Mrs. Goldberg reveals one of the

driving forces behind child-rearing:

not selflessness, but selfishness.

It is to be hoped that Mrs. Goldberg
and others in ber community will

have more concern for the world their

children will inherit and less for ihe

sheer number of children they bring
into it Anne-Marie Codur

Kal Raustiala
Waltham, Mass., Jan. 29, 1996

The writers are, respectively, visiting

fellow. Harvard Centerfar Population

and Development Studies, and assist-

ant professor of politics, Brandeis.

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to letters(3>nytimes.com, or by
regular man to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

No Laughing Matter
To the Editor:

Nowhere in Jeanne Safer’s Jan. 17
Op-Ed article did she suggest that all

women should choose not to have
children, as Naomi Goldberg (letter,

Jan. 28) implies. Ms. Safer conveyed
that it was Indeed possible for wom-
en who choose not to or who cannot
bear offspring to live meaningful
lives.

That Mrs. Goldberg and her
friends "fell on the floor laughing”
because someone found a purpose in
life other than their own illustrates
not the compassion a genuinely reli-

gious attitude should engender but
the contempt and condescension of
bigotry. Paul GrossmaK

New York, Feb. 1, 1996
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To the Editor:

Stephen L. Carter (Op-Ed, Jan. 31)

suggests that because Ian Lund-
man’s parents acted out of sincere

religious conviction they should not
be held liable for the consequences of

their actions. Yet surely he wouldn't
make a similar argument on behalf
of devout parents who bleed their

child to death trying to rid him of

demonic possession, or on behalf of a
father who deflowers his pubescent
daughter in the belief that be is

thereby honoring certain religious

tenets.

Parents' rights to the free exercise
of religion are properly infringed
when that practice itself infringes
children’s safety and well-being.
The fact that a right is “inalien-

able” does not mean that it is illimit-

able- Christian Science parents might
believe that prayer is more powerful
than insulin treatment against diabe-
tes, but a state based on secular,
rationalistic principle does not and
may not endorse that belief.

Perhaps it is the notion of such a
state that bothers Mr. Carter, as well
as the notion that a child is more than
an adjunct of a parent’s conscience
and cannot be sacrificed at the altar of
parental convictions, religious or oth-
erwise. Nontas Konstantakjs

Princeton, N.J„ Jan. 31, 1996
• •

To the Editor:
While Stephen L. Carter delineates

the church-state issue in “The Power
of Prayer, Denied,” he overlooks the
parental rights issue. .Eleven-year-
old Ian Lundman died of diabetes in
the custody,of his mother, and under
the care of his mother, stepfather
and two Christian Science practition-
ers.

It appears the boy’s biological fa-
ther had no say in his medical care.
Even after his parents', divorce,
Ian’s family still included his.falher.
Is the father’s religion irrelevant?

(Rev.) Anthony P. Johnson
Long Branch. N.J., Jan. 31, 1996

• • •

To the Editor:'
Stephen L. Carter is wrong to im-

ply that those who believe in the
healing power of prayer should sup-
port the Christian Science parents
who prayed for their dying-son rath-
er than prrrride.medicartreatment,

I see proof to the contrary every
Saturday,morning in my-synagogue,
when time is set aside for congre-
gants to approach the Torah scroll
and have a special prayersaid for the
recovery of a sick relative or friend.

tneir aim to oner their prayer
er-and medicine are not muni
elusive; Both are often needed
serve air health and that of q
dren

- .• Joseph c.1
. * New York, Jan.

;
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THOMAS FRIEDMAN

. Kibuye. Rwanda
Nothing quite preparesyou for the

beauty of Klbuye. The tiny Rwandan
village is nestled on.a terraced hill-

side overlooking Lake Kivu, the huge-
volcanic lake m the hem of. Central
Africa. There are streams and’war'
terfalls coursing through the jnfls. :

Not far from her^amosg the cloud-
shrouded volcanoes, Dlan Fossey re-
searched “Gorillas in the Mist” On a
promontory jutting into, the Jake is a
large Catholic church built of stone,
surrounded by tall banana trees.
And that iswhere the beauty stops.
Because just behind die church

there is a deep hole and down in it

are five members of Physicians for
Human Rights, exhuming a mass
grave — one of dozens that scar the
Rwandan landscape from the fever
of genocide that broke out here ii)

April 1994. -Thousands of Tutsi

.

moderate Hutu villagers had come to
the church thinking this was God’s
house and that it would protect them
from rampaging Hutu extremists. It

did not They were slaughtered be-
tween the pews, hacked to death with
machetes in the reflection of the
stained-glass windows and :then bur-
ied beneath the banana trees.

Their bodies have long, since de-
composed, but relatives can some-
times identify family members from
clothing fragments still on the skele-
tons. Some of the bones speak for
themselves, like the pair' of hands
that were found sliced in a straight
line along the knuckles. The. victim
must have been holding up his hands,
trying to shield his face, when a

WEEKLY REVIEW

Liberties
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Playing the Kid Card
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The dilemma of

war crimes in

Rwanda.

Terms of Engagement
By Strobe Talbott

machete, was brought down on him
with enormous force. Some 4,000 peo-

ple were murdered in this spot alone
— 500,000 in all Rwanda

.

This dig is part of a -piassiveeffoit

by the LMN ’s Intereatserial.QrHnkMU 1

Tribunal for Rwanda to track dowa.
the perpetrators of the Rwanda
genocide. There are 35.investigators,-

and JO prosecutors, collecting wit-

ness testimony and forensic evi-

dence to convict the leaders of this

massacre. Eight have beat indicted

so far.

But can such a tribunal really

make a difference? In talking to the

villagers here who survived the mas-
sacre, it is clear that while they want
justice, they want it now. They Jtlll

see murderers walking free. But the

war crimes tribunal is laboriously

slow. Jt needs to build an air-tight

case according to international law.

The villagers want an eye foran eye.

The tribunal wants habeas corpus.

There is a misfit

Moreover, the whole purpose of a
war crimes tribunal is to assign indi-

vidual guilt for the genocide, so that

people here won’t assign collective

guilt, so that every Tutsi won’t treat

every Hutu as a mass murderer.But
there are so many individuals in-

volved. 1 visited the women’s prison

in the Rwandan capital, Kigali. As
you enter the large courtyard some
400 Rwandan women, many with

suckling babies at their .breasts, are

huddled in small groups along the

walls, their heads shaved. They
range from grandmothers to teen-

agers. Many of . them are knitting,

with balls of brightly colored yarn

spooled at their feet Jt could be a

village scene from anywhere in

Rwanda — except that most of these

women are accused of genocide.

Many are accused of murdering oth-

er women and their children with

machetes. These are not killers in

jackboots or maniacs with long-

range artillery. These are mothers:.

If you start prosecuting war

crimes in such a tribal conflict, in

which so many people are involved,

where do you stop? But if you don t

do it, and known mass murderers go

free, how will it stop? It’s that second

question that leads me to conclude

that you have to go through this

exercise, even If it means that- only,

the 200 lead perpetrators are caught,

tried and convicted. It is critical that

people here see that you cannot just

kill with impunity— that someone is

watching.

••Killing with impunity has been

part of the tradition in this country,”

said Kabera Asiel, Governor of Kl-

buye. "No one ever repents. They
'

only want to kill again. We have to

eradicate this culture of impunity.”

That culture ran so deeply here that

when the Hutu majority first started

massacring Tutsi, the Hutu-run

Rwandan television showed some of

the massacres on the evening news.

It never occurred to anyone that the

TV film might become evidence in a

war crimes tribunal'

That’s why this tribunal has to hap-

pen. Because even if it nets only a few

people ai the very top,you can at least

hope that the next time, someone,

somewhere, might think twice about

joining in on a massacre' If you’ve

done that, you’ve done a tot.

- - Washington
^er the past five years,

the United States poli-

cy of steady engage-
ment,with Russia has
paid benefits to the

American people.
With pur help, the Russians have
dismantled thousands of nuclear
warheads and rocket launchers. Rus-
sian troops, having withdrawn from
Germany and the Baltic states, are
serving alongside their NATO coun-
terparts,in Bosnia. The United States
Isnow the largest foreign investor in

Russia, aiid bilateral trade has near-
ly tripled in the past three years.
When Secretary of State Warren

Christopher meets with Russian For-
eign Minister Yevgeny M. Primakov
in Helsinki this week, he will stress

America’s determination to pre-
serve and, where possible, to deepen
and broaden these accomplishments.
He will also discuss some issues on
which we have differences, such as
Russia’s intention to sell nuclear re-

actors to Iran.

. The " meeting will take place
against the backdrop of troubling

trends, as Russia’s June presidential

election' approaches. Communists
and. ultra-nationalists, tapping into

fear of the future and nostalgia for

the past, are riding high in the polls

and in- the Parliament. Democrats
and centrists are divided. An embat-
tled President Boris Yeltsin, poised

to announce his campaign for re-

election, has dismissed a number of

prominent reformers. -

• Even when the direction of Rus-
sian politics is uncertain, the funda-

mentals-of Americaspoficy > remain >

deaT'afid 4totiSs$entp)(!)to tHBWtte’
supj&rfiferabcracyl It

spdncsibllity to choose Russia's leacL
' r*

i / , •, , .
*
*
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Strobe Talbott is Deputy Secretary

of State.

.

ers. it never was. The Russian people
now have the power to do that them-
selves.

We believe that the enfranchise-
ment of Russian citi2ens will if sus-
tained, be good for their country’ and
for the world. The impressive voter
turnout in December’s parliamenta-
ry elections suggests that the Rus-
sian people are gening used to choos-
ing their leaders. The Russian me-
dia, through their coverage of the
devastating use of force in Chechnya,
have demonstrated that they cherish
their new independence.
Freedom of choice and speech will

It is not our

role to choose

Russia’s leaders.

help move Russia toward the rule of

law' and the consolidation of a civil

society. As President Clinton has re-

peatedly stressed, democracies are

more likely to be reliable partners in

trade and diplomacy, and more like-

ly to pursue foreign and defense poli-

cies that are compatible with United
States interests.

We will advance those interests in

the short term as well as the long by
giving priority to three objectives:

Nuclear security. We will press for

implementation of arms control

agreements that enhance interna-

tional security and reduce levels of

lethal weaponry left over from the

superpower rivalry. Now that the

Senate has ratified Start II, Presi-

dent Yelfsin;
l

PriHid 1MSiister
:V&tor :

aritf¥%felgjr fttyrriSr

ter Primakov have vowed.to intfensi-
‘

Jy their effort for ratification by the

Parliament. Meanwhile, we will look

for new ways to control dangerous
fissile material and enhance the

Anonymous? Not Me.
By PatriciaMarx

I
you didn’t write ‘Primary
Colors,’ then why are you
denying it on TV so

much?” is the most fre-

quently asked question in

Washington, these days.

This is the new novel whose plot

distinctly resembles the 1992 Clinton

campaign. The book was signed

Anonymous, the author with the

very, very airbrushed jacket photo.

A- few suspects are easily ruled

out George Stephanopoutos, the

model for the narrator, has spent too

much of his life instructing people

where to put the o’s and u’s in his

own last name for him to pick a hard-

to-spell pen name like “Anony-

mous." James Carville and Mary
Matalin would have included cute

back arid forth sparring. Paul Begala

is anonymous to most people, so

that’s a giveaway. Chelsea Clinton,

has too much homework. Salman
Rushdie likes to be on television too

much to write a book sub rosa. J. Ed-

gar Hoover is dead.

I hate to put an end to the parlor

games, but here’s my confession. I

wrote “Primary Colors,"

Why? Frankly, 1 was bitter. When

Patricia Marx is writing a TV com-

edy for BBO set m the White House

feifchen.

I was not given the top job at the

travel office, 1 vowed revenge. Why
did 1 choose a pseudonym? My agent

informed me that more people would
buy a book from Anonymous than

from Patty Marx.
Where did I, a complete outsider to

politics, get my information? I found

it in a carton on a table in the White

House. Why did I choose to reveal my
identity now? Have you ever iried to

cash a check made out to- “Anony-

mous”?
By. the way. I am the same Anony-

O.K., O.K., I’ll

take credit for

‘Primary Colors.’

mous who recently donated $15 mil-

lion to the New York Public Library.

It was also my idea to call Hillary

Rodham Clinton’s book "Ir Takes a

Village.” She wanted to call it “Don’t

Blame Me.’’ I am J. D. Salinger, too.

Skeptics may think roe an unlikely

author of such a knowing political

satire. But consider this: The words

“primary colors” include all of the

letters io my first name except “t”

and all of the letters in my last name
except "x"? The book is set in Wash-

ington; I was born

just 110 miles from
Washington! The
book’ is about the

friends of Bill; you

can’t believe
1

bow
many of my friends

are named Bill! The
word “color” was
spelled without a
“u,” which means
the author is not

English; I am not

English!' The book
costs $24; 1 have
$24! Henry Burton,
the Stephanopoulos-

like narrator, had a
secretary named
Lincoln; 1 had aLin-
coln Town Car
named Henry! The
coincidences do not

end there.

What’s next for

me? I'm running for

President I have an
idea for a flatware

tax.

safety of reactors at a summit meet-
ing in Moscow in April.

An undivided Europe. Russia has

yet io comply fully with the Conven-
tional Forces in Europe treaty. We
are working hard with Russia and the

other treaty signatories to resolve

this problem so that it no longer casts

a cloud over a broad range or mutual-
ly reinforcing European secumy ar-

rangements. They include an expand-
ing NATO-Russia relationship as

NATO takes m new members; an
enhanced role for the Organization

for Security and Coaperaoon in Eu-
rope. and increased practical cooper-

ation between NATO and the former
members of the Warsaw Pact,

through the Partnership for Peace.

Peace and independence. Russia ts

stepping up its call for economic and
political integration among the for-

mer Soviet republics. In Eurasia, as

in other parts of the world, we oppose
coercion and intimidation of neigh-

boring states. We will endorse re-

gional cooperation only so long as it

is truly and totally voluntary and
only if it opens doors to the outside

world.

That sort of integration is our
overarching aspiration for a demo-
cratic Russia and the other new inde-

pendent states. 1 l is in our interests

— and theirs— that they join, as soon

and as fully as possible, the growing
community of market democracies.

But the pace of their integration into

the West will depend on the pace of

their reforms and on their adherence
to international norms.

These terms of engagemeht have
undergirded Administration policy

for the past three years. They have
already furthered vital and enduring
American interests. They will contin-

ue to serve the United States well in

;the suspenseful months — and years

ahead. ~

Manchester, n.h.

Pat Buchanan looks alarmingly

cuddly m his new ad.

This is a man who cleaved so rigid-

ly to b!ue-su it-white-shirt-red-tie that

“Crossfire” once rejected the idea of

dress-down Fridays because, as a

producer put it. “What would Pat

wear?” (His old Adam Smith tie?)

3ut in h:s commercial, the faux

populist sports a fuzzy’ ski sweater

(aibeit with dress shoes and black

socks; 2nd has kids propped aJJ

around him. “The future of America
belongs to cur children,” he says,

and the number of kids staring at the

camera multiplies exponentially as

the frame enlarges
Asked on the trail whether the kids

were related or merely retained for

the occasion. Mr. Buchanan said they

were nieces and nephews. "But don’i

ask me to remember all their

names.” he said, laughing.

Politicians, like W.C. Fields, have
always forced themselves to share

the screen with children and dogs.

(Cats don’t test well.) George Bush
warmed up his image in ’88 when he

lifted up his blond granddaughter in

an ad. adding a touch of Ralph

Lauren to Willie Horton.

But this year kids are definitely

the hot campaign accessory’.

In his St3te of the Union speech.

President Clinton — in perfect mar-

keting synergy with the conservative

ideas espoused in “It Takes a Vil-

lage” — used the word “children” 37

times, and variations of “child” sev-

en times. Tn his tired response. Bob
Dole was only able to muster nine

variations of "child.”

Mr. Clinton was so eager to purloin

Republican issues like family values,

he got a little carried away.
“For the first time since the dawn

of the nuclear age,” he said proudly,

“there is not a single Russian missile

pointed at America’s children.” But

they never were pointed at Ameri-

ca’s children. The chilling thing

about the nuclear danger was that

children were “collateral damage.”
The Presidenr-as-Teen-Ager has

been trying to morph into the Good
Father. Nina Burleigh reports in

George magazine that this image
was devised by feminist writer Na-
omi Wolf, who is married to White
House speechwriter David Shipley.

Ms. Wolf was recruited by the trian-

gulating Dick Morris to help woo
straying female voters.

She proposed in one memo that

Mr. Clinton be portrayed as "the

comforting authority figure who
builds and then defends the family

home” and suggested an ad where a
bulldozer representing Republican

proposals attacks the house where
kids are sleeping.

if Mr. Clinton turns into the Good
Father, then Mr. Dole turns into the
Grumpy Grandfather. The Dole
camp is fighting this generational

bump by playing the kiddie card
more vigorously,

Mari Maseng Will, the communi-
cations director, described Mr.
Dole’s new message in New Hamp-
shire: “We need to return to the

America we thought about as chil-

dren. with its basic values, so that we
will have a better America to leave

The ‘Romper
Room’ strategy.

to our children.”

Politicians, busy paring back Fed-

eral programs that help poor chil-

dren. find it useful to nobly intone

about the future of America's chil-

dren. Some of the candidates rhapso-

dizing about kids have spent more
time with policy papers in their of-

fices than with children at the mail.

Richard Ben Cramer wrote about

how Mr. Dole's daughter from his

first marriage. Robin, had to leave

her father a memo and wait several

days before getting permission to

have her ears pierced.

Michael Kinsley, the editor of Mi-

crosoft’s new on-line magazine, says

that politicians should not have to

fake populism.
“This is a group of narrowly fo-

cused, professional politicians who
have to act like they spend their time

at the bowling alley with the kids,”

he said. “All because this is a time in

political history when merely wish-

ing to devote your life to the good of

the nation is not sufficient”

Alex Castellanos, a media adviser

to Phil Gramm, agrees that “politi-

cians are so hated now. if they talk

about kids, it’s a way of saying. ’Hey,

l am like you. We care about the

same things.’ ” He says it’s also a
good way to court yuppie suburban
independent swing voters. “Kids are

the biggest tilings in their lives.”

Who’s kidding who? Everybody’s
kidding everybody. People who start

out exploiting children politically;

may end up acting like children polit-

ically. .....

Demonstrating fine, unusual skill, Israeli artisan Itzik Peleg has created beautiful

medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and plating them with 24 karat

gold- Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from

the coin, and a historical inscription or symbol dating from the days of Bar Kochba:

1. The Lion, symbol of the tribe of Judah 4. The Date Palm, one of the Seven Species

2. The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy

artifact used in the days of the Temple 5.

3. David’s Harp, representing King David's

harp, mentioned in the Bible

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel An ideal gift for friends and loved ones.

Chain included with each medallion.

JP Price: NIS 175 each
Including door-to-door delivery (where available}

of EretzYisrael
An Ancient Ship, representing

seamanship and the art of shipbuilding
in the time of Solomon

To: ISSSS? c/0 The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me the Coin Medallions Tested below:

QUon Candelabrum David’s Harp Q Date Palm Ancient Ship

Enclosed is my check for NIS 175 each, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details;

(For registered overseas air mail, please add NIS 12).

Visa

CC No.

Qisracard Diners

Exp

Name-

City

Address.

Zip Tel.

’Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately, and we’ll send them the medallion, with a gift notice in your name
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Having Gotten the Part, Bronfman Plays the Mogul
Can Seagram
heir putthe

dazzle back into

MCA?
By GERALDINE FABRIKANT
and BERNARD WEINRAUB

HOLLYWOOD

[
SS than three weeks ago, 80 top

executives of MCA Inc.

were ordered to show up at

a hotel in downtown Los An-

Hgeles for an all-day meeting

with their new boss, Edgar Bronf-

man Jr., chief executive of the Sea-

gram Company. The invitation had

only one request: wear jeans.

With his troops seated around him

in a huge circle, Mr. Bronfman got

right to the poinL He declared that

he wanted to redesign MCA from top

to bottom to cut costs and increase

profits. Seagram, he said, was in this

for the long haul; it believed in buy-

ing, not selling, companies. And he

appealed to the divisions, which had

a Jong history of squabbling, to co-

operate more closely. Employees

had already gotten a taste of the new

openness when MCA had its first

Christmas party in memory, a bois-

terous celebration on a sound stage

at Universal Pictures, MCA's movie

division.

Mr. Bronfman’s style and mes-

sage could not have been more dif-

ferent from the atmosphere at the

old MCA, before Seagram acquired

an 80 percent stake last June from

the Matsushita Electric Industrial

Company of Japan for $5.7 billion.

Under the 50-year reign of its 82-

year-old patriarch. Lew R. Wasser-
man, MCA had gained a reputation

as the austere antithesis of Holly-

wood glitz. Run by men in conserva-

tive suits, it was known for Us rigid

chain of command, its competing
fiefs, its intimidating corporate cul-

ture and a cost-consciousness so

deeply embedded that Mr. Wasser-
raan himself regularly checked
overtime claims.

"We are going to transform
MCA," Mr. Bronfman said in an
interview. "What we bought here
was a series of opportunities.”

Lanky and almost deliberately

casual, Mr. Bronfman sat on a blade
leather sofa in his temporary office

at MCA's headquarters in a black-

glass tower in Universal City. Beside
him sat Ron Meyer, a former top

Hollywood agent who is Mr. Bronf-

man’s No. 2 and who has been given
the cask of overhauling MCA.
As Mr. Bronfman talked, bulldoz-

ers could be seen through his wall-

sized picture window flattening the
terrain for a "Jurassic Park” at-

traction at the company's theme
park below. "What I like most about
the entertainment business is that it

provides Seagram with an opportu-

nity to invest heavily in North Amer-
ica as an asset base and to build a
global franchise for a company that

was perhaps the most parochial of

the entertainment companies," Mr.
Bronfman said.

But while his vows to rejuvenate
MCA have won praise in the enter-

tainment industry, some media ex-

perts and people close to the sprawl-

ing company — which in addition to

Universal Pictures owns Universal

Television, theme parks in Florida

and California, a record division and
a book company— wonder if the heir

to the Canadian beverage empire
has what it takes.
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PERFORMANCE INU.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.

Week Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Chg. Rank Yield Index %Chg.

Australia 199.13 4.2 5 4.8 11 3.82 175.45 3.3

Austna 187.32 16 17 7.3 9 149 144.65 11.5

Belgium 215.35 3.5 7 3.0 16 3.22 162.35 7.0

Brazil 170.25 9.5 1 23.4 1 1.44 306.55 24.2

Britain 231.18 2.4 13 0.3 20 4.12 225.66 2.5

Canada 157.18 2.8 12 5.9 10 2.40 156.38 6.7

Denmark 299.20 0.2 26 3.6 14 1.40 234.05 7.5

Finland 185 52 5.5 3 - 0.8 24 1 79 177.54 4.1

France 186.38 3.0 11 3.9 13 3.04 149.36 8.5

Germany 170.45 1.3 20 4.1 12 1.82 131.79 82
Hong Kong 447.68 3.7 6 15.5 3 3.19 444.40 15.5

Ireland 258.12 1.2 21 1.0 17 3.31 231.97 3.3

Italy 79.62 6.6 2 8.0 7 1.59 93.94 7.6

Japan 152.71 1.0 22 - 1.4 25 0.74 102 98 1.9

Malaysia 520.84 1.8 16 7.4 8 1.63 512.01 79
Mexico 1.211 63 0.7 24 17.0 2 1.42 9.809.67 124

Netherlands 274.73 0.8 23 0.7 19 3.13 208.83 4.7

New Zealand 80.31 35 8 0.8 18 4.61 63.02 - 2.6

Norway 23041 2.1 15 - 0.4 22 2.06 203.00 2.4

Singapore 458.61 3.3 10 12.6 6 1.34 299.68 12.9

South Africa 437.76 0.4 25 13.6 5 3.37 349.31 13.8

Spain 165.40 1.6 18 0.1 21 3.87 156.84 3.3

Sweden 310.60 50 4 - 0.5 23 1.88 319.64 4.4

Switzerland 222 56 1.3 19 -57 26 1.58 168.18 - 0 1

Thailand 192.03 3.5 9 14.1 4 1.98 188.82 14.8

United States 259 08 2.3 14 3.1 15 2.20 259.08 3.1

1 COMPOSITE INDICES •7
•

1

Europe 203 06 24 i.i 2.98 177.52 4.5

Pacific Basin 166.28 1.5 0.6 1.16 115.10 3.3

Eunope/Pacrfic 181.50 1 9 0.8 2.01 138 80 3.9

World 206.64 2.1 2.2 2.11 176.63 3.8

Source Goldman. Sachs & Co £> change vies as d Fridays Lender ctose

1996 The Finance/ Times Lid , Goldman. Sachs A Oo and Standard A Peer's
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Exchange rate Friday

Last

Friday

Week
% Chg.

Year

Ago

Japanese yen to the U S. dollar 106.38 106.60 -0.2T 99.85

German marks to the U S. dollar 1 4815 1.4905 -0.57 1.5267

Canadian dollars lo the U.S. dollar 1.3758 1 3819 -0.41 1.4010

U.S. dollars to the British pound 1.5252 1.5037 +1.43 1.5635

Seunre Bloomberg Financial Markets, exchange rales as ot Boday's Ne* Tort dose.

They applaud his efforts to make
MCA an exciting place to work and
do business again, after a decade in

which its studio had gained a reputa-

tion in Hollywood as inflexible and
uninspiring. But even his supporters
worry that Mr. Bronfman, who has
spent the last decade running Sea-

gram, has appointed too many exec-
utives as inexperienced as he is at

managing a media company— espe-

cially one as large as MCA, with

15,000 employees and annual reve-

nues of roughly $5 billion. And the
new team is

-
taking command while

the industry is roiled with change
and its main players are making
multibillion-doUar bets on new busi-

nesses from network television to

satellites.

Mr. Bronfman's choice for presi-
dent of MCA raised eyebrows early
on. Mr. Meyer, one of a triumvirate
of talent agents who managed the
Creative Artists Agency, a 400-per-
son firm, was widely admired in

Hollywood, but was considered by
some to be lacking the broad man-
agement background required by his

day-to-day responsibilities at MCA.
Mr. Meyer then surprised the movie
community by appointing a close

friend with even less first-hand

knowledge of the business Howard
Weitzman, a well-known trial law-

yer, as executive vice president for

corporate operations.

In addition, Mr. Meyer brought in

his former Creative Artists col-

league, Sanford R. Climan, as execu-
tive vice president.

The new team's greenness has
made it slow to settle on an agenda.
For months, it has been hunkered
down at MCA's headquarters, com-
municating its objectives neither to

the press nor to MCA's managers.
And while some executives close to

the company say they find the ato-

mosphene liberating, they are wait-

ing to hear specifics of Mr. Bronf-

man's vision. “We want to know
what the plan is," one MCA execu-

tive said, on die condition of anonym-
ity. "Creating a company that is

Talent friendly’ is a tactic. It is not a
strategy."

rndeed. investor unease is one rea-

son why Seagram's stock has risen

only 15 percent since the deal was
first reported last April. In the same
period,the broader market jumped
27 percent
Mr. Bronfman's uphill battle with

skeptics is all the steeper because he
has toovercome questions about mo-
tivation. His father’s ranking at

No. 19 on the Forbes 400 list ofAmer-
ica’s wealthiest people— with a for-

tune estimated at $2.7 billion —
makes it difficult for him to escape
the public perception that he is a rich

man who has bought the ultimate

toy. His associates say there is no
doubt Mr. Bronfman is enthralled by
the entertainment business. But,

they argue, he is a quick study and
struck a savvy deal with Matsushita.

Mr. Bronfman has already con-

verted some skeptics. Bill Simon,

who heads the entertainment-indus-

try division of Korn Ferry Interna-

tional, an executive recruiting firm,

came around after hearing Holly-

wood's newest mogul speak at a re-

cent television-industry convention.

"I thought he was just a rich guy,”

Mr. Simon said. “But he has a clue"

about how the business works.

Mr. Bronfman also brings a re-

spectable, though not stellar, corpo-

rate reputation to MCA, with ana-

lysts rating his performance at Sea-

gram from fair to good. But running

an entertainment conglomerate is

different from handling the family

liquor business. While at Seagram he
could turn to his father and other

relatives for support, at MCA he

remains dependent on his lieuten-

ants and professional experts.

“There is certainly the sounding-

board issue,” said Harold Vogel, an
analyst who follows Seagram for

Cowen & Company, a New York in-

vestment firm. "Who will ask the

smart questions?"

To make the challenge tougher,

Mr. Bronfman splits his time be-

tween Seagram’s beverage opera-

tions and MCA, commuting between
a rented home in Malibu and a town
house in New York, where the parent

company has its headquarters. That,

while he competes against seasoned

pros like Rupert Murdoch, chairman
of the News Corporation, and Mi-
chael D. Eisner, chairman of the

Walt Disney Company.

Mr. Bronfman brushes aside such
concerns, saying he has "a manage-
ment team that is working 24 hours a

Sun ColdKdn lor The Nmr Yocfc Times

Edgar Bronfman Jr., right, with Ron Meyer.

day." While he volunteered few de-

tails, he said the essence of his strat-

egy was to build up each of MCA's
core businesses of film, television,

music, theme parks and bodes with-

out necessarily buying television sta-

tions or undertaking ambitious for-

ays into distribution. “We want to be
a successful content provider and
content creator," Mr. Bronfman
said. “We hope we can attract talent,

motivate better and make better

programming.”
More thrills are on the way. MCA

is constructing a second park in Or-

lando, Fla., which could double the

number of Universal’s visitors in

that state to 14 million by 1999. It

also has plans for its first foreign

park, in Osaka, Japan.

Mr. Bronfman also said he hoped
to emulate Disney by making the

most of the name recognition of Uni-

versal; “I don’t think Universal is

nearly as strong a brand as it can
be," be added, leaning forward.

"Disney has used its theme parks to

create a brand for the company that

is used for 1,009 different things”

Mr. Bronfman’s approach is hard-

ly revolutionary. His emphasis on

content is reminiscent of Viacom's
determination to stay In program-
ming, rather than invest in world-

wide distribution. And his obsession

with the MCA franchise echoes Mr.
Eisner's determination to "get ev-

ery squeeze out of the pig," as Jeff-

rey Logdson, a media analyst at the

Seidler Group in Los Angeles, de-

scribed Disney's marketing prow-

ess.

Trouble is, MCA lacks Disney’s

trove of animated characters that

lend themselves to cross-pollination

among divisions. And if all Mr.
Bronfman aspires to do is out-Dis-

nev the Lion King itself, there is the

real question of why shareholders

should bet on Seagram’s shares. Mr.
Vogel, the Cowen & Company ana-

lyst, said that investors were al-

ready paying 9.2 times Seagram’s
cash flow for its shares, the same
multiple that Disney fetches. While

MCA has untapped assets, Disney

has a better track record.

Though both Mr. Bronfman and

Mr. Meyer declined to comment di-

rectly on their predecessors’ per-

formance, they clearly believe they

have to start by ministering to the

balkanized company they inherited

from Mr. Wasserman and his presi-

dent, Sidney L. Sheinberg. Mr. Shein-

berg declined to comment and Mr.
Wasserman did not return phone
calls.

That discord cost MCA dearly at

times. In 1987, for example, even

though the company's movie divi-

sion wanted to strike a deal with

Castle Rock Pictures, an independ-

ent film and television producer, the*

MCA television division refused to

accede to a Castle Rock request for

lower distribution fees, executives

familiar with the talks said. Its re-

fusal to budge — even though it was
desperate for programming— drove

Castle Rock into the arras of a rival,

Columbia Pictures, for which it sub-

sequently produced the smash tele-

vision comedy series "Seinfeld."

Mr. Bronfman clearly does not

want such opportunities squandered
on his watch, particularly at the

troubled film and television busi-

ness, which holds the greatest poten-

tial for explosive growth in sales and
profits. The latest results available

for MCA, reflecting the nine months
that ended on Sept. 30, show what a

few hits can do for the bottom line.

Helped by “Apollo 13," "Babe” and
“Casper,” film and television pro-

duction produced $227 million in

cash flow — 29 percent more than

those operations“pulled in for all of

1994. And margins still lag those of

other Hollywood studios.

Keeping Universal . Pictures

primed with hits is the first priority

of Mr. Meyer, a man with a golden
Rolodex. In recent weeks, he and
Casey Silver, chairman of MCA’s
motion picture group, have made
deals with Jersey Films, co-owned
by the actor Danny DeVito; with

Imagine Entertainment, run by the

producer Brian Grazer and the di-

rector Ron Howard; with the direc-

tors David Zucker and Jerry
Zucker; with the director John Sin-

gleton; with the actor Sylvester Stal-

lone, and with the production compa-
ny run by the actress Demi Moore,
who like Mr. Stallone is a former
client of Mr. Meyer at Creative Art-

ists.

The risks are large. Celebrity

deals that go flat can cost studios

dearly. Hollywood has been known to

take advantage of new teams that

are eager to get rotting and are

willing to spend money for quick

remits. The recent announcement of

a deal worth a reported $60 million

with Mr. Stallone caught Holly-

wood’s attention because his last few
pictures have flopped. Mr. Bronf-

man said, however, that the terms
were less generous than most people

supposed.

. The sense of urgency to rebuild

MCA’s film roster has only in-

creased since Universal Pictures

lost its prime star and best creative

mind, Steven Spielberg the producer
and director of "Jurassic Park”
fame. He joined Jeffrey Katzenberg,

a prominent production executive,

and the David Geffen, the record

entrepreneur, to form Dreamworks
SKG, a competing entertainment

company, last year.

To really succeed, "Mr. Meyer
needs to find similar hits that can
make money for other divisions by
generating everything from theme-

park rides to T-shirt logos. But he
says he won’t simply increase mar-
ket share by churning out movies, as

Paramount tried unsuccessfully last

year. “It
T
s not about being No. 1 in

box-office gross,” Mr. Meyer said.

"It is about profitability.”

Television, in particular, needs an
overhaul. Cash flow has dwindled
from about $30 million in 1992 to

about $7 million last year.

While it has had a few successful

hourlong shows like “Murder, She
Wrote” and "Magnum, P.L," MCA
has failed to concoct the sort of half-

hour comedy hits, like “Seinfeld” or

“Friends," that dominate television.

Mr. Bronfman vows co close that

gap.

To get things moving, he has
brought in Gregory Meidel, former
head of sales for Fox Television.

Though Mr. Meidel had never over-

seen television production, a number
of television executives at rival com-
panies note that his experience in

selling programming to stations on
behalf of the producers Steven
Bocbco and Jim Brooks makes him
familiar with what audiences want
to see in various time slots.

The archetypal salesman, Mr.
Meidel, a tall and tanned 42-year-old,

is already poring over scripts and
plotting MCA’s comeback.
The company^ decision not to ex-

pand into distribution may cost it

dearly. This month, the Wait Disney
Company takes control of Capital
Cities/ABC and becomes the world’s
largest entertainment conglomer-
ate. Disney is already planning to
produce some programming for
ABC

’There are areas that we could

get squeezed out of,” Mr. Meyer

conceded.

Although the studio grabs most of

the spotlight, Mr. Bronfman is by

some accounts more intrigued by the

music division, given his own artistic

stirrings. He wrote songs in the

1970's (Dionne Warwick recorded

one called "Whisper in the Dark")

and recently composed another one

for his new wife. He even has a hit in

Japan on the Sony label that he

wrote with a colleague, entitled To

Love You More.”
MCA’s record division did excep-

tionally well in 1994, and last year it

contributed a respectable $96 million

in cash flow in the first nine months

on revenue of $929 million.

Just two weeks ago, Mr. Bronfman

showed his committment to MCA
Music’s new chief executive, Doug

Morris, by authorizing him to ac-

quire half of Interscope Records,

best known for its gangsta rap art-

ists, for about $200 million. The deci-

sion came as a surprise because it

could embroil MCA in the debate

with politicians and parents’ groups

over violent and sexual lyrics. To

avoid the stigma, MCA is reportedly

planning to withhold any interscope

albums it considers too controver-

sial

The purchase is also risky, in the

view of Emanuel Gerard, a partner

with the New York investment firm

of Gerard KJauer Mattison & Com-

pany, because Interscope has yet to

turn a profit and has no inventory of

music it can reissue to assure prof-

its. Moreover, the way the deal was

negotiated raised further questions

about Mr. Bronfman's reliance on

others. People in the industry say his

old friend Mr. Geffen is helping him
complete the deal (Mr. Geffen de-

nies that he is playing a role.)

Mr. Bronfman’s decision to ex-

pand the company's profitable

theme park business was a more
understandable move. Though its

revenues are one-third those of the

music division, it has been producing

more in cash flow. In the latest nine

months, it contributed $105 million in

cash flow— 30 percent of the parks'

revenues.

Opening new parks and expanding

the number of attractions devours

capital, one reason why Mr. Bronf-

man is building the new park in

Osaka, Japan, and the $2 billion Flor-

ida project as joint ventures with the

Rank Organization of Britain. None-
theless, this is one area where he
expects to put his experience at Sea-

gram to good use, especially his fa-

miliarity with the Japanese consum-
er. "We just don’t have an interna-

tional presence,” he said. But "Sea-
gram's does."

He and his associates are less defi-

nite about MCA’s publishing activi-

ties and its chain of 500 Spencer gift

stores. Their collective margins
have been consistent enough, but to-

gether they contributed only $33 mil-
lion in cash flow on sales of $378
million in the latest nine-month peri-

od, less than the other three business
clusters. Ultimately, Mr. Bronfman

' must decide whether to self, or ex-
pand, the Putnam book’ publishing
division, whose clients include Tom
Clancy and Robin Cook.

While MCA struggles to build rev-
enues, it is also fighting to tame
costs.

Mr. Bronfman and Mr. Meyer
have begun integrating some of the
Seagram and MCA corporate staffs.
And, without providing much sup,
porting detail, Seagram also re-
corded a $290 million restructuring
charge last falL Such Charges have
become popular as companies use
fhem to load 'various future costs
into one bitter pilL Prepaying those
expenses removes a dreg and makes
future earnings look healthier.
the unexpected writeoff con-

cerned Robert Leininger, an analyst
who follows Seagram for Gabelli &
Company, that Seagram might be
playing “accounting games.” Mr.
Bronfman countered that “account-
ants don’t let you do that” But he
declined to detail the writeoff. “We
don’t want our employees to read
about our plans in the newspapers,”
be said.

Bringing in someone like Frank J.
Bkmdi Jr. — Viacom’s recently
ousted chief executive — could buy
the newcomers even more Mr.
Bronfman and Mr. Bhmdi had lunch
last week, prompting rumors that
Mr. Biondl might Join the company,
Mr. Bronfman declined to comment,
except to say that “the hmch was
delicious.”

*

Jan. 29-Feb. 2: Stocks Surge but Bonds Slump After the Fed Cuts Interest Rates
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The silent era: A history of cinema in the Holy Land
A new book ~

by Hillel

Tryster
explores the
first moments
that Palestine
was captured

on film.

The silent film era in the

Yishov produced documen-
taries and newsreels, a two-

reel comedy and a feature, all

made primarily for export Much
of it Is the story of a few stubborn
pioneers fighting for die funds to

make their films. And the source

of that funding was usually the .

National Institutions (Jewish

Notional Fand and. Keren
^Hayesod), which had very sfiong

^ideas on the contents.

This is the background to Hillel

Tryster’s painstaking research .

Israel before Israel: Silent

Cinema in the Holy Land, pub-

lished by the Steven Spielberg

Jewish Film Archive (of the

Hebrew University and Central

Zionist Archives!.

The earliest films (and many of

the later ones> Were travelogues

using the new marvel of cine- -

matography to bring the Holy

Land to viewers throughout the

western world. One of them, a

1912 five-reeler called From, the

Manger to the Cross, was still in

general distribution until the mid-

1940s and was being shown in

churches down to the 1960s.

At a very early stage political

Zionism realized the cinema’s

propaganda potential. The hour-

long documentary (including a

section on the Bezalel School fear

turing Boris Schatz), shot by

Murray Rosenberg of England,

was shown at the 1911 Zionist

Congress in Basel.

After World War I the film, usu-

ally accompanied by a lecture,

was shown widely. The JNF films

gained a reputation for heavy-

handedness (one of them: had a

plot with the dramatic climax of a

US contributor, cabling^.1^1.^00

to the JNfraad an iniwal;»s«ho

asked, "Do.we.have to cartography

^every cow. on JNF land from the

front, rear and side?").

Nevertheless, they were influen-

tial in projecting the positive

image of the new Jew in.the Land

of Israeliwhich was- received with

Julian W. Orde’s 1899 frame, above, reveals whatfarassumed to
f

brnSS
yard in Rennes by a jailer; (right, fromtop:) charred renramsof Torah

!he film ‘Palestinian Awakening'

(NetherlandsH-~W Arch,,.W Archhc: Ie*h Fun*

‘pride throughout the Diaspora..

Tryster searched meticulously

for documentation of this period

and viewedLwhatever managed to

- survive. The hero of his story is

Ya’akov Ben-Dor, who began his

film career the day British general

Lewd Allenby entered Jerusalem

and continued for many years,

constantly .
.

photographing

throughout the 1920s.

However, Revisionist leader

Vladimir Jabotinsky - who
admired him as an artist - was

scathing in his reaction to Ben-

Dor’s proposal for a longer docu-

mentary. "Most of Mr. Beo-Doy’s

scheme is absolutely uninteresting

and can only bore the audience,

lb. show them for meters and

meters the Ashkenazi and the

Sephardi and the Bokharan and

the Moroccan Jew wouldbe a trial

'of patience. ,j?

'•

,'> vl'rrfcrfame'hpiffi^ to fhe’differ-'

enff seffiementS; Jabotinsky said.

“After all, they are all alike, and

people would bebored to death by

being shown Rehovot after they

.
have seen Rishon. The public dis-

likes geographical and ethno-

graphical shows without any plot

to liven them up. The only suc-

cessful form of film propaganda

would be a great drama."

The other notable pioneers of the

1920s are the colorful dancer,

painter and cinematographer

Baruch Agadati; Natan Axelrod,

whose main contribution came

with his newsreels in the sound era:

Chaim Haiachmi: and

Yerushalayim Segal, who from the

1930s was the outstanding transla-

tor of foreign films into Hebrew.

Apart from the JNF, the other

major financial source of the

Zionist films was Keren Hayesod,

which took- a softer propaganda

approach. Tryster describes in

detail the development of die

three documentaries it sponsored,

intended to be shown in cinemas

to accompany the main feature.

•The best known of these fi 1ms was

- Springtime in Palestine, whose

idea originated’ with Hans Kohn.

the noted historian, at that time a

Keren Hayesod official in

Jerusalem.

When it was completed. Henry

Montor - who became the Jewish

world's whiz fundraiser - wrote to

Kohn that “the new film is the

most disreputable motion picture

made in the past decade. Its pho-

tography is beneath contempt. Its

story is absurd. The editing is that

of a child. It may have been a

masterpiece in 1890; today it is

only fit for the trash basket.

“The Palestinians do not seem

to have any conception of what is

wanted bv an American audi-

ence" The only two silent fea-

tures made in Palestine were pro-

duced in the 1930s. by which time

the rest of the world had long been

making films in sound. The short

called Vayehi Biymei .
was a com-

edy set during the Tel Aviv adloy-

ada (Purim parade).

Its creator. Haiachmi. describes

in a letter how he raised the fund-

ing: “We received £15 as a loan

and signed a promissory note. We
signed" another promissory note

for £3. One friend gave us £1.

another half a pound, until we

accumulated £28. and with this we
created our tittle 600-meter film.

The full-length feature film was

Oded Hanoded. shot all over the

country, with its desert scenes

filmed in a Beduin encampment in

Ramat Gan. One of the actors was

Shimon Finkel, who was called on

io ride a horse. In fact, he was

filmed holding the reins while sit-

tina on a barrel. The only country

where the silent version was shown

was Belaiunt. In the US. a pirated

version “w as synchronized with

sound, and it was this version that

pulled in the crowds to Tel Aviv.

Tryster digs up many other films

made during the silent era — some

by foreign companies shooting in

Palestine, others by amateurs

from abroad, such as the

indomitable Hazel Greenwald of

Hadassah. He also includes a bnef

historv of screenings and of cine-

mas in the country, starting with

the showins in a Jerusalem hotel

of a film of the Dreyfus Affair,

which was the occasion for

Eliezer Ben-Yehuda to coin his

Hebrew word for cinema, re ’inoa.

This is just one of the many

nuggets in Tryster's work, the

value of which is enhanced by a

wealth of well-chosen illustra-

tions.
,
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geoeraohical and ethno- Montor - who ” •

of handover to China
V . ... , hun™ human riehls." he said. "Inevitably, they ened. and ..

"provisional Icgislam,

Amood of pessimism is sweeping

through Hong Kong as the enor-

mity of next year’s handover of

sovereignty to .China strikes home.

Politicians have spoken of a mflicuit

year ahead, and pollsters predict that up

to 100,000 - of the 5.7 mifflon population

could emigrate in the next 12 monte to

avoid the uncertainties of life under

Chinese rule. _ ,. m
Confidence-building mrasuns from

Beijing could yet reverse the -tide. But

there are few signs that Chinese officials

are ready to acknowledge the problem,

let atone take steps to counter what

could develop into a crisis of conn-

- Britain can do little to instill faith in

the future of a territory which it has run

for more than 150 years, but from which

it must soon withdraw. .

The latest evidence of dismay m me

territory emerged from a survey of Hong

Kong's young people.

Unlike the older generation, they have

grown up with the idea that Bmam will

leave Hong Kong on June 30 next year

when China will recover sovereignty

over its “lost territory.” -
.

This was set out in the SinoBntish

Joint Declaration of 1984, and has long

been an accepted part of political life in

Hong Kong.
Yet a poll of 1,660 people aged

between 15 and 24 found that more than

40 percent wanted to emigrate before the

Chinese flag is hoisted over their hpme-

laD

Respondents were most concerned

about the lack of freedom and human

rights under Beijing's rule, as well as

unemployment, deterioration in public

order, and corruption.

They feared, in other words, that

Hong Kona would become more like

China. Timothy Wong, organizer of the

poll, was quoted as saying that young

people were very familiar with what was

going on in China.

“They have learned from the media

about the many problems in China, in its

economy and political system, and

human rights,” he said. “Inevitably, they

will ask themselves whether that will

occur in Hong Kong after 1997.

The leaders of Hong Kong's main

political parties are also gloomy about

the prospects for the colony.

Martin Lee, leader of the Democrats,

the party that fared best in September's

legislative elections, said what hap-

pened in 1995 was not reassuring, citing

suggestions by the Beijing-appointed

Preliminary Working Committee that

Hong Kong's Bill of Rights be weak-

ened, and a “provisional legislature” be

set up in 1997 to replace the one elected

under Governor Chris Patten's reforms.

Even Tsang Yok-sing, leader of the

Democratic Alliance for the Betterment

of Hong Kong, a pro-Beijing party,

sounded gloomy.

A headmaster by profession, Tsang

said: “We have a lot to do in schools, in

education, to bring up the younger gen-

eration with a positive attitude which

will work for the future of Hong Kong.”

(The Daily Telegraph)

Gulf war damage continues
' from desert to dngongs

earthly concerns

F
* D’VORA BEN SHAUL _

~ #lM, r,„tf War erated after a couple of rainy sea-

- iive yeara af^
sons in areas where precipitation

H has. more or less.
,

auoweu ^ gDch ^age mayper-
M- Kuwait and what b?PPeo“

for yeais in the desert. There

there to facte into the ba^ou^ to North Africa, for

most people seem
instance, where the tracks and foe

V-Sects of thai w^- have pa-^d-
d(

,adons tf foe military vehi-

But the damage to the
cieatfRommel's desert corps and

meat there continues tohave a real
British Armored Divisions are

and tangible effect onthe

'

c^ll easily seen.

First of all, almost
In Kuwait, the damage to the

folly planted and
. scas along the coasts of the entire

that once made Kuwait City
even worse than these other

oasis in the desert are "7
~ '

were destroyed by neglect dunng

the invasion and te

oasis in the desert are gone •- they
]ea& Here large amounts

were destroyed by neglect dunng P^^ wgs fctiterateiy allowed

the invasion and the 0CCU
^J. to enter the sea has caused the dead!

and later, even morej^rmancntly, ® decimation of almost all the

• . .nAAirr nf Mnostire CO in" i . i_ ..4,nr iiroc nnrp an

acrid smoke from brnnmg ^ for its natural pearls,

wells that hung nuasimcaUy over ^ of fish too lsatanalj-

the city. As a resu^ ou^de mm' ^ loWj and the large schools

peratures on the streets of Kuwait
e faarveSte<1 for food have

City have risen apprcraably. -
. ^ ^ either diminished or

In addition, and pobab^ev^ And ao one has s«n

more devastating, is *e_deteno- *at most rare of seamore devastating, is the deteno^

ration of the terrain the

city. Although - the acra^ fu^.

wore put out in record time and

the oil that gushed from than &&

been stopped, the areas where it

^ll&rted^awaste-
la

£very depression where small

wStSVools once collected when-

ever there was erven a bn of ram is

now an oH-lined cesspool where

any water that does collect is con-

taminated and no longer sustains

desert flora or fauna. This contin-

ues to cause much, loss of rare

desert species, '

.

The movement of untold rnini-

^Tjcts of tracked vehicles, such as

tanks, in and around, the city and

throughout the cotmtiy l^r go
wreaked havoc on; the fragfle

desert terrain and its ecosystems.

While such damage ts easily obbt-

a dugong, that most rare of sea

mammals, in jhe **** _? .

Kuwaiti coast since the end of the

war, when several de^l or dying

dugongs were reportedly washed

aS
BLrd life has also suffered. In

addition to the many water bum

killed outright, many others have

avoided the area they once

favored because of the easily

available fish in shallow bays on

which they feed.

Environmentalists cannot even

estimate bow long it may take to

fix the damage that was done in

such a short time, if it ever can be

repaired. But whalever the out-

look, a hew convention is neMeo

to outlaw such practices and to

allow the perpetrators of snch acts

of war on the environment to be

prosecuted as war criminals.

HISTORY OF CHESS - by Victor Keats, world-renowned expert

The most ramprehensivereview '^acomniranylng
1

rammentaries, illustrations, reproductions from

fascinated by this ancient game.

VOL I - CHESS. JEWS and HISTORY brings ^1'

1

3 \\M1 Sj£^

^LH^CHESSAMD rrs ORIGINS is the first ever translation into English of Ihe workby

of the Bodleian library in the late 17th century. 352 pp„ wth 80 liiiWlH 0
illustrations from period literature and iconography.

.

VW. Ill - CHESS AMONG THEJEWS - a catalogue of Hebrew sources, and a translation

and explanation of the work of Moritz Steinschneider.

,p snedal Introductory Price: NIS 269 per volume fncl. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where available)

.

All threevolumes: only NIS 699 incl. VAT & door-to-door delivery (where available).
j

... l,,, izosrte ie a hnnk of immense value to established and new collectors alike. The

The Illustrated Guide toWortd Chess Sets
svstematicallv in chronological order, giving the reader an instant means of identification. 50

development of ch
f
ss T details^^^diver^ materials used, sizes and dates, and highlights the variations in style in

jp Special Price: NIS 249 ind. VAT and door-to-door delivery (where available). Offer valid bl^bruary16

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please deliver me the following History of Chess books:

Title
Price

, would like to order the 3-Volume set of Chess History, for NIS 699. Enclosed is my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details;

VISA qisracard diners

CG Number

ID No.
Tei.(day).

City

Signatur
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Business&Finance
El A1 not to offer

shares in NY
Jerusalem Post Staff

EL AL will not offer shares on

Wall Street, the Treasury decid-

ed, after an expert team it dis-

patched to New York concluded

the market would not welcome

the floatation, a Treasury spokes-

man said yesterday.

The team, headed by Govern-

ment Companies’ Authority Di-

rector Tamar Ben-David, re-

lumed from its visit to the US last

week.

The decision not to sell shares

in the American equity market

comes nearly three years after Fi-

nance Minister Avraham Shohat

decided not to offer the compa-

ny’s shares on the Tel Aviv Stock

Exchange.

The indications are that the

market would only offer, what to

the government seemed like, a

low price for the national air

carrier.

Observers believe that in addi-

tion to the fact that the industry

worldwide is performing poorly,

El Al’s appeal to investors is

hampered by its policy of observ-

ing Sbabbat and its costly security

standards.

With the prospects for an ini-

tial public offering all but gone,

the Treasury would like to sell El

A1 to a strategic investor but,

considering employee opposition

to such a move, chances are very

slim for any movement in that

direction prior to this year's

elections.

Air India flights here

hope to overfly Arabia
HAIM SHAPIRO

FLIGHTS between Israel and In-

dia will be overflying the Arabian

peninsula within a year, said Air

India deputy* managing director

M.P. Mascarenbas. who arrived

here last week to welcome the

Indian national airline's inaugu-

ral flight to Tel Aviv yesterday.

Mascareniias said the flights

were “long overdue’ ' in view of

the historical and other ties be-

tween the two countries. Not

only are there 75,000 Israelis of

Indian origin, but there are 12

million Indian Christians anxious

to visit here, he said.

Air India is to operate two

flights a week to Bombay, with 25

executive class and 181 economy-

class seats on the Airbus A310

aircraft to he used for the flights.

Like El Al, which began flights

to India in December 1993. Air

India will circumnavigate the

Arabian peninsula, resulting in a

seven-and-a-half hour flight,

about two hours longer than

necessary.

Mascarenbas said Air India

sent requests to several slates in

the peninsula to overfly their air

space en route to Tel Aviv.

So far, he said, the airline had

received no replies, but was hop-

ing to receive positive ones with-

in a year.

MINISTRY OF FINANCE -Accountant General

Bids are invited for the supply of goods and services, required

by government agencies located throughout Israel:

Tender No. 4/96: Dialing Telephones and

Telephone Answering Machines

Tender No. 5/96: Facsimile (Fax) Machines

Preference will be given to Israeli made equipment, in accordance

with the regulations applying to tenders of the Accountant General.

Last date for submitting bids: Monday, March 18, 1996, at 12 noon.

Bid forms are available from the Tenders and Buying Department,

The Accountant General's Office, Room 714 or 715, Min. of

Finance Building, 1 Rehov Kaplan, Jerusalem.

Additional details can be obtained from 02-317428, 02-317418.

No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid.
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OUR
COMMISSIONS

ARI

Ifyou currently invest on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange,
CommStock can offer you better terms on commissions
than your current broken

Whether you're a heavy trader or a small investor, that
can translate into higher earnings on the TA.S.E.

For information, invest some time in a meeting with Eli

Cohen. Director of our Israeli Securities Department Tb
arrange an appointment call (02)244963.

CommStock

w.

Everything You Need To Succeed

CommStock Trading Ltd. (Est 1981) §
Futures, Options, andStock Brokers |
Jerusalem: City Tower. 34 Ben Yehuda St f

TeL 02-244963; Fax. 02-244876 |
Ramat Gan: Beit Silver, 7 Abba Hillei St 1

Tel. 03-575-8826/27; Fax. 575-6990
|
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Shamrock in talks with

Hapoalim to buy Ampal
THE Shamrock group is negoti-

ating with Bank Hapoajim to gain

control of its New York subsid-

iary Ampal. a source close to the

group confirmed yesterday.

Ampal - which invests in Israe-

li companies - is one of the non-
financial companies Bank Ha-
poalim is required to sell by the

end of the year, following the

Brodet Committee's report on
the banking sector's non-financial

holdings.

A bill pending in the Knesset

calls for the banks to cut their

non-financial holdings to 25 per-

cent or less by .the end of the

year.

A Bank Hapoalim spokesman
refused to either confirm or deny
that negotiations are. taking
place. Shamrock’s representative

in Israel, Micha Geiger, is ex-

pected to return from the US
tomorrow.

Three other groups, including

a consortium headed by Ted Ari-

son, are reportedly bidding for

Ampal.

GA1JT UPK1S BECK

Arison is also a partner in the

Claridge-Arison group - which is

competing to purchase 20% of
Bank Hapoalim.

Hapoalim announced plans to

sell a portion of its holdings in the

subsidiary two weeks ago.

The bank also announced plans

to equalize the voting rights of
Ampal.

Hapoalim owns 50.4% of Am-
pal’s Class A stock and all of the

company’s outstanding common
stock.

The common stock, which is

not traded publicly, entitles Ha-
poalim to 50% of Ampal5

s voting

rights, no matter how many Class

A shares it owns.

The bank said it plans to equal-

ize the voting rights of Ampal's
common stock with those of Am-
pal class A shares.

As part of the proposal, the

bank said it wQJ seek compensa-

tion for the reduction in voting

rights.

The Shamrock group is already

invested here through its 22%
holding in Koor Industries, which

it acquired from Hevrat Haovdim
last year.

Capital market sources fore-

cast Shamrock, if it manages to

acquire the company, may try to

merge some of Ampal’s activities

— like its hotel and real estate

holdings, with Kooris activities in

the field.

Ampal's major investments in-

clude Ofir Holdings, which has a

stake in Industrial Buildings* and

some of Hamashbir Hamercazi’s

real estate assets.

Other investments include the

Moriah Hotel chain, Teledat3
and tourism businesses.

Koor cannot directly purchase

Ampal's shares, because the Bro-

det Committee also recommend-

ed forbidding the banks to sell

their non-financial holdings to

the country’s four largest

conglomerates.

A Koor spokesman refused to

comment

BUSINESS BBIEFS
Fibi Switzerland, First International Bank’s subsidiary in

Switzerland, has puxchased.a.100-year-old budding in the center

of Zurich for SFr 3.5 million.

The 100-sqjn. building has three floors, and die bank hopes

to complete renovations daring die next six months and move to

its new premises in September. Galit Lipids Beck

R»nif Discount will wiiahiigh a credit fine of $5 million to the

State Bank for ForeignEconomic Affairs of Turkmenistan, the

bank announced yesterday.

The agreement, which mil be valid for^/s years, was

designed to help finance the establishment ofa new division of a

hreprtn] in Ashkhabad, the capital ofTurkmenistan. In thfe

past two years, the bank has financed the export of medicines

from Israel to the Moslem republic in the former Soviet

Union. Despite its yograptw and cultural proximity to Iran,

Turkmenistan is cautiously nurturing open ties with IsraeL

Jennifer Friedlin

Bezeq fritting prices on second phone lines: Bezeq wants

everybody to have another phone line, and is culling prices to

encourage it. A raarin-.ring r»«fflpflign
r due to end on Fetouazy

15, offers an additional phone line, tnehiftmg installation, for

only NTS 295, instead of the foil price of NIS 534.

tteraq the campaign allows any use for the additional

phone line, including foxes and data transfer. The only

mmti'tirw fo that the subscriber already have a phone line. The

reduction in cost will be covered by Bezeq as part of its

marketing budget

There are currently 42 phone lines per 100 people;

according to Bezeq director-general Yitzhak Kaul, the company

hopes this year to raise this to 50 per 100. .
Siegel

Plan approved

to rebuild section

of railway to Erez

Taldor Computers announces

joint venture here with Tandem

HAIM SHAPIRO

TRANSPORT Minister Y Israel

Kessar yesterday approved a plan

to rebuild a section of railway to

the Erez checkpoint, which will

establish a direct freight line from

Ashdod Port to the Gaza Strip.

The section which must be re-

built is an eight-kilometer stretch

from Mavld’im, about five kilo-

meters south of Ashkelon, to the

Gaza Strip.

The cost is estimated at NIS 36

million, and^the project is to be

finished within a year.

According to Kessar, the es-

tablishment of the rail link will

reduce the pressure on the Ash-

dod-Gaza highway and provide a

more secure method of transfer-

ring goods.

The current freight load be-

tween the port and the Gaza Strip

is about 1,000 tons a day, which

can be transferred in two trains,

he said.

Kessar did not reject the possi-

bility of the train also being used

to transport workers from Gaza

into IsraeL

Palestinian officials have long

been debating the prospects for

such a tail link, since while it may

SOFTWARE developer Taldor

Computer Systems and US firm

Tandem Computers Inc. will es-

tablish a joint venture here. The
new company will conduct re-

search and development, Taldor

announced yesterday.

Taldor will be the majority

shareholder with 51 percent of

shares, while Tandem will own
49%.
The new company, which has

yet to be given a name, will also

RACHEL NEIMAN

serve as foe distributor and repre-

sentative for Tandem products

here.

FoUowing approval by the

boards of both companies, the

new company is scheduled to be-

gin activity on April 1.

Up until now Taldor subsidiary

Eldor Computers represented

Tandem here.

During the past 16 months.

Taldor purchased Elder from El-

bit (50%) and Poalim Invest-

ments (50%).

Tandem represents only a

small parr of Eldons activities,

Taldor CFO Eldad Ben-Moshe
said yesterday, adding that the

arrangement was satisfactory to

all sides.

“We are very satisfied with this

step, and from a strategic point of

view it fits in with other planned

activities of onr group,” he said.

Galilee Tours plans seminar on travel to Syria

Kessar: The rail line will re-

duce the pressure on the Ash-

dod-Gaza highway and provide

a more secure method of trans-

ferring goods. (Brian Headier)

hasten the establishment of in-

dustrial parks in foe Gaza Strip, it

migh t also deter foreign investors

from supporting the construction

of Gaza’s own sea port

Israeli officials have in the past

expressed interest in gradually

resurrecting the old rail link

along foe eastern Mediterranean

coast, which during the British

Mandate ran from Port Said to

Beirut.

TOUR operators Galilee Tours

plan to hold a seminar on Israeli

tourism in Syria later this month.

“We want to be ready, and we
believe that it [peace-era tourism]

will come mud* foster than we
expect,” said Moshe Hananel, di-

rector of Galilee Tons, which is

to hold foe seminar at Beth Hate-

fotsofo from February 18-2L

Hananel said foe local travel

iudustiy knows very little about

Syria, both as a nation and a trav-

el destination.

He added that although many

of foe sites in Israel are connected

by history with those in Syria,

most Israelis have little idea

f llI'lLtB

HAIM SHAPIRO

about the attractions there.

Among the scheduled lecturers

at foe seminar is Rabbi Avraham
Hamia, former chief rabbi of Syr-

ia. The company is also bringing

in a tour guide from abroad with

experience in taking groups to

Syria.

Galilee Toms, which claims to

be foe first local tour organizer to

take Israeli groups to Egypt and

Jordan, said the seminar is pri-

marily for guides and travel

agents, but that the general pub-

lic may also attend.

Dozens of people have already

signed up for the couise, the com-
pany said.

Want to keep

in close touch

with your

securities

till 11 PM?

JOIN IDB TELEBANK.
DIAL I&S129111 FROM8Alt TO tl PM.

D| ISRAEL DISCOUNT OANK

For current information on

securities in Israel

and the U.S., ioclndlng

high-yielding U.S.

government-backed

debentures,

call:

M.H.MEYERSON
& CO., INC.
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Real Estate &
Investments in Israel

1996
Just before Pessach,

The Jerusalem Post
will publish special supplements,

devoted to

real estate and investments in Israel.

The supplements will be published

in the International Editions

of March 4, 11 and 18
and in the daily paper on April 5.

For more information and to advertise in

these supplements, please contact

Udi Bash 03-6390333 Fax: 03-6390277 H
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on hopes

in works soon

COMMODITIES
ROUKpyp :

: ANQTHER '; «dM .flay
' of bullish

.tnd^-'piisbod gold" fatures sub-
steodally -ti^fier aa -Fnday, de-
spite periodic bouts of-afteiijocm

Oi
I

I

-SSL-

if*

AT

*
cf

C'

south |

. yfitelher.Q^nqt 'Am/ araiket can
pierce ttemonlhly high of. $425

‘

before large-scale’ profit-raking

sets hr is the more important
long-term question -in this bull- -

‘

market, analysts explained. -
.

Analysts differ on whether or.

not the maiket has climbed too
far too fast, or if it has been a

L

steady, and patient climb.

The higher the -market goes, .

the more it becomes, susceptible

to seOofTs, they noted. ...

Physical demand has fallen
'

sharply in many of Ore emerging
market cpimfries - indnding In-

dia and the Middle EasL ••-

Other
r
mialysts see the recent

'

climb in .gold prices as compare-
tively slow, given that die real

'

break from the $380 to $390
range began in late November. .

At the dose, the
.
April

,
gold

contract ended up 54.00 an ounce

to dose at $417.00 - thai is a gain

of ‘S27.60 since the begfaamg of

tins year.

.

Silver fatures were decidedly

less bullish than gold futures, de-

spite another significant draw-
down in COMEX silver stocks. *

The debate continues to
.
rage

over whether silver’s temporary

supply drawdowns ’are .a; refec-

tion of demand or a driffing firan

COMEX warehouses to other lo-

cations which are not required to

.

report daily volumes.

Th e . Majch silver -contract

c^'up^S'coni£\33.Sf;^X
ounce. Apnl; platinum prices

were $4.10 . higher, at $434.00 and

March
.

palladium- prices were
$4.45 higher at $14035. -:

• A moderate, stock increase at'

the Londexr Metal Exchange
(LME) warehouses on" Friday

helped to keep COMEX copper

prices in a mostly neutral posture

before the weekend. •-

An interest rate cut of 0J25 per> :

centage points by the-Fedwal Re-

serve, which .ultimately affects

two- major copper-consuming in-

dustries, housing and automo-

bile,, was in line wifii madtet fore-

casts, but' failed to provide

enough ^energy to . keep all the

long positions in tile ' market' this

week, a copper trader said;

At the close, March copper

prices were unchanged at

$L17W.
. : .

'

Com futures were again boost-

ed to 1 a higher Friday dose as a

result
,
in a jump in-wheat prices,

with rumors of a Russian pur-

chase and cold weattor .threaten-

ing the US winter wheat crop be-

ing the Irwin motivating factors,

sources sdkL

The March com futures con-

tract closed up V* at $3.66% per

bushel- Man* wheat dosed up

9.0 cents a bushel at $5.26%.

Soybeans dosed lower on Et^

day on reports of sagging basis

values and sigosof hedging inter-

est in hew crop *n Brazil, sources

said. The March ocmtract closed

down VA at $739% per totshti.

'Trading in cotton futures on

Friday ended nanowiy mixed in

duD: trade, with tire most active

' March contract falling 0.40 cents

on speculative selling
,
to settle at

&5.«Tcfa>ls a" pound.

Industry-related buying boost-

ed CSCE world sugar: prices on

Friday," Twitii Jbe March contract

gjuning -0.11
.
cents a pound to

dose at 12.04 cents..

roffiy futures settled fewer af-

ter a very-, choppy session. Oral

featured options-relaled specula-

tor activity, traders said. The

March amiract,^
lower at "$15375.

Cocoa fatures scaled- higher on

Friday on speculative:buy nig,

traders said: The -March- -cocoa

futures contract settled $8 -higher
,

at $1,268.
-

-.
-

Courtesy: ef Michael Zwebner,

CcminStock Trading Ltd.

BAGHDAD (Reuter) - Iraq's
central bank has set a higher com-
.version rate for the. dinar. curren-
cy, fo refted grouting optimism in
Baghdad : that Iraq will soon be
able to sell off' again on' world
markets. ’ .r.

:

,

Banking sources in.- Baghdad
v»id over lhc : Wwkfc^ that the
dmar was,Set^t 500 from 700 to

the dollar iji. the third revaluation

•in a weefc.
J .Money diangets were offering

an evimhigber rate -for lhe Iraqi

currency,, quoting it at 460 to tire

-ddUar. .... -
.

'.

-
.
The dinar, which has fallen

steadfly sroce tire United Natrons
imposed, sanctions, in 1990,
jump^-iri value last month on

.
news Iraq may agree to a deal
.with the UN to sell limited
amounts of oil to buy humanitar-
ian supplies.'

"

The dinar was trading at 3,000
lb the dollar before news of tire

on talks, which start this week in

New York.

The rise in the dinar has
slashed shop prices in Iraq as dol-

lar-denominated imports have
become cheaper to buy.

Traders said essential 'items
Eke - sugar, rice, egys and flour

were costing at least 75 percent

less than they did three weeks
ago.

Iraq’s government-controlled
press talks of a “shining g™ rising

again,” a reference to an end to

tire hardship caused by the UN
embargo imposed after Iraq’s

1990 invasion of Kuwait
The newspapers are claiming

victory over tire UN embargo and
heaping praise on President Sad-
dam Hussein for bringing “the
greatest happiness” to the Iraqi

people.

“Here you are compensating

your people with ample joy by
dismantling the chains of the em-
bargo,” declared Babel newspa-

per, owned by Saddam's eldest

son Uday.

Preachers in Baghdad drove

tire same message home in their

sermons on Friday.

Addressing packed mosques in

the capital, their speeches were

fall of thanks and praise for Sad-

dam for beating the embargo.

There has been no word from

any senior Iraqi official, howev-

er, that Baghdad would accept

any of the tains the UN will de-

mand are met before a resump-

tion of oil sales.

But this has not deterred Iraqis

from selling their dollars and go-

ing an a shopping binge.

State bank employees, forced

to work late into the night to cope

with the surge in business, spoke

of millions of dollars being ex-

changed by Iraqis for their own
currency.

Iraqi farmers have taken to the

streets in their pickup trucks, of-

fering vegetables and fruit from

the good harvests on the banks of

the Tigris and Euphrates at the

lowest prices since the start of the

UN embargo.

Meanwhile, an independent
Kuwaiti economic consultancy

said OPEC’s reluctance to devise

a policy to cope with a possible

return by- Iraq to world oil mar-

kets wOl hit oil prices.

“As usual, OPEC will await an

agreement fto be reached be-

tween Iraq and the UN] to meet

and deal with it," al-Shall eco-

nomic consultancy' said in a week-

ly review.

pledges to regain

Automakers meet

to discuss market

in eastern Europe

DAVOS,. Switzerland, Feb 3

(Reuter} - Helmut-Werner,
chatman. of Mercedes-Benz AG,
said Mercedes would soon recap-

ture market share lost in Geima-

-uy last
,
year because of the intro-

duction of its. new E-dass model

j “Phasing out and phasing in

costs, market share,” Werner told

jomhalBts at tire World Econom-

ic .Forum’s 1996 animal meeting.

‘.*We-plan to sell more Than

. 600,000 cars worldwide during

1996 rso therefore we wffl catch

back up ” ;

-
! The .Federal Motor Office said

Mercedes market share in Ger-

many, measured;!, by registrations,

decifaed to 17-6 percent in 1995
~ from 8.1% in 1994.

•

“We: know from our analysis

and present order patterns that

,m i>cass. saies,f.Wenaa^i !

- The E-class was launched . last

;July- -BMW*s Jtfsw five series,

launched in December, was help-

ing to increase interest in this seg-

ment of the market, Werner said.

“Traditionally the competition

with BMW fuels our business and

at the end of the day- it supports

the interest for that car seg-

ment,” Werner said, adding: “1

expect good" competition.”

Mercedes is bringing out a two-

seat roadster, tire SLK, this year,

in the small sports car market that

lodes crowded with new entries

from BMW and Porsche.

“But tile first year, the first two

years are not significant,” Wer-
ner said.

“It’s going to be a very attrac-

tive vehicle that’s going to be of-

fered at a very attractive price

and I am very optimistic.’’

Werner said he welcomed the

changes at the parent company,

Daimler-Benz, which last month

announced, it was crating off fi-

Suiacigl ".support ‘to troubled

Dutch plane maker Fokker and

-also said it would merge with the

remainder of its old consumer

product unit AEG,

WARSAW (Reuter) - Major car

makers and their parts suppliers

open a two-day conference in

Warsaw today to discuss strate-

gies -for boosting sales and ex-

panding production in the fast-

growing markets of central and

eastern Europe.

With car-hnngry consumers

and inexpensive and skilled

workers, the region has attracted

a $4 billion in manufacturing pro-

jects since tire end of Commu-
nism from Daewoo Group, Fiat

Group, General Motors, Renault

SA and Volkswagen AG.
Top executives from each com-

pany will talk about experiences

in tire region, focusing on invesi-

ment opportunities, labor rela-

tions, the political dimate, prod-

uct quality and risk.

‘Tm interested in hearing from

automakers and suppliers that

have invested in the region - tire

lessons they’ve learned and the

hardies they’ve had to over-

come,” conference participant

Louis Bailoni, an automotive

consultant at, said by telephone

from his office in London.

Many analysis forecast annual

growth* in car sales to average

nearly 10 percent to 2000 in cen-

tral and eastern Europe. Car

ownership there remains low

compared to western Europe.

But car markets in the old East

bloc still need time to mature.

Options to finance car purchases

remain limirwi, while duties and

taxes often inflate prices beyond

the means of most car buyers.

In Hungary, a Mercedes-Benz

S600 coupe costs roughly

GM 450,000, nearly triple the

price in Germany.

Nevertheless, seasoned auto

executives said the car butiness in

central and eastern Europe had

developed rapidly since the Ber-

lin Wall felL

“I remember working from ho-

ld rooms in Budapest and Prague

in the fall of 1990 to launch our

operations in the region,” Mo-
hammed Razaq, sales director for

General Motors (Europe), said.
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Indexes register

little change
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

Two-Sided index

STOCKS were little changed yes-

terday as investors assessed the

possibility that the government

might move up the elections to

May.
The corporate earnings season

also is approaching and analysts

expect generally good numbers,

particularly from exporters bene-

fiting from the devaluation of the

shekel in the past six weeks.

“The prospect of early elec-

tions is positive for the stock mar-

ket for a number of reasons,”

said David Rosenberg, head of

research at Pacific Mediterranean

Securities.

The most active share was She-

kem, which gained 45 percent on

NIS 2.16 million of shares

traded.

The Two-sided Index added

0.05% at 21152 and the Maof
Index added 0.13% to 220.49.

More than NIS 84m. of shares

traded, 19% below January’s av-

erage of NIS 104.9m.

Advancing and declining issues

were about even.

Labor is leading in voter sur-

veys, and the later the election

“the more time for the Likud to

dose in on the polls,” Rosenberg

said. As things stand. Prime Min-

ister Shimon Peres could win an-

other term without a runoff, he

said.

The government is also a

known quantity for business, Ro-

senberg said. .The economic poli-

cies of the Likud and Labor are

Maof index

“theoretically not hard to distin-

guish,” he said. In the last Likud-

led government, the party “had
more or less the same policies,

bnl it was a disaster in implemen-

tation,” Rosenberg said.

With Peres and Finance Minis-

ter Avraham Shohal “you know
what you are getting, which is

pretty much good.”

He also noted that Central

Bank Governor Jacob Frenkel’s

term ends in July. “If it’s a tough

election” for Labor, “be might be

sacrificed on the altar of loose

money,” Rosenberg said. Fren-

kel had focused on fighting
inflation.

“For those who appreciate the

Bank of Israel's policies, and
what the market as a whole does,

they would like to see a situation

where his term is renewed.”

As for corporate profits, pre-

liminary numbers show they’ll be
very good, although not across

the board, tire analyst said. “Cer-

tainly for the export sector” num-
bers will be strong because of tire

devaluation, he said.

However, the real estate indus-

try “will be a little problematic

because of higher rates,” Rosen-
berg said.

"

Frenkel shocked the market
last week by lifting the rate at

which it lends to banks 0.3 per-

centage point to 14%. Most in-

vestors and traders had expected

no change. (Bloomberg)

Asian currencies set to rise

on low US interest rates
SINGAPORE (Reuter) - Asian

regional currencies, particularly

the Indonesian rupiah and Thai

baht, are set to appreciate as in-

vestors look East for higher

yields following last week’s US
interest rate cut, economists and

foreign exchange traders said

over the weekend.

The baht, rupiah and Malay-

sian ringgit rose late last week

after the Federal Reserve low-

ered its funds and discount rates

by 25 basis points to 5.25 percent

and 5.0% respectively.

While higher rales in all three

Asian countries are attracting in-

vestors put off by the current bias

for credit easing in Europe and

the US, Thailand and Indonesia

bold the greatest appeal, said Sim

Moh Siong, regional economist at

financial consulting firm IDEA
over the weekend.

Sim said the differential be-

tween Indonesian and US three-

month interbank rales was about

10%, while investors in Thailand

could hope for a 4% yield.

“Rates will have to remain

high in these countries mainly be-

cause they are experiencing over-

heating problems, as is quire evi-

dent from their inflation figures,”

Sim said.

Thailand’s Commerce Ministry

reported last week that the rate of

inflation for January was un-

changed from December: at

7.4%, which went against ana-

lysts' expectations of 6.6%-6B%.

Dominique Maire, senior

economist at Union Bank of
Switzerland in Singapore, also

said that Indonesian and Thai au-

thorities would maintain a tight

monetary policy in the face of

large current account deficits and

rising inflation.

“The Indonesians are strongly

committed to stability and avoid-

ing interest rate shock therapy,”

he said, adding that the central

bank was also opposed to a step-

wise devaluation of the currency.

However, he raided that con-

tinued strong inflows of funds

would exert pressure on Indone-

sian and Thai interest rates.

He said the bullish perfor-

mance of Wall Street stocks cou-

pled with the implicit risks of in-

vesting in emerging markets
could keep fund managers con-

fined to Western shores.

Noting that Asian regional cur-

rencies bad already seen strong

inflows of funds over the last cou-

ple of months, he said investors

should be increasingly cautious.

The Israel Telecommunications Carp. Ud.

Bids are invited for the supply of the following goods:

Tender 62/95/022/0

for Feature Telephones - FrameworkAgreement

The following genera! conditions apply:
i

1. Pre-conditions:

a. Parties submitting bids must comply with ail laws, including

the requirement to keep account books, be an authorized

trader, and hold valid, licenses to trade.

b. Willingness to provide a guarantee, as explained in the

tender documents.

o. Compliance with the "minimum
11

conditions, given in the

tender documents.

2. The tender documents can be obtained from the Tenders and

Ordering Department of the Purchasing Division, 15 Rehov
Hazvi, Jerusalem (Room 609) Tel. 02-395614/5, between 9

am. and 12 noon, Sunday to Thursday.

The tender documents will be provided, on submitting a

receipt, demonstrating payment (non-returnable) of NISI,000.
* In Israel, this sum should be paid Into Postal Bank account

Mil 757.

* Overseas suppliers should make a deposit in Bezeq’s

account No. 12-901-97633/64, at the Jerusalem central

branch of Bank Leumni Letsraei.

The receipt, with details of your company, and authorized

trader's number, may be faxed to 02-378113. Please phone
afterwards, to obtain confirmation of receipt ofthe fax. .

.

3. Bids should be placed in the tenders box at 15 Rehov Hazvi,

Jerusalem, not later than 6 p.m. on March 26, 1996.

4. No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid, or to

order the entire work from one source.

Bids sent by fox or telegram will not be considered. f

.
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Late-game rally rescues
Maccabi Tel Aviv

HAPOEL Gval almost pulled off

the unfathomable, before suc-

cumbing to the league champions.

Hapoel Jerusalem and Galil

proved its mettle, while Herzliya

breathed a sigh of relief, and Eilat

continued is season of discontent.

Mac. TA 88, Hap. Gvat 79
In an unbelievable game that almost

provided the upset of the year,

Maccabi Tel Aviv come back in the

last two and a half minutes to escape
with the victory. The kibbutznikim.
currently mired in last place and fac-

ing almost certain relegation to the

Second Division next year came into

S'ad Eiiyahu without the services of
their two best players. Derrick Gervin
and Stevie Thompson.
Gvat coach Zvi Horvitz. aware that

his team's personnel was not as talent-

ed as the Maccabi bench, decided to

counter by playing a 2-1-2 zone, forc-

ing Maccabi to shoot outside jumpers.
Maccabi was unable to open a sub-

stantial lead, as Gvat youngsters Guy
Zano. Gili Schwartzman and Sharon
Avrahami refused to roll over and die.

With the score tied at 56. Gvat's Costa
Gunnan nailed a three pointer giving

Gvat a remarkable three point lead

with (ess than 10 minutes remaining.

The game remained tight as Maccabi

clung to a 78-76 lead with 2:50 to

play.

Experience proved to be the differ-

ence as Tom Chambers (21 points!

and Nadav Henefeld (16) came
through with clutch play down the

ELI GRONER

stretch. For Gvat, Schwanzman and
Avrahami had 18 and 17 points,

respectively.

Galil Elyon 79. Hap. Holon 74
Galil Elyon overcame a 13 point

deficit to return from Holon victori-

ous. The northerners used a lot of

character, defense and Andrew
Kennedy lo come back and prevail.

The game was close throughout the

first 15 minutes until Holon. helped by

a David Bhtt technical foul, pulled

out to a 43-34 halftime lead.

The second half was a different

story, as Kennedy scored 22 of his 35

points, to go along with his 1

1

rebounds and turn the game around.

Oren Antie 1 also came through with an
important basket with :19 remaining,

providing Galil with a 77-72 lead, and
helping to stave off a late Holon rally.

Derrick Hamilton paced Holon with

24 points.

Bnci Herzliya 78, Mac. R. Gan 69
"When in doubt, go to Amir Katz"

seemed to be the credo for Muli
Katzurin last night, as the league's

hottest shooter proved to be the differ-

ence.

Katz, due to his recent injury, start-

ed the game on the bench, but when
Robert Rose and David Brooks jump-
started Ramai-Gan to a 26-21 lead.

Katzurin called on his rifle-man from
the bench.

Katz delivered, scoring 23 points

over the game's last 27 minutes, as

Herzliya maintained its hold on third

place.

Hap. Jerusalem 95, Hap. Safed 80
The game was supposed to be a test

for Hapoel Jerusalem. They passed

with flying colors, as Pinny Ceishon's

club came prepared, dictated the pace

of the game and came away with the

difficult road victory.

Jerusalem used lots of penetration

by guards Papi Turgetnan and Adi
Gordon wbicb set up a Jot of free

throws, lay-ups and open jumpers en
route to frustrating the local favorites.

Turgeman poured in 23 while Norris

Coleman and Billy Thompson had 20
each. Melvin Neubem scored 28 for

Safed.

Mac. Jerusalem 85, Hap. Eilat 74
Maccabi Jerusalem's regular roster

showed up this week and Joe Dawson
played his best game of the season as

the Jerusalemites crept into a seventh

place tie in the standings. Eilat didn't

look good in Ralph Klein’s coaching
debut, as they settled for outside shots

for most of the game.

National Basketball League
w L Pts.

Hapoel Jerusalem 12 1 25
Maccabi Tel Aviv 12 1 25
Hapoel Galil Elyon 9 4 22
8nei Herzliya 9 4 22
Maccabi Rfehon 8 4 20
Hapoel Safed 7 6 20
Hapoel Holon 5 8 18
Hapoel EHat 4 9 17
Maccabi Jerusalem 4 9 17
Hapoel Tel Aviv 3 9 15
Hapoel Gvat 2 11 15
Maccabt Ramat Gan 2 11 15

Connecticut sinks St. John’s
NEW YORK (AP) - Ray Allen

scored 29 points and Doron
Sheffer added 17 as the fourth-

ranked Huskies won their 20th

consecutive game, a 77-63 victory

over Sl John's at Madison Square

Garden on Saturday night.

Apparently there haven’t been a

whole lot of problems with the

Huskies (21-1. 11-0 Big East!

making positive plays.

They haven’t lost since an over-

time defeat to Iowa in the semifi-

nals of the season-opening Great

Alaska Shootout Their winning

streak matches top-ranked UMass
(20-0) for the longest current

streak in the country.

The latest win certainly wasn’t

the prettiest of the streak, but it

kept Connecticut perfect in the

Big EasL The Huskies have been

in First place in the conference

every day of the last 2'/i seasons

and are a remarkable 43-4 in

league play in that period.

Sl John’s (8-10, 2-8) lost for the

Fifth time in six games and have
dropped seven straight to the

Huskies.

Sl John's was within 10 at 67-57

with 2:56 left on two free throws

by Lopez, but Alien, who averages

’233 points, came right back with a

3-pointer 19 seconds later.

Allen finished 6-of-9 from 3-

point range and Sheffer was 3-of-

8. Sl John’s made only three of 16

attempts from behind the arc.

SATURDAY’S TOP 25 RESULTS:
No. 2 Kentucky 77, Florida 63; No. 4
Connecticut 77. SL John’s 63; No. 6
VUJanova 88. Pittsburgh 55; No. 7
Utah 74, New Mexico 58; North
Carolina State 78, No. 8 North
Carolina 75; No. 9 Georgetown 70,

Notre Dame 53; No. 10 Penn State 95,

No. 16 lovva 87 (OT); Louisville 74.

So. 11 Manpbis 56; No. 13 Virginia

Tech 72. Rhode Island 66 (OT); No. 14

Arizona 96, Washington State 78; No.
15 Texas Itch 79. Rice 57; No. 17

Purdue 56, Michigan State 51; No. 19
UCLA 69, Oregon State 60; No. 20
Michigan 77. Ohio State 58; No. 21

Boston College 84, West Virginia 63;

No. 23 Eastern Michigan 62, Akron
S3; Duke 83. No. 24 Clemson 53;

Maryland 88: No. 25 Georgia Ifccfa 74.

Kadosh leaves Betar Tel Aviv
MICHAEL Tupa” Kadosh
became the eighth National League
coaching casualty of the season

yesterday when his employment at

BetarTel Aviv was terminated after

less than a year in charge. • •

Kadosh offered his resignation

to club chairman Benzi Moradov
on Saturday night following the

club's 6-1 home drubbing by Bnei

Yehuda, a loss which sent them to

the bottom of the league.

Yesterday, Moradov reluctantly

ORI LEWIS

agreed to terminate Kadosh ’s

employment in the hope thar a

change will bring an improvement
in fortunes.

“

Kadosh will be replaced by Dov
Remmler, a former player at

Hapoel Tel Aviv and until yester-

day coach of Second-Division

Hapoel Ashdod.
Moradov hopes the new coach

will achieve what Kadosh did last

season - make sure that the small

Tel Aviv club does not get relegat-

ed from the National League.

In other news, Zafririm Holon
manager Mordechai Spiegler- is

not yet leaving his dub. although

he may soon follow Kadosh if the

club's fortunes do not improve.

Holon lost 1 -0 to lowly Maccabi
Jaffa on Friday and are level on
points with Betar Tel Aviv, with

only goal difference keeping them

off the bottom of the standings.

Brack sets another

swimming record
HEATHER CHAIT

PRICES ABE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

indude VAT:

THE Israeli swimming success story continued yesterday in the World
Cup tournament in Paris, with Yoav Brack setting another national record

in the 50 meter freestyle. Swimming in the short-course pool. Brack
sliced 30-hundredths of a second off his own record set last week in

Sweden with a time of 22.30 seconds. This earned him the bronze medal.
In the morning’s preliminary round. Brack registered a time of 22.58

seconds, at the time, also a new record. Today, Brack is traveling to Italy

while the rest of the team is going to Germany.
Mickey Halika reached the finals of the 200 meter individual medly,

where he finished in sixth place with a time of 2:04.88 - a personal

record.

Eitan Urbach came in fifth in the 200 meters backstroke with a lime of
1:58.93.

Kutler failed to reach the final of the 100 meter butterfly clocking
56.46 seconds in the preliminary round.
On Saturday, Dan Kutier’s time of 24.71 seconds in the 50 meter but-

terfly earned him the silver medal, while Halika notched up a new
national record in the 400 meter individual medly. He finished fourth in

the final with a time of 4:19.69, knocking the 39 hundredths off his pre-
vious record set last year.

Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 worts
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional wort NIS 15.21.

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 tor 10 worts
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
tor 10 worts (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional wort - NIS 40.95.

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
(or 10 worts (minimum), each adefitiona!

wort - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: for Friday and Sunday:

6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before pitolicatlon; for Friday

and Sunday. 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in

DWELLINGS

Chelsea crushes
Middlesbrough

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ‘ Short

term rentals * Bedand breakfast * P.O.Box

4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,

Fax:02-610541.

LONDON (Reuter) - Striker

Gavin Peacock hit a hat-trick as
Chelsea, inspired by Dutch ace
Ruud Gullit. crushed
Middlesbrough 5-0 in the English

Premier League yesterday.

The victory lifted the London
dub, now unbeaten in eight games
in all competitions and only once
in its last 15. to eighth in the

league table.

Peacock, playing only because

veteran striker Mark Hughes is

injured, put Chelsea ahead in the

29th minute and. after Scottish

international John Spencer’s

strike two minutes later, scored

his second in the 38th after a ran

by GuIHl
Striker Paul Furlong put the fin-

ishing touch to an excellent fourth

goal in the 52nd minute following

a superb 60-metre cross field ball

from Gullit met by Romania's

Dan Petrescu. who put in a telling

square pass.

Peacock, who had scored only

twice before this season, complet-

ed his hat-trick three minutes later

when, put through brilliantly by
Spencer, he slipped the ball past
hesitant Boro goalkeeper Gary
Walsh into the net.

Middlesbrough, again without
its injured Brazilian midfielder
Jurtinho. have lost their last six

league games.
Chelsea, gaining in confidence

in the passing game instilled in

them by manager Glenn Hoddie,
repeatedly beat Middlesbrough's
offside trap with intelligent run-
ning and precise through balls.

Goalkeeper Kevin Hitchcock
tipped a dipping shot from Boro's
Norway international Jan-Aage
Fjortoft over the bar in the first

half and Paul Wilkinson's 20-
meter shot in the dying minutes
hit the far post.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

RENTALS

REHAVIA: 4 ROOMS, furnished, first

floor, immediate, luxurious. S1500. Tef.

02-6511451 (agenl).

A PLEASANT APARTMENT lor tour-

isls. Jerusalem center, short Term. Tel 03-

9662070.03-9660512.

GERMAN COLONY- (ITALIAN CO-
LONY) Luxury. 2-5 rooms, fumlshed/un-

fumished. Long term possible. ‘IsrabuBcP

Tel 02-666571.

ABU TOR, SPACIOUS. FURNISHED.
2 bedroom apl. panoramic view. Eva
Avied Realtor. 02-618404.

The Jerusalem Post Monday, February.5, 1996 -

Mourning shines but Heat falter
MIAMI (AP) - Dana Banos rat-

tled in a 17-foot jumper with 0.S

seconds left, giving the Boston
Celtics a 100-99 victory over the

Miami Heat on Saturday night
despite a career-high 45 points

from Alonzo Mourning.
The Celtics snapped a four-

game road losing streak and beat

Miami for the third time this sea-

son. Boston is 6- 1 against the Heat
in the last two seasons.

Rookie Eric Williams scored 18

points and Boston's reserves

ou(scored Miami's 50-6. Kevin
Willis had a career-high 21
rebounds for Miami, but he sat out

the entire fourth quarter.

On the game-winning play,

Barros, guarded tightly by Bimbo
Coles, worked the shot clock
down, and drove just inside the 3-

poim circle before stopping and
shooting. The ball went in and out,

then caromed off the backboard
and back in. Rex Chapman, who
scored 17 points, he missed a des-

peration 35-foot shot at the

buzzer.
SaperSooics 104, Rockets 103 (OT)

Gary Payton had 32 points and his

3-pointer with 7.6 seconds left in

overtime sealed the win for visiting

Seattle, their sixth victory in a row
over the Rockets.

The Sooics, whose 33-12 record is

the best in the Western Conference,

trailed by at least (0 for most of the

game, but finally took the lead with

3:45 to go in the fourth quarter when
Hersey Hawkins - one ofsix Sorties in

double figures with 22 points - bit a
pair of free throws after Sam Cassell

foaled out.

The score was tied three times in the

final five minutes and neither team
was able to go ahead by more than

three points.

With the score 92-92, Mark
Bryant's layup attempt rolled out

with 36 seconds to go. Dedef
Schrempf then missed a 3-pointer for

Seattle with 17.7 seconds left, and
Clyde Drexler missed a 3-pointer as

the clock was expiring in the fourth

quarter.

The Sonics, winning for the 19th

time in their last 22 games, took

chaige in the extra period with Payton
hitting the first and last baskets.

Trail Blazers 96. 76ers 85
Rod Strickland scored 18 points

and Portland's reserves had 46 points

as the visiting Trail Blazers snapped

their three-game losing streak.

The Blazers bounced back from a
16-point loss at Washington the night

before when they began a four-game

road trip. Gary Trent and James
Robinson came off the bench to score

17 points each and Arvydas Sabonis

had 10 points.

Vernon Maxwell had 20 points for

ss&il ;*

UPAND IN - Detroit's Theo Ratliff goes for the basket en route to a 94-85 loss to Sacramento on ;

Saturday night (Rente?) ‘

Philadelphia, which lost for the 1 0th

time in 1 1 games.nme in 1 1
games.

Kings 94, Pistons 85
Mitch Richmond had. II of his 34

points in the fourth quarter and
Sacramento began a four-game road

trip wifh a victory over Detroit.

It was a rare road win for theIi was a rare road win for the Kings

and a rare home loss for the Pistons.

Sacramento had lost nine of its last 1

1

road games, and Detroit bad won six

c*f seven at home. The Kings have

won only two of their last 10 games on

Detroit’s home court.

Richmond led all scorers. Walt
Williams added 15 points and Tyus

Edney had 14.

Cavaliers 111, Bocks 88
All-Star reserve Terrell Brandon

scored 19 of his 23 points in die third -

period for visiting Cleveland. ;

;

SATURDAY'S RESULTS:
' “

Portland 96. Philadelphia 85
Boston 100, Miami 99
Sacramento 94, Detroit 85
Cleveland 111. Milwaukee 88
Minnesota 105. Dallas 96
Seattle 104, Houston 103 (OT)
Toronto 119, LA. Clippers 113 (OT)

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

W L Pet GB W L Pet GB *

Orlando 32 13 .711 — San Antonio 29 13 .690 — •

New York 28 15 .651 3 Utah 30 14 .682 _ .«

Washington 22 21 .512 9 Houston 30 17 .638 v/2
Miami 20 26 .435 12’fc Denver 18 26 .409 w *
New Jersey 16- 26 .409 13# Dates >L. ,w*’15 26 .349

,

Boston 17 •28 .378 -.-15
‘

Minnesota * 2 _ 31 .279 tnfi
Philadelphia ; 8 ,‘P8; .182 - aSW^VtanctHWBr

;
£10 35 .222 •

CentraTDivtston Pacific Division
Chicago 41 3 .932 — Seattle 33 12 .733 -
Indiana 30 15 .667 IIVb Sacramento' -24 17 .585 7
Cleveland 25 20 -598 I6V2 LA. Latere - 25 15 -568 V/2
Atlanta 24 20 .545 17 Portland 22 "24 .478 1V/S
Detroit 22 21 .512 18VS: Phoenix 19 24 .442 13
Chartotte 21 22 .488 191* Golden Stale 19 25 .432 13Va
Milwaukee 16 27 J372 241/a LA. cappers 16 29 . .356 17
Toronto 13 32 -269 28’fe

CLASSIFIEDS
c*w

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HERZLIYA PITUAH NEAR sea front,

unfurnished. 4 bedroom cottage, central

air conditioning, immediate. MORAN
REAL ESTATE Tet. 09-572-759.

SERVICES AMERICAN COSMETIC COMPANY, *

Tel Aviv

SALES SALES
HEALTH

ITALIAN COLONY- Hlldeshelmer Hats-

fira Street, luxury apartments. 4-5. balco-

nies. basement, garden, parking. Tel. 02-

617866.02-666571.

FOR RENT/SALE, furnished/unfur-
nished, fully equipped apartments on the
beach-front of Herzliya Pltuah, short/long

term. Warn Real Estate Tel. 09-58961 1

.

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
have a professional massage or shlatsu.

Tef. 03-5602328. . *

SEEKING DUTCH SECRETARY .

(mother-tongue)!tor wort processing. Call *

starting Feb. 4. Tel. 03-613-5149. •

SITUATIONS VACANT

Tel Aviv

BUSINESS PREMISES

HADEHA-ON-THE-SEA, KfOMAT
YAM, exclusive 6.5 room villas, superb
finish. Enjoy sun, tun a stylish living!

CREATIVE 09-7712006 (N.S.)

General
HOUSEHOLD HELP

HOUSEHOLD HELP

TO LET 4/5 rooms in modern office

block In Tet Aviv. 03^5952763.

RENTALS

NEW CORNER GARDEN APART-
MENT. 5 rooms. S400.000. Iftam Real Es-
tate Tel. 09-589611.

METAPELET FOR CARE ol invalid +
ftousewotKincfudfng Uve-in, in Jerusalem.
Tel . 02-767498. 0KJ-635303. NS

NEEDED: FIUP1NA FOR housekeep-
Ing. Uve-in. Herzliya Pftuah. 09-559845.

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4. furnished.

51,400/ duplex, 5, modem. S3,000. YAEL
REALTOR (Matoan) Tel. 03-642-6253.

UNIQUE COTTAGE IN Tei Mond. 6
bedrooms. 500 sq.m, tot Tef. 09-967-276.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

OFFICE STAFF
SECRETARY, FOR AN IMPORT com-
panyin Rlahon Lotion. Hebrew+English.
TeL 03-962-7070

WHERE TO STAY SITUATIONS VACANT

EXCLUSIVE' ARNON 4, large, reno-
vated. quiet. SHOO. ‘KAY HAYAM* 03-vated. quiet. S1100. ‘KAV
5239988

NETANYA LUXURY, SEA front apart-
ment available for Pesach. TeL/Fax 09-
352-116.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SEA AND SUN TOWER. 2 bedrooms,
facing sea. 150 sqm, long term possible.

Call evenings 03-6494490

SALES

DWELLINGS

FEMALE METAPELET/AU PAIR, 2
children(6 weeks, 2), experienced, futl-

time, light housekeeping, English speak-
ing. tong term. Tet. 02-618-297.

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

Haifa and North OFFICE STAFF

WOUAN/COUPLE for
CLEANING, cooking essential, posstoifl-
ty for pemtiLTat 052-230888,03-5343319

SALES

EXCLUSIVE! OPERA TOWER! 2,

high, impressive sea view. KAV HAYAM,m 03-523-9988.

RAMAT AVJV. 41/2. view, high floor,

elevator, parking, S4 10.000. Yael Realtor,

03-6426253. (Maklan).

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE tor safe, al-

most 300 meters built an 550 meters of

land, comer, beautiful, enclosed parking,
near the golf course, available 4/96.

TEL 06-343777

FULL TIME EXPERIENCED adminis-
trative assistant. Word + Access, spoken
Hebrew. 02-0221128,

OFFICE STAFF

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

TOELLElilf CONDITIONS FOR

gssssssssr*- 0”4^*
PURCHASE/SALES

EXCLUSIVE! EXCELLENT for invest-

ment! 2 apartments, divided. Renovated,

furnished completely. KAV-HAYAM. Tel.

03-523-9988.

CAESAREA. LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
view towards sea, swimming pool, centra!
air conditioning and vacuum cleaning. TeL
050-231725.06-363261.

ENGINEERING General

REQUIRED A CIVIL ENGINEER for
project management in Tel Aviv. Tet. 03-
606-5241.

WE BUY HOME contents! Inheritances.

FOR THE SOPHISTICATED only!!

North Tel Avivi! Fantastic penthouse!) 460
sq.m, on one level + 260 sq.m. Roof apL
designed to the highest standards!! KAV
HAYAM Tel. 03-523-9968.

WONDERFUL RENOVATED HOUSE.
Trvon (SE of Haifa), unique character, 1.5
dunam forest, for family or serious inves-
tor. Tel/tax: (04 ) 963-7168.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
PURCHASE/SALES

Jerusalem

DWELLINGS
Eilat and South

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
mfl biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For toe highest quality Ihroto jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

FOR SALE

EXCLUSIVE! GAN HA ‘Iff TOWER.
257 sq.m. high, decorated. • KAV HAYAM’
TEL 03-5239988.

HOLIDAY RENTALS
IMMEDIATE!!! S700 + ROOM AND

FORSALE: CURTAINS, pictures, fight
+ extras. Tel. 02-

saryFoSESsr meiww * ™
DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

A WEEK'S VACATION in Eilat from
2.6.96 - 9.6.96 tor sate. Tet. 02-619-819.
eves. ns.

RENTALS REALTY

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE.
friendliest families, best conditions, tha
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. CallHuma TeL 03-9659937.

MOVING SALEH APPLIANCES, furnl-
0B/2/B8. 8ajn.-

3p.m. 42 Lelb Yafeh. TaL 02-731-612.

Tel Avfv

HOD HASHARON: CENTRAL location

.

5. long lease. CREATIVE 09-7712006
(N.S.)

Sharon Area

PLOTS

F
«
M,LY SEEKS South

African aupair Ifve-in. central Tel Aviv
S7S0 + NIS 200 immediate bonus. Tel a£
6201195, 052-452002-Jackie.

FORSALE

YESTERDAY’S SOCCER RESULTS:
Premier League:

Chelsea 5. Middlesbrough 0
Division One:
Charlton 0, Crystal Palace 0; Norwich

1, Birmingham 1; Port Vale v. Stoke

1'ppd.h Reading 0. Portsmouth 1.

SEEKING EXPERIENCED
< ADVERTISING SALESPERSON

SATURDAY’S NHL RESULTS
Detroit 3, Pittsburgh 0: Philadelphia 7. Sl Louis£Oajomfo£,

Chkazo4.$an Jose I;: Florida 5. Tampa Bay 3; Boston 4,
;

N^J **y

iOttawa 2 (OT); Washington 6, N.Y. Islanders 5 (OT»: Montreal 4, Toronto ,

Calgary 2, Los Angeles I.

Requirements:
i Good command of Hebrew and English

i Experience in newspaper advertising a plus

l Self-employed
i Must be Jerusalem area resident

HERZLIYA-PITUACH, Galei Tchelatll
1,100 sq.m. for 2 villas. For serious only.

S2.000.000. Tel. 050-231-725.

RAMAT HASHARQN. AUPAIR. for 2 +housework, drivers licence. Tel 03-546,
3806. 03-549-4617, 03*3^7469.^^

E°R THE SOPHISTICATED -eoUec-
uon of antique fumrture. Art Deco fuml-
tora. sflverWare, Israefl art. From estate.
TeL 03-647-3907, 050^304-964.

SEEKING AU PAIR, housework * -mZ
care. Uve-in. Tei Avfc

BUSINESS OFFERS
General

Call: The Jerusalem Post, 02-315633

Sun. - Thun, 7:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

VVV VV VV V

BUS. PREMISES

FOR SALE: NEW factories for the man-
ufacture of toilet paper. Tel. 050-352-834.

OFFICE STAFF
SECRETARY, ENGLISH MOTHERsrasrS
POB 61 15 Tel ArivSoaa

' ** mail

COMPANY SEEKING secre-'
taiy. Engiish/Hebrew, Word/Excet rv «
English Fax: 03-9247160

C V *

J
- General

GUC SAFARI T991, luxurious ' nut

home; 050-232-102; 02-244^^‘ ZZK-

vehicles
Jerusalem

A A AAAA,
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JENGUSH

, ANTISEMTTiSM, Wfetaflsa&-

lyi riev^'becoirifcs history. The
Frierids ofJfei Avtv l&iversity

is offering -a -spring
-
seminar

caljedv ^h&rstandinE
Aotisemites:" It

- is to inert every Monday at 5
- ^ Weiner Lifeary on -

. caapis for eight weeks starting

March 1 1 . For, information call

(03)641-7115:

CLASSICAL

. - MichaelAjzensia^ ; >

COMPOSER Haim Pennont
talks about his new Elegy for
Rano ahd Orchestxa tonight at
8:30 at the- Israel Music
Institute in Tel Aviv.

-

Pianist
Revital Hacbamoff and conduc-
tor Itaj Talgain, who peaforroed

** Waterfront will be aired

will also ptutirtpafe
toni^t <m Second Showing.

- Gila Bashari performs tonight _ . _
at 8:30 at die Rubin Museum in Tel Aviv, wi* -

g”*** Bernstein. Tune m to Second

Yair Stayi at the piano, in a program titled
Showing at 10 p.tn. .

“Musical association in Israeli music: from tradU ~ r«i ma
tioiiaj songs to Yehezkel Braun.” The composer
also, participates^ as does the Israel Piano Trio per-
forming piano trios by Braun and Paul Ben-Haim.

— TELEVISION
~“

• Ruth Kern , .

~

AT the height of the McCarthy era, when an
unwillingness to name names was the supreme
test of courage, along came a movie which glori-

fied the snitch. On the Waterfront substituted

union mobsters for the red menace, and turned
wasted-op boxer Terry Malloy (Marlon Brando)
into the reluctant hero who is finally pushed by"

his brother’s murder to testify against them.
Despite the dubious political subtext, Elia
Kazan’s movie is -supremely powerful even 40-

ptas yearn on. Brando’s heartbreaking “I couldda
been a contender” monologue remains nndimin-

isbed by endless parody .If the backdrops seem
particularly authentic; that's no Hie film

was shot in the real riverfront town of Hoboken,
New Jersey -aplace where, like Terry,^Id-dmers
still raise pigeons on their tenement roofs- Oh.
yes, and. the score was written by some guy

FILM

j Adina Hoffman

LISBON STORY - Like all Wim
Wenders’s films, this is a moviemaker's movie,
concerned ho less with the state of the art than

with being human. It's the wistful-sweet tale of a
German filmmaker named Phillip, a soundman,
who travels to the Portuguese capital in search of

his missing American collaborator. The real star

of the picture, though, is the city itself: as Phillip

hunts for his friend, it becomes clear that this con-

ventional mystery plot is merely a pretext for

Wenders to roam and film the twisty streets. And
gjven tbe eclectic and riveting footage this yields,

. itseems as good an excuse to explore as any. The
movie also gains an instant infusion of rich, local

feeling from its lush soundtrack, and benefits
- from the light slapstick that distinguishes so much
of the action. As Phillip hops on and off trolley

cars wife his fuzzy microphone, lopsided smile

and broken leg, he suggests a cheerful, verbal

descendent of Busier Keaton in The Cameraman.
(German, English and Portuguese dialogue,

Hebrew and English subtitles. Not recommended
far children.)
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ACROSS

1 Hairpiece in fashion-again
'—it hairpins in it (10)

S Means of spearing fish (4) .

10 False trade-plate found in

the Lake District (10)

11 Rant growth wiU be found

in retie, henceforth (6)

12 Fowler/ say, a would-be
ffiez? (7)

15 Method used when in
fevour ofloose maul (7)

16 Little Maureen’s ixi the

den, little devil (5) •

17 Cow pat? (4)'

18 Needle-case found in the
Tmleries (4)

19 A great atop at sea (5)

21

Exotic fruit and vegetable

starters under the tahle,

we hear (7)

22

Vessel once controlled by
. three big banks? (7)

24

Tin, there, in thegorge? (6)

27 Piece for sharpening
stringarido playing? (10)

28 University in which none
are gated (4)

29 Arden, for example,
surrounded by hard grass
must be planted anew (10)

DOWN
2 River erosion? (4)

3 Small bird steered with a
handle (6)

4 Distemper for compact
. residence (4^3)

5 A habit abroad (4)

6 Boy at university not
finished with Iwm ofship’s
timbers (7)

7 Drawn outline of hotel

suite refurbishment (10)

8 14p at this rate, for the
sonnet? (5-1-4)

12 Backer has been upset by
agent (10)

13 Back garden, perhaps,
given a new look (10)

14 Bottle never broken (5)

15 Nothing in the clenched
fingers to pass off (5)

19 One may even the score of
England's openers in grave
trouble (7)

20 In “The Grapes ofWrath",
did he have a walking-on
part? (7)

23

Ways to go to find one’s

origins, we bear (6)

25 Motorway, very loud, leads

to pretty quarrel (4)

26 Stake in Dante’s work (4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 5 kSaer, 8 Problem*. 9

IH«», 10 Caution, 11 Again, 24

Bad, IS Mortal. 17 Opined. 18 Lit,

20 Huty* 24 EtOmat, 38 Omaur, £8
Artifice, 2? Aapea.

DOWN: 1 Speotw 2 Botue. 3 Cjafan,

4 bqngB, t laagiia, 7 Examined.

12 Bbtiaam, IS Stellate. 14 EU, 14

DoLU Infirm.»ram. 23 Pedd,23

Steer-

S"£"-
JS”"!"S« ilHBBHB

quick crossword

ACROSS
1 Person in charge

£4) _
3 Capital,ofLower

ilBSBiJB 4BBBBB
H

iiBBBBBBBil dljf
* H M\

alBBBBBB dBUBB

9Lowestpoint (5)

10 Clothing (7)

11 Female pig (3)

13 ArtaftrabHc
• speaking (9)

14Wound (6)

1.6 Mastermind (6)

18 Iivinghehigs (9)

20Fresh (3)

22 Green-eyed? (7)

23Criielkfegaf
Judaea®

25Breadth (8>

28 Scottish resort (4)

DOWN
lPfek(5)
2Unhappy (3)

4SAmerican,river
(6)

5 Planet (7)

6 Brightred
pigment (9)

7 Decisions of
judges (7)

8 French cheese (4)

12 Desert (9)

14 Tetanus (7)

-15 Out ofdate,
obsolete (7)

17 Turningpaint (6)

19London district (4)

21 Anglo-Saxon god

24

Steal from (3)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Jewish Mysticism 8:30
Ecology 8:45 Nature 9:10 Music
9:30 Pretty Butterfly 10:00 On
Second Thoughts - Intransigence

and flexibility 10:30 Open studio:

Seeing green 12:30 A Possible
World - Out Common Future 13:15
Science
13:30 Stories From the Garbage
Heap 14:00 The Dolphin Dilemma
15:00 Autoto

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Femgully: The Last Rain
Forest - cartoon 17:00 A New
Evening 17:35 Zaptot to Hosting -
with young artists and performers
18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport magazine 19:00 News
in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
MichaeJi 20:00 News 20:45
Popolitica 22KH) Sanderson - come-
dy 23:00 Backtrack - with Ehud
Manor 23:30 News magazine 00:00
Verse of the Day

B CHANNEL 2

13:00 Talking About It - Danny Roup
talks to people with interesting sto-
ries 14:00 Bay City - Australian chil-

dren's drama 14:30 Tick Tack 15:00
Pinocchio - with Hebrew dubbing
15:30 Dreams with Uzi Hitman
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 17:30 A Matter of Time -
drama for youth 18:00 Santa
Barbara - soap opera 19:00
Baywateh 20:00 News 20:30 It's a
Deal - game show 21:05 Zehu Zeh
- comedy 21:40 Dan Shilon live

23:15 Sirens - police drama series
00:00 News 00:05 Sirens (contin-

ued) 00:20 Studs - dating game
00:45 Starsky and Hutch - police

series 01:35 Tell Me You Love Me
(1 993) - BBC romantic drama about
a young, beautiful woman whose
boyfriend is obsessive, over-sensi-

tive and jealous

03:05 Poem of the Day

B JORDAN TV

14:00 Donkers 14:30 Richie Rich -
cartoon 15:00 Playabout 15:15
Bustin' Loose - comedy 15:40
Animals of the Mediterranean - doc-
umentary 16:00 Voyagers 17:00
French Programs 19:30 News

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at

N1S28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NJS520.85 per line, fnefutfing VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Toms of the

Mount Scopus campus. In Engfish. daily

Sun.-Thur^ 11 a.m. Irom Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,

28. For Info, call 882819.
HADASSAM. Visit the Hadasaah installa-

tions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM OF ART. Fight in

November - Gfiksberg, Gross, Fteeman.
SheJesnyak, Almog. Berest Gal, David
Van Dyck and hts Age; Peter Brandes -

Isaac: Paintings, Prints. Ceramic
Sculpture; Face to FecgYaacm Dorchin -

Blocked Wefl; The Museum CoUections.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR
CONTEMPORARY ART. A Passion for

the New: New Art in Tel Aviv CoUoctions.

Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. 10

a.m.-l0 pjn. Fn. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. SaL 10 -

3 p.m. MoyerhoTT Art Education Center,
Tel. 6919155-8.
WOO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad
HanitziiTv 731475; Balsam. Salah e-Din,

272315: Shuatit Shuato Road, 810108;
Dar Aldawa, Herod’s Gate. 282058.
Tel Aviv. Aiwa. 165 Dizengoff. 522*4717;

Afarsamon. no Yehuda Hawvi, 561-3010.
Tin 3 a-m. Tuesday: Ben-Yehuda, 142
Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. Tin midnight
Superpharm Rama! Aviv, 40 Einstein,

641-3730.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava; Meikaz Ra'anana,
I20A/1U2S. Ra'anana, 903798.
Netanya: Kupat Hoten Ctafit, (tfl midnight)

8 Raziel, 603549; (after midnight) 31
Brodeoky, 628121
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Slmtat Modftn.
Kiryal MoteMn. 870*7770/3.
Haifa: Pevsner. 27 Pevsner, 862*1073.
Henllya: dal Pharm. Beit Mericaztm, 6
MasWt (cnr. Sderot Hagalim). Herzfiya

Pftuah. 556472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnifijit.

Upper Nazarath: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Man. 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hedassah Bn Kerem (inter-

nal . surgery, orthopedics, ophthalmology);

Misgav Ladach (ebstetnes); Btkur Him
(pediatrics, ENT).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics), ichkov rmtamal, surgery).

Netanya: Lanado.

POLICE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magon Oevfd Adorn

In emergenties dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

{EncfishJ in most parts of the country. In

Kar Sava* 902222
Nehwiya' 912333
Noma' G04444
PeUhllrvB* S311U1
RohmeT 451333
Rtaftorr 9642333
Sated 820333
TWAvW 5460111
Ttefas' 7B24M

AthdocT 551333
Atfitelcxi 551332
Beecatwha' 274767
BwrShemeeh 523133
Dan Region* 5793333
EtaT 332444
Hade- BS12233
Jerusalem' 523133
KarmfeT 9665444
‘Mobfe Wensive Cara Unit (MCU) awes ki

the arae. around the dock.

Medical help lor tourists (in English) 177-

Tte^National Poison Control Center art

Eran - EmodonaT First Aid. Jerusalem
610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chiWrerVyouth
596111^), Haifa 8672222/3, Beeimeba
281128. Netanya 625110. Kanrtiel
9988410. Ktar Sava 7674555, Hadere
34S7B9.
Wlzo hotlines for battered .women 02-
8514111. 03-5461133 (also In Russian).
07-376310, 08-55tB06ftiw hAmpanc).
Rape Crisis Center ra4 houns), ra Aw
5^4819, 5449191 jm§n). Jerosalem
255556, ftarta 8660111. Elat 31977.
Hadassah Medfraf Otgentieifon -fstael

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676.

Headlines 19:35 McHaie’s Navy -
comedy 20:00 Invention 20:25
Hawaii Five-0 21:10 Russia - The
Missing Years 22:00 News in

English 22:25 A Journey Across the

Land of Islam 22:40 Perfect
Scoundrels 23:10 Taunts Rising -
drama series 00:00 Ellen - comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Film

16:30 Moomins 16:55 Heathdiff
17:20 Inspector Gadget 17:45
Superbook 18:10 Snowy River

19:10 Magnum P.l. 20:00 World
News Tonight (Arabic) 20:30 CNN
Headline News 21 :0Q The Bill Ccsby
Show 21:30 Diagnosis Murder
22:20 A Quest 23:10 70C Club
00:00 Special Program

CABLE
B FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Falcon Crest 9:00 One Life to

Live 9:45 The Young and the
Restless 10-J3G Second Trine Around
10:55 Daddy’s Girls 11:25 Celeste
12:10 Neighdots 12:35 Perry Mason
13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 The
Trials of Rosie O'NeiR 14:55 Falcon
Crest 15:45 ENG 16:45 Neighbors
17:10 Antonella 18:00 One Life to

Live 18:45 The Young and The
Restless 19:30 Local broadcast
20:00 Celeste 20:50 Special

evening with Bud and Kelly Bundy
23:20 Mad About You 23:45 Sisters
00:35 St. Elsewhere 1:25 Knots
Landing

B MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Water (1985) - comedy star-

ring Michael Caine as the governor
of an island which has no natural

resources except water (rpt) 12:10
Happy Go Lovely (1951) - British

musical about a chorus girt who gets

the star role because of her rich

boyfriend (rpt) 13:45 E! TV - scan-
dais 14:35 Aloha Summer (1988) -
six youngster spend the summer of

'59 In Hawaii (rpt) 16:10 Decoration

Day (1990) - James Gamer plays a
retired judge who tries to persuade

his childhood friend to accept a
medal for heroism In Vietnam (rpt)

17:50 The Opponent (1987) - action

movie about a young boxer who
fights a rival inside the ring and out-
by falling in love with the rival's girl-

friend (89 mins) 1925 Rising Son
(1990) - drama starring Brian

Dennehy as a blue collar family-man

whose sons despise setting his

hopes too high (rpt) 21:00 Max and
Helen (1990) - touching drama
based on a true story, Nazf-hurtier

Simon Wiesenthal helps a
Holocaust survivor find his fiancee.

Starring Treat Williams, Alice Krige

and Martin Landau. Directed by
Philip Savilfe (90 mins) 2235 Us
(1991) - family melodrama written,

produced and directed by Michael
Landon who also stars as a prisoner

trying to rebuild his life after being
released for good behavior (89
mins) 00:10 Clear Cut (1991) -
action movie about a native

Canadian Indian whakidnaps the
manager of a paper factory to

protest the destruction of the envi-

ronment. Starring Graham Green
(98 mins) 1:50 Straight to Hell

(1987) — spoof of spaghetti

Westerns (rpt)

B CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 The Magical World of

Dinosaurs 9:00 White Fang 9:40
Silver Hawks 10:10 Lois and Clark
11:05 Power Rangers 11:40 Loony
Toons 12:00 Saved by the Bell

12:30 Hugo 13:00 Surprise Garden
13:35 Alvin and the Chipmunks
14:00 Detective Boogie 14:35 Once
Upon a Time 15:10 Silver Hawks
15:35 Rain Forests 16:15 Family
Ties 16:35 Ocean Girt 17:10 Loony
Toons 17:30 Saved by the Beil
18:00 Hugo 18:35 White Fang 19rf»
The Magical World of Dinosaurs
19:30 Three’s Company 20:00
Married with Children 20225 Family
Ties 20:55 Mark and Mindy 21:20
Cheers

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Land and Freedom
S * The Man Who Checks the Molar rnnunnam i*»
7:15 * 119 Bullets • 3 930 * Rosette President*Family
Goes Shopping 9:30 GLG. GIL 930 * Something
Jerusalem Mai (Mafta) « 788448 Clue- * Clueless 4:3$
lessMFalr GanteteSudden Death MJade
•American PresidenM»Famlly on
Holiday 4:4S, 7:15, 9:45 * Golden Eye
430. 7* Something to TeDt About 9:45
* Show Girls 4:30. 7:15, 10
JERUSALEM THEATER A Man of No
importance 7. 930 * Lisbon Story 930
RAV CHEN 1-7» 792799 Credtt Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
BuBcBng. 19 Ha’oman St. Talptof Whits
Man’s Burden#The Usual
Suspeets#Walttng to Exhale 5. 730,
9:45 Dangerous VDnds#Father of the
Bride » 5, 730. 9:45 * Jefferson fn
Paris 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Seven 4:30.
7:15. 9:45
TEL AVIV
DIZENGOFF A Man of No Importance
11 a-m., 1. 3. 5. 7:45 * Fresh 1.5. 10 *
Lisbon Story 1,5. 7:45. 10 * Show Girts
10:45 a.m., 1. 3. 3:15, 5, 5:30, 7:45,
10 DRIVE IN Golden Eye 10 * Sex
Film midnight GAN HAW » 5279215
Priscina 230, 5, 7:30, 9:45 GAT
Dangerous fcBnda 5, 7:30, 9:45 GOR-
DON The Young Poisoner's Handbook
8, 10 * CUteen Kano 6 HAKOLNOA
Carrington 5. 7:15. 9:45 G.G. HOD 1-4 *
5228090 Hod Passage. 101 Dizsngotf St
Clueless«American President 2, 5.

7:30, 10 * Fair GameAHome for the
Holidays 2, 5, 7:30, 10 LEV 1*4 *
5288288 White Han’s Burden 12:15,
2:15. 5. 7:45, 10 * Georgia 12. 2. 5:15.

7:45, 10 * FsrinaU1 12. 5. 730. 9:45 Of
Land and Freedom weekdays 2 *
Denise Calls Up 12:15, 2:15. 5. 7:30.

10 G.G. PE’ER American
President*Passover Fever*The
Haunted SouMHomaforthe Holiday 5.

730. 10 * Underground 6:30, 930
RAV-CHENv 5282288 Dtengoff
Center Seven 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *
Lovesick on Nana Street*Desperado
1130 ajn.. 230. 5. 730. £45 * TM
Usual Suspects 5, 730. 945 * Father
of the Bride n 5. 730, 9:45 * Don Juan
de Marco 1130 fl.nL, 230. 5. 730,
9:45 RAV-OR 1-5 » 5102674 Opera
House Smoke*n PestlnoeUnstnsng
Heroes 5. 730. 9:45* Jefferson In Paris
4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * Waiting to Exhale 5,

7:15, 9:45 G-G. SRAHAF 1-2
Passover Fever 7:30, 10 G.G-
TAYELET 1-3 » 5177952 2 Yona
Hanavi St- Something to Talk
About#Jade#Golden Eye 7:15. 10
G.G. TEL AVIV » 5281181 65 Pmsker
St Sudden DeathftJadetiFair Game 5,

7:30, 10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM »
6961297 27 Shad Hametekh Boulevard
Once Were Warriors 5. 8. IQ

CINEMA CAFE AUAUt v 325755
Underground 630 * The Bridges of

Madison County 7. 9:15 * Smote 930
* Forget Paria 7 ATZMON 1-6 «
673003 Fair Game*Jade«Whtt» Man’s
BurdanMStidden Death 4:30, 7.JM5 *
Showgirls 4:30, 7, 9:15 CINEMA
CAFE MORlAH « 242477 The

* SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 On the Waterfront (1954) -
Elia Kazan's fascinating drama won
eight Oscars and turned Marion
Brando into a superstar. After his

brother is killed, a younq harbor
worker breaks the hold of his gang
boss and of the New York City har-

bor unions. With Kart Malden, Lee J,

Cote, Rod Steiger and Eva Marie
Saint (107 mins) 23:50 Los Qjos
Vertdados (1978) - Spanish director

Carios Saura's political drama. A
theater director stages a play follow-

ing a symposium on torture in a

South American prison. The horrify-

ing images become reality when
right-wing extremists attack the the-

ater on opening night (107 mins)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University: Management.
Marketing and Economics 12:00

Human Nature 13:00 Beyond 2000

14:00 Open University (rpt of morn-

ing's programs) 16:00 Human
Nature 17:00 Beyond 2000 18:00

Open University (rpt of mornings
programs) 20:00 In Search of uur
Ancestors 21:00 Web of Life 22:00

Web of Life 23:00 in Search of Our
Ancestors 23:50 Open University

(rpt of morning’s programs)

B (TV 3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Migrating

Birds 18:30 Panorama with Zaidan
Atshe 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30

Songs We Loved 20:00 Mabat News
20:45 The Railway Station Man
(1992) - Julie Christie stars as an
Irish war widow, who, pining lor her

son who has joined the IRA. falls for

a reclusive American who has taken

up residence in the town railway sta-

tion. Also starring Donald
Sutherland. (100 mins) 00:00
Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Math enrich-

ment 17:00 At the Bottom of the Sea
With Delphi 17:30 Time Out 18:00
The Herodian Kingdom. Between
East and West 18:30 Family
Relations 19:00 Basic Arabic 19:30
Before Induction - program about
army service 20:00 A New Evening
(with Russian subtitles) 20:30 The
Agatha Christie Hour 21:30 Korea -
The Unknown War 2230 Spirited

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00
FTN World News 7:15 NBC News
7:30 Steals and Deals 8:00 The
Today Show 10:00 Super Shop
11:00 European Money Wheel
15:30 The Squawk Box 17:00 US
Money Wheel 18:30 FT Business
Tonight 19:00 ITN News 19:30
Frost’s Century 20:30 The Selina

Scott Show 21 :30 Frontal 22:30 ITN
News 23:00 Supersport 00:00 Best
of the Tonight Show 1 :00 Late Night

with Conan O’Brien

STAR PLUS

6:00 Beverty H'dlbiUies 6:30 Look
and Cook 7:00 Video Fashion
Monthly 7:30 Gabriette 8:30 Santa
Barbara 9:30 The Bold and the

Beautfcd IDrtO Oprah Winfrey 11 :00

Remington Steele 12:00 Look and
Cook 12:30 Videofashlon News
13:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

13:30 Small Wonder 14:00 The
Black Stallion 14:30 Batman 15:00
Home and Away 15:30 Enter-lain-

ment Tonight 16:00 M*A*S’H 16:30
Inspector Morse Mystery Movies
18:30 The Bold and the Beautiful

19:00 Santa Barbara 20:00 Hard
Copy Star Trek 20:30 Hearts Afire

21:00 Grace Under Fire 21:30
Bamaby Jones 22:30 Entertainment

Tonight 23:00 Oprah Winfrey 00:00
Movie TV 00:30 Home and Away
1:00 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 - 8:00 Bodies In motion 16:00
Bodes in motion 16:30 US college

basketball; Connecticut vs Rutgers
17:45 South American soccer 18:45
Live National League hant&all: ASA

CINEMA
Haunted Soul 7:15, 9:30 ORLY
Jefferson in Paris 6:45, 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 « 382020 American
President*Family on HoBday 430. 7.

930 * Something to Talk About 7. 930
* Clueless 4:30 RAV-GAT 1-2 *
674311 IQS] Seven 4:30, 7. 9:15 *
Father the Bride II 4:45. 7, 9:15
RAV-MOR 1-7* 8416899/8 [OSlSeven
430. 7. 9:15 * White Man’s Burden
4:45. 7, 9:15 * The Usual
SuspoctseWaWng to Exhale 4:45, 7.
9:15* Fattier of the Bride It 430, 7,9:15
* Dangerous Undo 4:45. 7. 9:15 *
Jefferson In Paris 4:30. 7, 9:15 RAV-
OR 1-3 « 246553 [OS] Dangerous
MSndsBThe Usual SuspedaOWalting
to Exhale 4:45, 7. 9:15
AFULA
RAV CHEN Dangerous Minds 7. 9:30
* Seven 9:30 * Show Girts 7. 9:30 *
Father at the Bride B 7
ARAD
STAR « 950904 Home for the Holidays
7:15. 930 * The American President
7:15. 9:30 * The Usual Suspects 7:15.
9:30
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Father of the Bride
IWSudden DeatMWadeOFalr Game 5.

730. 10 * Seven 4:45. 7:15. 10 G.G.
OR! 1-3* 711223 American President
5. 730. 10 * Show Girls 430. 7:15. 10 *
Dangerous lands 5. 730, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL American PresidentMFair
GamebSudden DaatttOFamDy on
HoOday 5. 730. 10 * Show Girls 4:30,
7:15, 10 RAV CHEN * 711223 II

PosOnoTathtr of the Bride MWhfe
Man's BurdenGDangerous Minds 5.

730, 9:46 * Seven 4:45. 7:15. 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Fair
GameWWhite Man’s Burden 5, 7:30,
9.45 * Dangerous HtndsMFather of the
Bride B 5. 7:30. 945 it Sudden Death 5,

730, 9:45 * Show Girls 430. 7:15, 9:45
* Seven 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Sudden DeathWFeir
Game*American President 4:45, 7:15,
9:45 * Show Giris 4:30, 7, 9:45 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4* 235278 Seven 4:45, 7:15.

9:45 * The Usual Suspects 7:30. 9:45 *
Dangerous MbuMF&ther of the Bride
D 5. 730, 9:45 * Mortal Combat 5
DtMOMA
HECHAL HATAFtBAUT Seven 730.
930
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT The Usual Suspects
730. 10 * Father of ttro Bride R 7:15,

9:45* Show Girls 730. 10
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Dangerous MlndaAWhlta
Man's Burden 5:15, 7:15, 9:45 *
SmrenMShow Girts 7:15. 9:45 * A
Goofy Movie weekdays 5:15 * Clueless
5 * Denise Cans Up 530
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
* 8902666 n PostinoWThe Usual
Suspects 6, 8. 10 STAR* 589066 Fair
Game 9:45 * American President 730
* Sudden Death 730, 10 * Show Girts

7:15, 9:45 DANIEL HOTEL White

Tel Aviv vs Hapoel ftishon 20:15
Live National League basketball;
Hapoei TA vs Maccabi Rlshon 22:45
Premier league soccer roundup
23:45 Brazilian league soccer

EUROSPORT

9:30 Alpine skiing 11:00 Formula 1

12:00 International motorsports
magazine 13:00 Boxing 14:00
Biathlon 15:00 Figure skating 17:00

Swimming 18:00 Cycling 19:00
African Nations’ Cup soccer high-

lights 20:30 Eurogoals 21:00 Speed
world 23:00 Pro-wrestling 00:00
Eurogoals 1:00 Eurogolf 2:00
Karting

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Motorsports magazine 8:00
Golf magazine 8:30 Asian sports
show 9:00 Tennis 9:30 Chinese
league basketball 11:00 WWF 14:00
Figure skating 14:30 Baseball mag-
azine 15:00 Chinese league basket-
ball 16:30 Motorcycling 17:30 World
Cup cricket preview 18:00 Asian
sports show 18:30 Baseball maga-
zine 19:00 Windsurfing magazine
19:30 Rollerblading 20:00 Goff mag-
azine 20:30 World Cup cricket pre-
view 21:00 Tennis 21:30 Golf 00:30
Five Nations' Cup rugby. England vs
Wales

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:00 BBC
Newsday 6:05 The Money
Programme 10:15 The Money
Pregramme 11:30 Food and Drink

14:05 Assignment 15:15 World
Business Report 16:25 This Multi-

Media Business 17:15 The Money
Programme 18:30 Time Out The
Clothes Show 19:30 Tomorrow's
World 22:05 The Money Programme
23:30 Holiday 00:00 BBC World
News and Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout fee day 6:30

Showbiz This Week 8:30 Global

View 9:30 Diplomatic License 11:30
CNN Newsroom 12:30 Headline
News 13:00 Business Day 14:00
Asia News 14:30 World Sport 15:00
Asia News 15:30 Business Asia

16:00 Larry King Live 17:30 Sport
18:30 Business Asia 21:00 World
Business Today 21:30 World News
22KX) Larry King Live 00:00 World
Business Today 00:30 Sport

SKY NEWS

News on fee hour 6:30 CBS News
7:30 ABC World News 12:10 CBS
60 Minutes 15:30 CBS News 16:30
Live from Parliament 19:00 Live at

Five 20:30 Tonight with Adam
Boulton 22:10 60 Minutes 1:30 CBS
News

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC, ;.,*.

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Reicha:
Quintet in D for winds op 91/3
(Prague Acad Quintet); Dohnanyi:
Piano concerto no 2 (Roscoe/BBC
Scottish SO); contemporary works
12:00 light Classical - excerpts
from operettas by Lehar, Kalman,
Oscar Straus 13:00 ViolinistThomas
Zehetmair - Schubert Quintet in A
for piano and strings Trout" 14:06
Encore 15:00 Cycle of Works -
Beethoven's piano sonatas 16:00
Early music 17:00 Etnahta - five

broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Israel Piano
Trio. Martinu: Piano Quartet (1942);
Oedoen Partos: Ballade for piano

trio (1977): Brahms: Plano trio In A
op 26 19:00 Rainbow of Sounds
20:05 Beethoven: Septet in E flat op
20 (London Melos Ens); Mozart
Sonata in B flat for bassoon and
cello K292 21:00 A Matter of
Agreement 23:00 Just Jazz

Man's Burden 7:30. 9:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Dangerous
MindsGFather of the Bride ti 7. 9:30 *
Seven 7, 9:30
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL Sudden DeatlrtiFair
Gama*Dangerous Mhxls*Father of
the Bride lteFamity on Holiday 5. 7:30.
10 * American President 5. 7:30, 10 ir

Show Giris 4:30, 7:15. 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166 Sudden
Deathepair GameMFamily on
HofidayWAmerican President 4:45, 7.
9:30 * Show Girts 4:45, 7. 9:30 * Santa
ClaussWA Goofy Movie 4:45 * Golden
Eye 7. 9:30 * Pagemaster (Hebrew dia-
logue! 4:45 * Jade 7, 9:30 *
Pocahontas (Hebrewdialogue) 4:A5
KIRYAT ONO
MATNAS Fair Gams 8:30
KIRYATSHEMONA
G.G. GIL Sudden DeathdFather of the
Bride II 4:30, 7, 930 * Show Girts 4:30,
7.9:45
LOD
STAR Sudden Death 7:15. 9:45 *
American President 7:15, 9:45
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Basketball
Diaries 8:30
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 w 404728 Fair

Game#American President 5, 7:30, 10
* Sudden Death 5, 7:30, 10 Show
Girts 4:30, 7:1 5, 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 v 628452 American
President 5. 7:30. 10 * Sudden

RAV CHEN Dangerous Minds 5. 7:30,

9:45 * Father ofthe Bride B 5. 7:30, 9:45
* Seven 9:45 * H Postino 5, 7:30 *
Waiting to Exhale 5, 7:15, 9:45
RISHON LEZKJN
GAL 1-5 e 9619659 Jade 5, 730, 10 *
Father of the Bride BMSudden Death 5.

7:30, 10* Show Girts 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Sawn 5. 7:30. 10 HAZlAHAV Fair
GamedAmerican President 5. 730, 10
* Dangerous Blinds 5, 7:30, 10 RAV
CHENTW 9870503 Seven 4:45, 7:15.
9:45 * The Usual Suspects 5, 730. 9:45
* Dangerous Minds 5, 7:30. 9:45 *
Father of the Bride II 5, 7:30, 9;45
STAR 1-4 * 9819985*7 27 Lishfnsky St.

Home for the HoOday 7:30, 10 * White
titan's Burden 7:30. 10 * Lovesick on
Nana Street 7:30, 10
UPPER NAZARETH
GLG GIL The Usual Suspects 4:30,

7,930 * SevenftShow Girls 7. 9:45
Fattier of the Bride ltdDangerous
Hinds*Fair Game*Suddan Death 4:45,

7. 9:30
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonlm Father of the
Bride U 5, 7:30, 9:46 * Dangerous
Minds 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Watting to Exhale
5, 7:15, 9:45 * The Usual Suspects
7:30. 9:45 * Mortal Combat 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pjn. unless otherwise
Indicated.
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Only a
charges
ONLY a second lieutenant will

face charges in the death of sol-

dier Haim Bar-Natan in Lebanon

in 1992, the High Court of Justice

ruled yesterday.

Bar-Natan was shot by a mem-
ber of his own unit during a night

operation after Sec.-Lt. Yeho-
shua Sadie 1 changed his group's

route without informing his men.

When another member of the

group later saw Bar-Natan in a

place where, as far as he knew,

no member of his unit was sup-

posed to be, he assumed Bar-

Natan was an enemy and shot

him.

The army originally decided

that no one was guilty of negli-

gence in the affair. Bar-Natan 's

parents, Esther and Arye, ap-

pealed this decision to Attorney-

General Michael Ben-Yair, who

decided last year that Sadiel

should be indicted for negligence.

lieutenant faces

in soldier’s death

wtoituay, rwiuctiy >

Rejected woman pilot sues

El Al for NTS 100,000

Monday, February 5, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

ISRAEL'S Ato- f

EVELYN GORDON

The Bar-Natans then peti-

tioned the High Court, asking

that four other people be tried as

well: (hen OC Northern Com-

mand Yitzhak Mordechai, Go-

lani Brigade Commander Col.

Y.N., “Raven” unit commander

Lt. A.A., and ibe soldier who

fired the fatal shots. Cpi- A.O.

The Bar-Natans argued that

Sadiei's superiors were also guilty

for having ordered the group out

on that route in such weather, for

allowing Sadiel to command a

force when he was not properly

trained - as witness his lack of

knowledge of the open-fire or-

ders; and for allowing A.O. to

participate in the mission, which

his commanders termed his “last

chance before being thrown out

of the unit,” despite previous

problems; and for planning an

ambush in a place from which it

was difficult to get the wounded

to medical help.

The state responded that Sa-

diel had been briefed on the

open-fire orders just before his

group set out; that A.O. had

been judged fit to handle the

group’s mission by his superiors;

and that the medical team bad

done everything possible to save

Bar-Natan.

Justices Aharon Barak, Ya’a-

kov Kedmi, and Dalia Domer ac-

cepted the state's arguments.

*• [Ben-Yair] examined all the

facts,” they wrote. “He considered

the various factors, gave them

their appropriate weight, and

reached bis conclusion .... We are

aware, as the attorney-general

was, of the petitioners’ pain ... but

this is not enough to justify our

interference in a reasonable deci-

sion of the attorney-general."

EVELYN GORDON

A WOMAN pilot yesterday filed suit against El Al

for refusing to hire her, accusing the company of

sexual discrimination.

The suit, filed in the Tel Aviv Labor Court by Orit

Katzir, via the Association for Civil Rights in Israel

{ACRT), demanded NIS 100,000 in compensation,

Katzir, 30] lias been a pilot for the past nine years,

and is currently employed by the US airline Ameri-

can Eagle.

She also holds an Israeli commercial pilot’s li-

cense, and has accumulated over 4,000 hours of

flying time.

In September 1993, Katzir applied for El ATs
pilot's training course.

Successful completion of this course generally

guarantees the student a pilot’s job with the

company.
However, her application was rejected, with no

reason given.

Later, El Al managing director Rafi Harlev told

Katzir the company only hires former air force

pilots, and therefore would not even consider her

application.

In its suit, ACRI argued that this is blatant sexual
discrimination, since the air force refused to accept

woman pilots until a few months ago, when the' High

Court of Justice ruled that this policy was discrimi-

natory and QlegaL

El Al cannot justify its ' disci irritnatHU i mi the

grounds that the air force has illegally .
discriminated

for decades, ACRI said.

Furthermore, it is dear that the company: does not

really consider air force experience essential be-

cause it has made exceptions in. the past for male

immigrant pilots who did not serve in foe air force,

ACRI continued. -

This policy also violates a riding by State Comp-
troller Miriam Ben-Porat, ACRI added.

As a government company, it concluded, El Al

has a special obligation to obey the anti-discrimina-

tion laws.

Haim Shapiro adds:

El Al spokesperson Osnat Lapidot said in re-

sponse that irrespective of the issue of service as a

pilot in the IAF, Katzir had not fulfilled the qualifi-

cations set by the company.

Shoppers look over Tn Bishvat goodies in Jerusalem’s Mahane Yehuda market yesterday. (baac Harari)

Ben-Yair: Meshulam wing enjoys special conditions
ALTHOUGH Uzi Meshulam
and his followers enjoy privileged

conditions in prison, there are no

definite recommendations to

change such conditions, Attor-

ney-General Michael Ben-Yair

wrote in a report on the issue to

Internal Security Minister Moshe
Shahal yesterday.

In response to allegations that

prison guards are kept out of Me-
shulam’s wing, Prisons Service

commissioner Arye Bibi said that

electronic systems, such as

closed-circuit TV, are sufficient

to keep an eye on the group. As-

RAINE MARCUS

for a brand new washing machine

and dryer installed in the wing,

Bibi said there are 25 such ma-

chines in other wings nationwide.

Meshulam, said Bibi, is enti-

tled to be kept in a cell alone

“because of his medical condi-

tion.”

“There is no preferential treat-

ment given to Meshulam com-

pared with other inmates," said

Bibi.

The group, Ben-Yair wrote,

does benefit from improved con-

ditions and privileges not given to

other inmates.

The report found that com-

pared to three other wings, Me-

shulam's is the only one with Eu-

ropean-style toilets. Other

advantageous conditions found

were doors which are kept un-

locked.

As in other “advanced prison

wings,” Meshulam and his fol-

lowers are allowed to wear civil-

ian clothing except when they are

taken to court, when they must

Israel's real estate market is blossoming

Talk to us to enjoy the fruits.

Tounsfs and lorem residents

(including israetis permanently

teskfmg abroad) enjoy special

pmleoes when pu/rtaswj real

estate' in Israel, h benefit from

a fully informed picture and

professional services specifically

tailored to your needs, Wfi

to Israel Discount Bank first.

We oner you a specialprogram
oi highly competitive finer,emo
opportunities

• flea/ estate hers ormortgages

denomimiedm localorfcwgn

currencies.

• Loan repaymentpencd up

to fifteen years.

• tic guarantors required

With a network of 230 brandies

m Israel 29 offices abroad,

a strong edwty base and sixty

v ears or unrrvalsd expertise, we
are your natural starting oomt tor

a f£Jl esfj/e inuesimeriir in Israel

For further details: International

Division Business Promotion

and Marketing Department
16 Mapu St. (Corner 71

Ben-Yehuda St.) Tel-Aviv

Tel: f03) 520-3198, 524-7279

Fax: (Q3) 524-2343

or visit any Israel .*V5%*
Discount Bank .-**£: %
branch or

toursf center rp
r

' • — >?"

The Arab FAX Directory

contains names, FAX
numbers and addresses of

thousands of Arab firms and

companies in 20 Arab

countries. Printed in English,

the directory is arranged by

country and then subdivided

by sector: Industry,

Agriculture, Trade, Tourism

and Services.

Hardcover, 789 pp. 3rd

edition.

JP Price NIS 385.00 Inc.

door-to-door delivery

To: Books, The Jerusalem
Post ,

POB 81, Jerusalem
91000, Tel. 02-241282

Please send me the Arab
FAX Directory. Enclosed is

my check for NIS 385.00 per

copy, payable to The
Jerusalem Post Credit card

orders accepted by phone.

Tu Bishvat today
JUDY SIEGEL and UAT COLLINS

wear prison uniform.

“In view of their especially

problematic behavior, there is no

justification for these privileges,”

read the report

Police recently instructed Pris-

ons Service authorities to discon-

nect the phone in Meshulam 's

wing, after be was found to be

abusing the privilege. Ben-Yair

said Meshulam should be allowed

to phone his family once a day for

three minutes, provided he did

not use the phone to issue instruc-

tions or to pass on “inciting mes-

sages” to followers outside.

THOSE who celebrate Tu Bish-

vat, the new year of trees, by

eating a variety of fruits may go

ahead today without concern for

their health, according to the

Health Ministiy, which yesterday

issued tiie results of tests on dried

produce. Most favorite dried

fruits are imported.

During 1995, a total of 226

shipments of dried fruits were im-

ported. The ministry’s Food Con-

trol Administration tested sam-

ples and found that only four

percent (of 126 samples) had

molds and aflatoxin (a fungus can

be a carcinogen over the long

term); none of 26 samples had

illegal residues of pesticides; 18

of 241 had too-high levels of pre-

servatives; none had artificial col-

ors added; none failed the enty-

mology test

However, the Israel Consumer

Council said' last week that while

most samples it examined were

dean and suitable for eating, it

found dates contaminated with

insect excrement, which can be a

serious health hazard. .

Tu Bishvat wQl be marked to-

day with tree plantings around

the country.

Apart from the .many official

Tn Bishvat ceremonies for

schoolchidren, soldiers, and new
immigrants, several sites are be-

ing created where the general

public can stop and plant a tree.

The three main points wifi- be

open between 8 am. and 4 pm.
In the North: the Shomrim junc-

tion on the Hvon-Nahalal Road.

In the Center the -carpark- at the

Porzim Memorial, opposite

Shoeva on the Jerusalem-Tel

Aviv highway. In the South: the

Lahavim junction on the Beit.

Kama-Beeisheba Road. .

The Knesset, which celebrates

its birthday on Tu Bishvat, win

hold its own tree-planting cere-

mony for MKs and open a photo

exhibition on the Jerusalem Cor-

ridor fire.

David Rudge adds

Scores of youngsters from the

security zone in south Lebanon,

joined with children from Ma’a-

lot in a “Tn Bishvat” planting

ceremony yesterday.

Meanwhile, as many as 50,000

people are expected to partici-

pate in tree planting ceremonies

on the Golan today, in what orga-

nizers hope will be a . massive

show of solidarity with Jewish

residents there.

Last of warned GSS officers

defends himself in hearing today.

BILL HUTMAN

THE last of the seven General

Security Service and police offi-

cers that were warned by the

Shamgar Commission they may
be found responsible for the fail-

ings that led to prime minister

Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination is

to begin presenting his defense

today.

Like the other six, H., a senior

GSS officer responsible for han-

dling intelligence information on
extremists, received a warning
letter from the commission in De-
cember.

Yesterday’s hearing, at which
Yarkon District commander
Assu-Cmdr. Ya’acov Shoval fin-

ished up his defense, was report-,

edly very heated. Shoval, the

only police officer warned by: the

commission, was grilled by the.

lawyers for the six GSS officers.

Shoval .mmntamed that it is the

GSS’s duty to protect the prime

minister, and it was failures by

the service and not by the police

that allowed . the assassination to

take place. The lawyers for the

GSS officers, however, tried to

pin the blame on police.

One source described the ex-

changes as “sharp.” But he add-

.

ed their importance should not be

exaggerated, as the commission,

by issuing warning fetters to six

GSS officers and only one police

officer, has already indicated it

puts most - of fife Name on the

GSS.

APPEAL FOR HELP T“:
We appeal for help, on behalf of a large tamHy, fe desperate straits. The
head of the family is very ill and bedridden. The family has been left wtth.
no means of support and, because of the high cost of the fathert
medical treatment and the family’s daBy Bving expenses, R has fallen Into
deep debt

from adversity, so that It can reaurrafrwmafltfe.

Please sand a donation, referring to "Fund to Save a FanUfy,” to:

.

* ^ taRal?b&1“ Ga1^ "*aft ^kana#

* fe^Stml»Hacoh«n Kook, Chief Rabbi ofRehcwot4 DavidShtmonL P.O.B.
1047, rwnovot

* ^ Hebrew Untarcfy Phyeka Dept, ' •

* L-Wi The Hebrew Urtiverefty, Phystea DepL, S HajAiga, Jermrism-
* T also support this appear - PrpL

1

Yehuda Levy
DQ^gf^J^.^.^4s|w^»nAoewflrtlte.37;i73.<l^^taSaiea

FsmflyT, IbiRad Mzrwil Bnk, Baytt Vagan Branch or Postal Bank,

biquMoa to Rabbanft Levin, Taf. 02-307793.

The State of Israel is on the road to destruction.The only tesal waVto pevent'
this is a strong right bfoc in the coming Knesset Help usaccompltsh this.

Contributions: United Mizrahi Bank, - iHod Hasharon Branch No. 512, Acct. no. 113885 a

ATTENTION TOUKISTS:
Yonr vacation dream come trnel And a profitable investment fob!--

SHffiATHAYAMASHKELON
An apartment hotel is being erected on the magnificent beachfront -

'

i

_
- for observant families.

You’ll enjoy foil services of a luxury hotel with foil K»mirpwmM, J
Call Not Real Estate, 050-259913, 02-375161.

‘

CELLULAR PHONE
AVAILABLE

’

ictCUOON A®OfT:flWnM27/l

XBMN-

m

wgommsi. tawm/7
™ xvw-s wuMseats.

a
iSHOOtk0W3«77*WJWtXf
TKX1A& 0W22*3» aiaovw:

N*wB Owfa Airport: 07-340701

1C/1/OA.

WEATHER

s35S£™

im

Forecast: Partly doudy rise m
tBmporeturss.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were the ace of spades, ace

of hearts, eight of diamonds, and

eight of dubs.

Hundredsjoin
;

in protest for :

Ouman workers !

M1CHAL YVJDELMAN

HUNDREDS of labor council
artivists and union members from

'

afl over the country demonstrai-
ed^oiuade the Prime Minister's
Office m Jerusalem yesterday to
protest against the closure of ^e :

Dnman Kniamg Mills in Ofakim
.
and the city’s unemployment

- Histadrut, which orea- ;

-ntzed-the demonstration had
• hoped for a larger turnout.

.
. Histadrut Chairman MK Amir

'

Peretz, who spoke at the demon- *
stration, demanded the establish

*
i.ment of 'a joint govemment-His- -

-tadrut. committee that would
identify companies and plants on
the verge of collapse.

*

: - . Peretz bfested the government
fOT i^Jy bendmg laws anti
regutatioos when tycoons and
onployera mms to it f0r financial

- teip, and for helping them Eeiw
,-OTS^ lo-create more work piac« :

' ^ P^ces
tnatang a profit - even lemporarJ

fy- tite^jgotveniment and tycoon*;
^ j*andon r tilfe: battlefield and lK
- yroft&Si .who are thrown om or

then, jobs.’., ;

- The Mgatiatfoas between pQU
gat, which owns- Guman, and th2

.JffistadrutL:<wer severance fees for
Ouman's. Woikexi broke down
shortly &''mniig on Sarur,

day vSReti wheH.7POl^t rejected

foe compromise
.
pro^

Hi«a; .

drnt vnft’ pfoatiisg^to sabotage

: the .
yester^

>. day ’s^ demdrmtjaSoxt *nd “tq
mala poHtical *

The H&teto:"ann6BBced that

. ; if

. dayv. night, prrvr -

_dnction_ ta , the! Qw'ffixp- plant

wSdrit lad' ok-
•

foe &ijmco a£^ foe ficcr^ba La-

.1^. vM?* -

.

. ; bofo sides igieed to;;reaame


